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Nature has evolved many mechanisms for achieving directed motion on the subcellular level. The
burnt-bridge ratchet (BBR) is one mechanism used to accomplish superdiffusive motion over long
distances via the successive cleavage of surface-bound energy-rich substrate sites. The BBR mech-
anism is utilized throughout Nature: it can be found in bacteria, plants, mammals, arthropods (for
example Crustaceans and Cheliceratans), as well as non-life forms such as influenza. Motivated to
understand how fundamental engineering principles alter BBR kinetics, we have built both com-
puter models and synthetic experimental systems to understand BBR kinetics. By exploring the
dynamics of BBRs through simulation we find that their motor-like properties are highly dependent
on the number of catalytic legs, the distance that the legs can reach from the central hub, and the hub
topology. We further explore how design features in the underlying landscape affect BBR dynam-
ics. We find that reducing the landscape from two- to one-dimensional increases superdiffusivity but
leads to a loss in processivity. We also find that landscape elasticity affects all motor-like dynamical
properties of BBRs: there are different optimal stiffnesses for distinct dynamical characteristics. For
a spherical-hub BBR, speed, processivity, and persistence length are optimized at high, intermediate
and soft stiffnesses, respectively, while rolling is also optimized at a high surface stiffness.
Towards our development of a novel micron-sized protein-based BBR in the lab, we develop
a new surface chemistry passivation technique and apply it to the surface of nanowires, turning
an array of waveguiding nanowires into a high-throughput biosensing assay. In a separate assay,
our protein-based BBR, which we call the lawnmower, is implemented in two dimensions on glass
cover slips prepared with our surface chemistry (which serves as the lawn). We find the lawnmower
dynamics reproduce key observations found in other similar systems, such as saltatory motion and
broadly varying anomalously diffusive behaviour. The successful implementation of the lawnmower
marks the first demonstration of an artificial protein-based molecular motor.
Keywords: Diffusion; Anomalous diffusion; burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet; Molecular motors;
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humankind has long drawn inspiration from Nature when developing new technologies.
Looking as far back as to the origins of our species to a time when we were motivated to
gain control over the elements, we imitated caves when constructing shelters [2]. Wilbur
Wright, who along with his brother Orville, is credited with the first successful powered
flight in 1903 said of flying: “The desire to fly after the fashion of birds is an ideal handed
down to us by our ancestors who, in their gruelling travels across trackless lands in prehis-
toric times, looked enviously on the birds soaring freely through space, at full speed, above
all obstacles, on the infinite highway of the air” [3]. (This was perhaps more succintly
put by his brother, Orville, “If birds can glide for long periods of time, then why can’t
I?” [4]). In 1941 George de Mestral, a Swiss electrical engineer, took note of the peculiar
properties of burdock burr seeds that stuck to his dog after a hike in the Alps. He noted the
burrs contained hooked ends that caught on fibre loops on his dog, eventually leading to
his development of Velcro [5]. These are but a few examples of humanity’s long history of
finding inspiration from Nature for the development of new techonologies.
Up until the last few decades this process of biomimicry has typically been associated
with macroscale-sized technologies. Within the 21st century, advances in microscopy and
computation have led humanity to begin disentangling the complexity of Nature at the mi-
croscale, the relevant lengthscale of processes that maintain cellular life. The natural next
step in the development of new techonologies is therefore to begin to draw inspiration from
the cellular protein machines that drive life in order to develop new nanoscaled artificial
technologies.
1
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One of the most striking aspects of cellular life is how incredibly well-adapted cells
are. The human genome contains on the order of 20,000 genes capable of producing pro-
teins [6], where each gene in turn may be capable of transcribing functionally distinct
protein isoforms [7]. Each protein can then be post-translationally modified in various
ways, bound to lipids or other cell components (which can alter the protein’s function) or
incorporated as a building block into multi-protein complexes. There is on the order of
200 different cell types in the human body [8], each of which contains the same genome
yet may appear and function completely differently from one another because cells have at
their disposal such a large array of customization tools.
When we peer inside the cell using modern microscopy techniques we see vast com-
plexity [9]; it appears as a bustling city centre with thousands of dynamical parts working
harmoniously to meet the demands of survival. A key component for maintaining such
incredible order and complexity within the cell are protein machines called ‘molecular
motors’: multi-protein complexes capable of harnessing chemical energy from their envi-
ronment to do work. Molecular motors are ‘machines’ in a literal sense: chemical input
fuel (usually in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)) is utilized to drive conforma-
tional changes in protein structure to perform tasks [10]. There are many different types
and families of molecular motors. Some are membrane-embedded and rotary-based, such
as the pilus machine and vacuolar ATPase shown in Fig. 1.1a and Fig. 1.1b, respectively.
Others, such as kinesin I shown Fig. 1.1c, walk hand-over-hand on long protein filaments
to distribute cargo and position cell organelles.
Much like how the Wright brothers drew inspiration from birds in their development
of powered flight, inspiration from biological molecular machines has led to the develop-
ment of artificial molecular machines. There has been a variety of artificial molecular ma-
chine designs to date and they vary by orders of magnitude in size. The first experimental
success towards creating artificial molecular machine-like components is credited to Jean-
Pierre Sauvage whose lab linked two ring-shaped molecules together to form a chain [12]
and Fraser Stoddart who constructed a molecular shuttle [13]. Together their seminal work
constitutes the beginning of the field of ‘mechanically interlocked molecules’. Bernard
Feringa developed the first artificial molecular rotary motor and demonstrated its capabil-
ity of rotating objects larger than the motor-molecule by a factor of 10,000 [14]. Because of
their seminal work in artificial molecular motor design, these three scientists were awarded
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Figure 1.1: Examples of molecular motors. Figures adapted from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) molecule of the month. (a) Membrane-embedded rotary motor ‘type IVa Pili ma-
chine’ (PDB entry 3jc8, used with permission). Type IVa Pilus have earned the moniker
“the swiss army knives of bacteria” because of their numerous functions in bacteria [11].
(b) Membrane-embedded rotory motor ‘vacuolar ATPase’ (PDB entry 5vox, used with per-
mission). Vacuolar ATPase is a proton pump used to control the acidity in various cell
compartments. (c) Cytoplasmic molecular motor kinesin I (PDB entry 3kin, used with per-
mission). Motors like kinesin that walk across their intracellular tracks are discussed more
thoroughly in section 1.3.
the 2016 Nobel prize in Chemistry [15]. Many others have contributed to the developement
of artificial molecular motors (ref. [16] provides a good review). Of relevance to this thesis
work are nanometer- and micrometer-sized artificial molecular motors that walk or translo-
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cate across a landscape. In the remainder of the introduction, core principles relevant to
molecular motors are introduced, followed by a brief review of the relevant biological and
artificial systems in sections 1.6 and 1.7, respectively.
1.1 Reynolds number
Our physical intuition from our everyday macroscopic experience is insufficient to under-
stand the microscopic environment within which molecular machines operate. At a macro-
scopic level inertial forces govern motion. As the dimensions of an object shrink, and
thermal forces become relevant, viscous forces responsible for damping motion through
converting kinetic energy to heat become important. A convenient measure that informs us
of the relevant forces in a system is the Reynolds number, which is the ratio of inertial to








where ρ is the density of the fluid, L the characteristic length of an object, ν the object
speed, and η the viscosity of the medium surrounding the object [17]. The value of Re
informs us of the relevant forces experienced by a particular system, which allows us to
adjust our physical intuition. For example, a person swimming in water has a high Reynolds
number of 104, and so motion is inertially dominated. This means that as we swim by
using energy to push against the water to move forward, the generated inertia allows for
our continued forwards motion when our limbs cease to move. That is, when energy is no
longer being used to generate motion we can coast for some time. Eventually of course
our forwards motion will be arrested, as our kinetic energy is slowly dissipated to the
surrounding aqueous environment. However, a small bacterium 1 µm in length moving at
30 µm·s−1 in water has a Reynold’s number of 3x10−5. In this regime the bacterium has
little inertia: it no longer continues to move once the swimming machinery has stopped,
and is said to be in a viscous-dominated regime. (It will coast a distance of approximately
0.01 nm before motion is arrested). It is crucial to shift our thinking to a viscous-dominated
regime while discussing molecular machines such as those introduced in Fig. 1.1, where
energy must be consumed continuously in order to achieve directed motion.
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1.2 Passive transport
Passive transport occurs within the cytosol (intracellular fluid) and does not utilize chem-
ical energy input. Rather, it is driven by the second law of thermodynamics: the need to
maximize entropy. The cytosol is a highly heterogeneous and crowded mixture of biopoly-
mers whereby passive transport dynamics are highly dependent on particle size [18]. To
build intuition about passive motion within the intracellular environment it is convenient to
estimate how ‘packed’ it is with proteins. If we think of a cell as a cube of volume V we
can divide the cell into Q smaller cubes of lattice constant a where only a single protein
occupies each a3. Q is therefore our estimate of the number of proteins in the cell and a the
expected distance between proteins assuming they are uniformly distributed throughout V .
To estimate Q we can divide the total protein mass in a typical HeLa cell by the average
protein mass. The average protein length in H. Sapiens is 375 amino acids [19], which is





= 6.25x109 proteins. (1.2)
The mean diameter of a HeLa cell is 17 µm [20] which gives an estimated volume of
5000 µm3. The average distance between protein centres is then found to be ∼ 9 nm.
(Remarkably, you can pick any cell type and you will find the answer to be close to 10
nm.) The average protein radius is 2 nm [21], and since the 10 nm spacing is between
protein centres, the actual average distance between protein surfaces is then more like ∼6
nm. Thus, the cell is densely packed; roughly speaking there is an average protein diameter
of the distance separating proteins within the cell.
With this calculation of the expected cellular environment in mind, next let us build up
some intuition about expected transport times. First consider the Stokes-Einstein relation
D = kBT
ξ
, where ξ is the drag coefficient, T is temperature and kB is Boltzman’s constant.
For spherical particles in low Reynolds-number environments ξ = 6πηr, where η is vis-
cosity and r the particle radius. If we use the viscosity of water, ηH2O = 8.9x10−4 Pa·s, and
a protein radius of r = 2 nm, the diffusion coefficient is estimated to be D = 123 µm2 · s.
To calculate the expected time to diffuse across some distance we can use the Einstein
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where d is the dimesion of the system (taken to be d = 3 here). To diffuse 1000 µm (typical
human dendrite length [23]) in water is then expected to take a mean time of 1351 seconds.
This turns out to be a poor estimate for diffusive motion within the cell. Recall that
the average distance between proteins is about 5 nm. In this highly packed environment
proteins are constantly colliding within one another: the mean free path is expected to
be quite small. Dense molecular crowding decreases the diffusion coefficient, leading to
slower transport than compared to an aqueous environment [24]. Furthermore, this slowing
of the diffusion process highly depends on particle size, where viscosity experienced by
a protein is exponentially dependent on its hydrodynamic radius [25]. For example, the
diffusion coefficient for GFP-tagged proteins in E. coli is estimated to be 10 µm2 ·s−1 [26].
Using the above Stokes relation, for an r = 2 nm protein to travel 1000 µm then takes an
estimated mean time of 16,667 seconds, far greater than the 1351 second mean transport
time in water across the same distance.
The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate that the cell has a huge problem if it
relies purely on diffusive motion to passively transport resources. Clearly the cell cannot
rely on passive transport while also having highly concentrated amounts of protein in the
cytoplasm. Diffusion is also an isotropic process, therefore, diffusion-dependent transport
is unable to maintain (or lead to the development of) the highly anisotropic cellular organi-
zation we see in most cellular systems. For the cell to evolve more complexity it therefore
must have experienced a strong evolutionary pressure to develop directed energetically-
driven transport mechanisms.
1.3 Active transport
The molecular motor kinesin was briefly introduced as an example of a molecular motor
that converts chemical energy into work (Fig. 1.1). The cytoplasmic molecular motors
kinesin [27], dynein [28], and myosin [29] each move stepwise on intracellular polymer
filaments by a mechanochemical cycle fueled by the free energy stored in freely diffusing
ATP [30].
A prototypical example of a cytoplasmic molecular motor is kinesin I. I will briefly
walk through the mechanochemical cycle it goes through to create a downhill free-energy
gradient, the so called ‘power stroke’, resulting in directed transport.
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Kinesin I consists of two flexibly linked globular head groups each with 2 binding sites:
one site for ATP and the other for the microtubule surface (Fig. 1.2:top). When kinesin’s
leading head is bound to a microtubule, ATP can bind into the active site. The neck linker
then stiffens such that the lagging head is propelled forward to become the new leading
head [31]. Random thermal fluctuations ultimately bring the leading head to dock to the
next microtubule binding site [32]. The ATP in the lagging head is hydrolyzed to ADP +
phosphate. Rapid diffusion of the phosphate ion into solution results in a sub-nanometre
‘gap’ within the ATP active site [30]. This triggers a conformational reorganization near the
active site that is mechanically transmitted to the microtubule binding site. This lagging
motor head then unbinds from the track, and the cycle repeats itself (Fig. 1.2:bottom).
Kinesin I takes 8 nm steps on its microtubule track at an average velocity of 750 nm·s−1,
and is able to exert a force of up to 5.4 pN [33]. It takes its steps directionally, away from
the centre of the cell towards the periphery. Given that kinesin I’s mass is 184 kDa (where
1 kDa = 1.66x10−9 picograms), its ratio of maximum force to body weight is over 109.
If a person were capable of such a force-to-body weight ratio they would be able to lift
more than 40,000 Boeing 747 aircrafts. This incredible output is because it is a nanoscaled
object immersed in a thermal bath where the relevant energy scale is kBT and where the
contribution to motion from gravity is negligible. A direct comparison of force-to-body
weight of a macroscopically-sized person with nanoscaled kinesin is therefore somewhat
misleading.
Cytoplasmic molecular motors walk along linear protein filaments that extend through-
out the cell volume, thereby reducing the transport space from three-dimensional to quasi-
one-dimensional. The reduction in transport dimension solves two problems. From Eq. 1.3
we can see that the time to diffuse a fixed distance decreases with decreased dimension
(transport time, t, is inversely proportional to dimension, d). Diffusion is also isotropic,
therefore there is very little guarantee of getting a single protein to a precise point in a
three-dimensional volume of 5000 µm3 where it may be needed. At 750 nm·s−1 kinesin
I would take 1333 seconds to move 1000 µm along its track, remarkably faster than the
50,000 seconds to travel this distance from its starting point via random diffusion. Track-
based transport has the added benefit that its cargo is delivered directionally via its micro-
tubule intracellular track. Therefore, cytoplasmic molecular motors do a really nice job of
solving the transport problems discussed in section 1.2. The mean squared displacement,
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Figure 1.2: Kinesin Stepping Schematic. Adapted with permission from [34]. Top: crystal
structure of kinesin I motor heads (PDB 1N6M) and neck linkers docked onto a microtubule
(PDB 3JAO). Kinesin motor heads bind tubulin (the single protein building units of micro-
tubules shown in navy and red) and walk towards the plus end of the microtubule (towards
the cell periphery). Bottom: A motor head in the empty state binds the microtubule, with
the lagging head unbound (shown in cyan). The neck linker stiffens in response to ATP
binding, which drives the lagging head forward towards the next binding location. ATP in
the now lagging head (purple) is hydrolysed to ADP and phosphate (Pi), which results in
the detachment of this head from the track. The cycle continues with each ATP hydrolysed
corresponding to one step forward.
which is the mathematical tool I will use to distinguish between types of motion (passive
vs. active), will be introduced more formally in section 3.4.
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1.4 Brownian ratchets
A Brownian ratchet (BR) is a model used to describe molecular machines where motion is
driven predominantly by thermal fluctuations with direction of motion biased by chemical
reactions [35]. Thermal fluctuations carry a BR forwards across its landscape, while back-
wards motion is prevented by a local asymmetry (often induced by chemical reactions) [36].
Many cellular processes are well-modelled as a BR; examples include the polymerization
of actin or microtubule filaments and protein translocation across a cell membrane pore
[36].
Fig. 1.3 outlines a simple ideal BR in one dimension similar to the example outlined
by Peskin et al. in their seminal paper where they introduced the concept of the Brownian
ratchet [36]. Briefly, their physical principles of a one-dimensional BR are introduced as
follows:
i. Consider a particle in one dimension at x0 = 0 at t = 0. To diffuse to point ±`1 will
take a mean time of t` = ∆`21/2D, where ∆`= `i+1− `i.
ii. The particle initially has equal probability of moving left or right. For an ideal
BR when the particle passes `1 it is ‘ratcheted’ such that it cannot pass backwards:
x = ±`1 behaves like an absorbing boundary away from the origin and a reflecting
boundary once passed for steps taken back towards the origin.
iii. The mean time for a ratchet to traverse a distance L where L is divided into N = L/∆`
intervals is then tBR = N(∆`2/2D) = L∆`/2D; once the particle passes `1 thermal
fluctuations eventually carry it past `2, and so on...
iv. When speed is s≡ L/T it is straight forward to see that the expected speed is then
sBR = 2D/∆`. (1.4)
Therefore, the average expected speed of a Brownian ratchet is inversely dependent
on the ratchet interval.
A quick way to realize an advantage of the ideal ratchet outlined above is through a
comparison with conventional diffusion. The mean time to diffuse a distance L via conven-
tional diffusion is tdiff = L2/2D in one dimension. As a function of increased distance L,
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mean transport times increase quadratically for conventional diffusion, while only linearly
for an ideal ratchet process. However, if the density of ratchet intervals increases such
that ∆`′→ ∆`/n, this leads to tBR = L∆`′/n2D and s = 2Dn/∆`′. As n→ ∞ we then have
tBR→ 0 and s→ ∞. Peskin et al. pointed out this problem, “[as the] frequency of smaller
Brownian steps grows more rapidly than the step size shrinks (when ∆` is of the order of a
mean free path, then this formula (Eq. 1.4) obviously breaks down).”
Figure 1.3: i) A particle starts at x = 0 and has equal probability of moving left (Pl) or right
(Pr) . ii) When the particle passes the ratchet interval `1 the probability of traversing back
is less than that to continue to move forwards.
Thermal fluctuations are carrying the particle across each ∆` interval. The system is
pushed away from equilibrium (detailed balance is broken) by the implementation of the
`th interval, which must cost energy. Furthermore, the inability of the ratchet to travel
back across the boundary reduces the accessible states of the particle, thereby leading to a
reduction in entropy and increase in free energy.
For the example of constant interval spacing ∆` described above, one can imagine a
drag applied opposing the motion of ratcheted particles away from the origin. One can
then define the work the BR particle does against a drag force. The drag could be balanced
such as to stall the ensemble-averaged outward particle motion thereby determining the stall
force of the system. Therefore, a BR can in a sense be considered motor-like: a so-called
‘Brownian motor’. One could then think about manipulating the motor-like properties
of the system through changing the distance between ` intervals. For example, consider
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the case in which the interval is a function of the distance from the origin (x) such that
d`/dx = c, where the distance between ratchet intervals decreases linearly as a function
of increased distance from the origin. The relative velocity (Eq. 1.4) would then be non-
constant and the particles would have an acceleration. There are many other examples of
BRs achieving motor-like dynamics through various spatial and temporal asymmetries [37].
1.5 The burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet
The previous section introduced the theoretical construct of the BR; however, the mecha-
nism of the asymmetry was not considered. Here, the burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet (BBR)
is discussed. The BBR concept was formally introduced by Antal et al. [38] as a biased
diffusion mechanism in one dimension, whereby neighbouring lattice sites are connected
via a bridge. As a thermally-driven particle traverses the bridge it has a probability p of
destroying it. In the Antal et al. example the particle is capable of taking steps of size equal
to the lattice constant (it cannot step over to the next-nearest neighbour site), therefore, if a
bridge is destroyed the probability of traversing back to the previous lattice site is zero. It
is therefore similar in concept to the ideal Brownian ratchet intoduced in section 1.4; how-
ever, the ratchet intervals, `n, are generated stochastically by the act of bridge destruction
along the BBR’s trajectory.
In the biological systems discussed in the following sections it seems less correct to
say that the lattice sites are connected via a cleavable bridge, rather, the lattice sites them-
selves act as free-energy-rich substrates to which the BBR can bind and cleave. Successive
cleavage of free-energy-rich substrate promotes forwards motion to new substrate, while
backwards motion to free-energy-void cleaved substrate is less desirable. Therefore, as a
BBR moves it leaves behind a wake of free-energy-void product sites. Motion between
lattice sites is driven by thermal fluctuations, where the formation of asymmetry through
substrate cleavage gives rise to the ratchet behaviour. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.
1.6 Burnt-bridge Brownian ratchets found in Nature
Nature utilizes the BBR mechanism across all forms of life. In this section the function and
dynamics of naturally occuring BBRs are briefly described.
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Figure 1.4: i) A particle starts at x = 0 and has equal probability of moving left (Pl) or right
(Pr). No asymmetry in the system has yet been formed. The blue diamonds indicate free-
energy-rich substrate sites. ii) In this scenario the asymmetry has been randomly formed
towards the left. The BBR has interacted with and cleaved a few substrate sites leaving
them energy-void products (red). iii) In this scenario the star indicates a substrate site that
has been skipped over: the BBR will not necessarily leave behind a fully-cleaved wake of
product. This could mean that the particle interacted with the substrate site, disengaged
and diffused further along, or it could mean that it took a step size of two lattice sites in
length, thereby skipping one substrate site. Indeed, as BBRs are thermally-driven objects
large fluctuations (in practice) lead to a distribution of step-sizes.
1.6.1 A potential mechanism for cell migration
The extracellular matrix (the network of fibers between cells) offers an environment to
support cells and guide their motion. Cells are able to migrate along the matrix by po-
larizing, resulting in a leading edge and trailing edge [44]. The leading edge follows an
external cue (chemical or physical) which motivates the cell’s motion forwards [45]. It
has been suggested that ligands are not always stable within the extracellular matrix, and
that binding and unbinding of cells may disrupt or degrade the local ligand landscape as
they migrate [39]. Indeed, in vitro studies whereby ligands were coupled to a surface via
a rupturable tension gauge tether have shown that cells that are initially stationary; upon
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Figure 1.5: Various schematics for BBRs found in Nature. (a) Figure adapted with per-
mission from [39]. A cell initially adheres on a ligand-labile surface (i) before uniformly
depleting a fraction of the ligands (ii). Depletion leads to cell polarization (iii) following
by migration to new ligand-rich surface. (b) Figure adapted with permission from [40].
A schematic of plasmid segregation in bacteria illustrating the ParA/ParB mechanism. (c)
Figure adapted with permission from [41]. Schematic for bacterial engulfment process.
Membrane-bound DMP (pac-men) are proposed to unidirectionally move through and cat-
alyze cleavage of peptidoglycan while also dragging the engulfing membrane around the
daughter cell. (d) Figure adapted with permission from [42]. Schematic for influenza A
motion whereby capsid-bound HA and NA bind to cell-bound sialic acid, thereby pro-
moting lateral motion of the virus throughout the cell periphery. (e) Figure adapted with
permission from [43]. Schematic for cellulose degradation by cellulase. A kink in cellu-
lose (G) promotes the binding of cellulase (H) which then leads to unidirectional hydrolysis
away from the kink (I).
irreversibly rupturing the ligands underneath the cell body form an asymmetry in their local
environment which promotes cell migration (Fig. 1.5a) [39]. Therefore, tension-rupturable
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ligands can turn non-migratory cells migratory, which may have important implications for
our understanding of cancer metastasis [46].
This is a BBR-based mechanism for cell motion whereby the asymmetry (ligand de-
pletion) is generated through a mechanical force applied through the focal adhesion sites
bound to the surface ligands; the energy is ultimately provided by actomyosin cytoplas-
mic motors [47]. Upon forming the asymetry the cell preferentially moves towards regions
dense with ligands, thereby moving directionally away from the ligand-depleted wake.
1.6.2 Low-copy plasmid partitioning mechanism in bacteria
Plasmids are circular extrachromosomal DNA found within bacteria that replicate inde-
pendently from chromosomal DNA. ‘High-copy-number’ plasmid DNA refers to plasmid
DNA found in high quantities in the cell. Throughout the cell division process, passive
transport guarantees faithful segregation of high-copy-number plasmids, as well as some
bacterial chromosomes, into the partitioning cells [48]. ‘Low-copy-number’ plasmids oc-
cur with far less abundance, such that passive transport is no longer a viable option to
faithfully segregate plasmid DNA into partitioning daughter cells. Bacteria have therefore
developed energy-dependent active transport mechanisms to partition low-copy plasmids;
the most common and widely studied is the ParA/ParB system [49]. ParA is a nucleoid-
bound ATPase that when bound to ATP is able to nonspecifically bind to DNA [40]. ParB
binds to plasmids and forms large ‘partition complexes’ comprised of many ParB-plasmid
pairs. The ParB-plasmid partition complexes interact with nucleoid-bound ParA, which
leads to the hydrolysis of an ATP and the subsequent release of ParA from the nucleoid
surface [40]. The ParB plasmid complex then has a free energy advantage to seek out areas
rich in nucleoid-bound ParA regions, thereby actively transporting the plasmid cargo and
leading to eventual partitioning. The ParA/ParB system is therefore a BBR: the asymmetry
formed by the ParB complex in the ParA substrate creates a chemical potential gradient (a
so-called “chemophoresis” force) sufficient to promote plasmid transport, leaving behind a
wake of energy-void product sites [50]. A schematic for the ParA/ParB model is provided
in Fig. 1.5.
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1.6.3 Bacterial engulfment mechanism
Phagocytosis is the process by which a cell uses its membrane to engulf and internalize a
particle. Although quite common in eukaryotic cells, this process is rare among bacteria,
and has so far only been discovered to occur in a few select lineages. One such lineage
is the bacterium Bacillus subtilis [41]. Under starvation conditions B. subtilis develops an
asymmetry during cell division that leads to two daughter cells where one is much smaller
than the other. The larger cell then engulfs the smaller cell. Peptidoglycan polymers form a
mesh around the membrane of the smaller daughter cell and must be degraded and removed
for the engulfment process to occur. Broder et al. found that a collection of enzymes on the
larger cell referred to as DMPs (which include SpoIID, SpoIIM, and SpoIIP) aggregate to
the leading edge of its membrane and bind [41]. As shown in Fig. 1.5c, these membrane-
bound DMP enzymes are then proposed to processively degrade the peptidoglycan mesh
of the smaller daughter cell, pulling the larger cell’s membrane along with them which
eventually leads to complete engulfment of the smaller cell (see Fig. 6 of ref. [41]). Broder
et al. propose DMP to function with a BBR mechanism, whereby successive cleavage of
peptidoglycan leads to unidirectional motion of the engulfing membrane.
1.6.4 Biased diffusion mechanism for virus motion
Influenza causes an estimated one billion infections per year, leading to 300,000-650,000
deaths and in the United States alone is estimated to cost society $11.2 billion dollars
annually [51]. Influenza A has an ellipsoidal capsid decorated with hemagglutinin (HA)
and neuraminidase (NA) membrane proteins in a 5:1 ratio [52]. HA binds to sialic acid
while NA binds to and cleaves sialic acid, which is located throughout the cellular mem-
brane [52]. In vitro assays of influenza dynamics have found that influenza moves with dy-
namics consisting of intermittent gliding and crawling phases [42]. ‘Crawling’ is a slower
and more diffusive dynamical mode. The binding of HA is relatively weak but occurs
rapidly whereby iterative association and dissociation of HA from the host-cell surface al-
lows the virus to explore its landscape. The gliding dynamic is more unidirectional with
an increased velocity compared to the crawling dynamic. The gliding dynamic is char-
acterized by NA processively degrading membrane-bound sialic acid, thereby leading to
biased diffusion. Inhibition of NA is known to lead to stalling of the HA-facilitated crawl-
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ing dynamic. Therefore, HA and NA are proposed to work intermittently to dynamically
tune influenza A’s motility between a loosely associated but fast BBR-like state (‘gliding’)
and a tightly associated but slow diffusive state (‘crawling’). A schematic of this model is
shown in Fig. 1.5d.
BBR-like and Brownian-like dynamics of viral motility may also extend beyond the
motion of the influenza A virus. Quantum-dot labelled Simian virus has also been to found
have intermittent gliding and crawling dynamics [53], suggesting that the BBR mecha-
nism for directed motion of viruses containing spherical capsids may not just be unique to
influenza A.
1.6.5 Collagen degradation mechanism in mammals
Collagen is the predominant protein within mammals and the primary structural protein
of the mammalian extracellular matrix. Collagen molecules have a triple-helical structure,
300 nm in length, and self-assemble into larger fibrils that can be up to 500 nm in diame-
ter [54]. A specialized group of enzymes called ‘matrix metalloproteases’ (MMPs) degrade
collagen molecules, and in particular the collagenase MMP-1 is known to cleave all three
of the triple helical chains at particular sites along the triple helix [55]. MMP-1 has been
shown to undergo biased diffusion along collagen fibrils as it processively navigates and
degrades collagen fibrils [56]. Rather than being fueled by the hydrolysis of ATP, MMP-1
is proposed to achieve biased diffusion through successive coupling and cleavage of col-
lagen cleavage sites that are spaced roughly 365 nm apart [56]. Thermal fluctuations are
proposed to bring the MMP-1 towards subsequent sites, whereby backwards motion is par-
tially inhibited due to the cleaved wake, akin to the simple ratchet example discussed in
section 1.2. MMP-1 has been found to undergo pauses near cleavage sites, followed by fast
directional diffusion associated with cleavage [57].
1.6.6 Cellulose degradation mechanism in plants
Cellulose is one of the primary structural components of plant cell walls, and is amongst
the most abundant natural polymers on earth. Due to its natural abundance, cellulose has
been utilized by humans for various bio-based materials [58] and is being sought as a key
component for cheap and affordable biofuels [59]. Therefore, to both better understand the
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important role of cellulose in plants, and to better develop technologies utilizing cellulose,
it is important to understand how plants process it. The enzyme cellulase exploits defects
in cellulose structure by binding to a defect site, followed by hydrolyzing cellulose and
undergoing biased diffusion [43]. A defect in cellulose structure acts as the symmetry-
breaking mechanism that recruits cellulase to degrade cellulose preferentially on one side
of the defect. A schematic of cellulose degradation by cellulase is depicted in Fig. 1.5e.
1.6.7 Chitin degradation mechanism in arthropods
Much like how cellulose is one of the primary structural polymers in plant cell walls, chitin
is one of the primary structural components in fungal cell walls, and plays a key role in
the exoskeleton structure of anthropods. Chitin is the second-most abundant biopolymer
on earth next to cellulose [60]. The enzyme Serratia marcescens chitinase A (SmChiA) is
a chitin-degrading enzyme that has been found to move along chitin at speeds of up to 50
nm·s−1 and takes step sizes of ∼1.1 nm [61]. Gold-tagged SmChiA motion on chitin is
nearly linear with a bimodal distribution of step sizes, where the first mode is exactly in
line with the step length of 1.1 nm and the second mode is ∼2 nm, suggesting that chitin
can periodically skip a site without cleaving it [62]. Much like MMP-1 and cellulase, chitin
is a BBR whereby biased diffusion is fueled through the successive coupling and catalysis
of chitin.
1.6.8 Summary of BBRs found in Nature
Nature appears to have utilized the BBR mechanism in two distinct ways, that can be
organized into classes:
i. A degradation mechanism for structurally-vital polymers that occur in mass abun-
dance throughout life, whereby single-protein enzymes move processively with bi-
ased diffusion along their protein substrates, degrading them as they move. The en-
ergy input is the successive coupling and cleavage of their respective cleavage sites.
At these protein-level lengthscales (∼2 nm) considerations of the BBR-machine
topology are not particularly important; rather, important is their ability to efficiently
cleave their substrate and to remain associated long enough to diffuse to the next
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nearest-neighbour catalysis site.
ii. A partition/cargo transport system whereby many individual proteins are collectively
bound to a larger construct and must move cooperatively to drive capsid motion (in-
fluenza), plasmid segregation (ParA/ParB), cell migration or phagocytosis. Topology
is vital here, where spherical versus cylindrical topologies are expected to have a pro-
nounced effect on the dynamics of the transport behaviour [52] (evidence towards this
point is discussed more thoroughly in Section 1.7 and Chapter 6). The energy input
is either substrate-bound ATP (ParA/ParB), myosin contraction (ligand-depleted cell
migration), or successive cleavage of cell-bound sialic acid molecules (Influenza A).
1.7 Synthetically engineered burnt-bridge Brownian ratch-
ets
Inspiration from Nature has led to the development of a variety of synthetic BBR machines
that achieve biased diffusion in creative ways. Here these accomplishments will be briefly
outlined and their respective mechanisms for achieving directional motion described.
1.7.1 Molecular spiders and molecular DNA nanomachines
Motivated to engineer a system to control the rate of diffusion of a molecule across its
landscape, Pei et al. [63] engineered polycatalytic assemblies. Shown in Fig. 1.6a, the
assemblies consist of deoxyribozyme subunits end-modified to bind to streptavidin. The
assembly bears topological resemblance to a spider, leading to the moniker ‘molecular spi-
ders’. The molecular spiders require a substrate landscape to interact with and walk along.
The substrate landscape was designed to have complementary oligonucleotide substrates
such that the deoxyribozyme ‘feet’ of the molecular spider bind via Watson-Crick base
pair formation (the same way that the basepairs in DNA pair up to form a double helix),
cleave, release, and repeat, to yield a biased diffusive walk. Each deoxyribozyme is a cat-
alytic nucleic acid that is able to cleave a complementary site on the track. The polyvalency
(number of catalytic subunits, or ‘feet’) that the molecular spiders are designed with has
a strong influence on the dissociation dynamics and cleavage rate [63]. Molecular spiders
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Figure 1.6: Various schematics for synthetic BBRs. (a) Figure adapted with permission
from [63]. A single four-legged polycatalytic walker moving throughout its complementary
landscape. (b) Figure adapted with permission from [64]. DNA origami designs allowing
for simple sequences such as ‘start’, ‘follow’, ‘turn’, and ‘stop’. (c) Figure adapted with
permission from [65]. Schematic depicting the mechanism for DNA monowheel motion.
DNA-passivated spherical particles hybridize to a complementary RNA monolayer. RNase
H is injected free in solution which hydrolyses the DNA-RNA duplex, promoting motion
of the sphere to fresh RNA substrate. (d) Figure adapted with permission from [66]. A
nanoscale rectangular prism decorated with 144 DNA oligos hybridized to a complemen-
tary RNA monolayer. RNase H is injected free in solution which hydrolyses the DNA-RNA
duplex, promoting motion of the rectangular prism to fresh RNA substrate.
were later implemented on DNA landscapes that direct the spiders’ motion along a prede-
fined path, and were used to impose sequences such as ‘start’, ‘follow’, ‘turn’, and ‘stop’.
(Fig. 1.6b) [64]. They have also been proposed to be motor-like and capable of pulling
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a load [67, 68]; however they are likely to function with very low efficiency compared to
tightly coupled biological motors [69].
There has been a number of successful implementations of DNA-based nanomachin-
ery designed to diffuse across substrate landscapes [70]. Indeed, multivalent DNA-based
nanomachines have been designed to carry out a variety of tasks, notably nanoparticle trans-
port [71] and operation within living cells whereby DNA motor dynamics are regulated by
intracellular interactions [72]. The energy sources for DNA-based nanomachines vary de-
pending on design, and have thus far been confined to three distinct sources: hydrolysis of
the DNA backbone, hydrolysis of ATP, or DNA hybridization [73].
1.7.2 Spherical and rod-like synthetic nanomachines
Topology of the synthetic BBR hub has been explored as a means to tune dynamical char-
acteristics. Inspired to further understand the fundamental physical principles driving the
ParA/ParB partioning system, Vecchiarelli et al. coated a magnetic spherical colloid (2.8
µm diameter) with the partition system protein components and made it move on a lawn
of end-modified DNA [74]. Their artificial system moved superdiffusively with an average
speed of 0.1 µm·s−1, comparable to that of kinesin I discussed in section 1.3. The motion
of the spherical particle is driven by chemophoresis, where the sphere cleaves a wake of
product which generates an asymmetry and promotes motion to energy-rich nearby sub-
strate sites.
Inspired by biological motors and the progress being made in the synthetic DNA molec-
ular walker field, Yehl et al. developed the DNA-based ‘monowheel’ system. Spherical
particles (0.5 µm or 5 µm in diameter) were coated with DNA and a complementary two-
dimensional landscape of RNA was engineered as the substrate lawn (Fig. 1.6c) [65]. The
DNA on the sphere hybridizes to the RNA on the surface where the free-in-solution en-
zyme RNase H is then used to hydrolyze the RNA, thereby releasing the spherical bead.
This creates an asymmetry in the two-dimensional landscape and promotes motion away
from the hydrolyzed product wake. The monowheel moves directionally with velocities of
up to 0.1 µm/s, and is capable of generating forces of up to 100 pN [75].
Rather than relying on a spherical system to form an asymmetry on a two-dimensional
surface, an asymmetry can also be directly built into the topology of the synthetic BBR hub.
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Shown in Fig. 1.6d, Bazrafshan et al. designed a rectangular DNA origami hub with dimen-
sions approximately 10 x 10 x 130 nm [66]. The rectangular hub is modified with 36 DNA
‘legs’ on each long face of the prism, and a two-dimensional lawn of complementary RNA
was engineered as the footholds for the rectangular motor. The motion of the nanoscaled
motor was found to be nearly linear with average velocities of 0.7 nm·s−1 [66, 76].
Open questions on how BBR design affects dynamics still remain. What types of hub
topology and size are best for promoting desired motor-like dynamics such as directional-
ity, speed, and processivity? How does the number of catalytic feet, density of landscape
substrate sites or substrate elasticity affect BBR dynamics?
1.8 A novel type of synthetic spherical BBR: The Lawn-
mower
The previous section introduces the thus-far realized DNA-based spherical BBRs which
have each boasted impressive kinetics and force-generating ability. The theoretical and
experimental work presented in this thesis is done with the ultimate goal of engineering a
novel synthetic and spherical BBR system that is autonomous, requiring neither enzymes
nor ATP in solution, as well as no externally applied fields to keep the construct track-
associated. Our design, called the lawnmower, is introduced in the schematic provided in
Fig. 1.7. The lawnmower consists of a central hub, 2.8 µm in diameter, functionalized with
trypsin protease blades via heterobifunctional PEG linkers.
Whereas the monowheel system relies on solution-free enzymes to catalyze the cleav-
age of DNA-RNA hybridized segments between bead and lawn, our system tethers the
enzyme directly to the device as a ‘foot’ that interacts with surface-bound free-energy-rich
substrate sites. The motivations for my theoretical and experimental work are introduced
in the following section.
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Figure 1.7: (a) The lawnmower molecular motor concept based on a burnt-bridge ratchet
design. The motor consists of a central Dynabead hub coated with trypsin proteases. (b) A
single ‘blade of grass’ from the lawn consists of a peptide end-modified with a fluorophore
(FITC)-quencher pair as described in Chapter 7. An arginine amino acid is located such
that trypsin cleavage releases the quencher, leaving the fluorophore attached and able to
fluoresce. (c) A single ‘leg’ is comprised of a heterobifunctional polymer linker (sulfo-
SMCC) with N = 1 PEG units.
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1.9 Motivation and overview
In the spirit of Richard Feynman who said, "What I cannot create, I do not understand" [77],
the central goal of this thesis is to engineer and model artificial molecular motors that em-
ploy the BBR mechanism. The motivation for this work is two-fold: to engineer tech-
nologies that achieve tasks currently not possible, and to mimic the complex behaviour of
biological systems, thereby enabling us to learn about the fundamental physical principles
that give rise to their motion.
Chapter 2 details analytical methods and the modelling algorithm used throughout
many chapters in this thesis. The remaining chapters of the thesis are divided into pub-
lished works and on-going works. Part I, encompassing Chapters 3 - 6, presents computa-
tional and theoretical studies, where the chapters are organized in order of increasing sys-
tem complexity. Chapter 3 details an analytical exploration of a BR-like system whereby
asymmetry is formed through direction- and time-dependent detachment kinetics in a one-
dimensional system. Chapter 4 details the exploration of multivalent diffusive transport
where the dynamics of various n-legged molecules diffusing on a two-dimensional land-
scape is explored. Chapter 5 incorporates cleavage into the n-legged system, thereby turn-
ing the multivalent diffusive system into BBRs, and further explores the effect of landscape
dimensionality on the multivalent BBR dynamics. Chapter 6 details simulations of spheri-
cal BBRs on an elastic two-dimensional landscape. The elasticity of the landscape is tuned
from soft to stiff in order to explore how substrate stiffness alters the dynamics of the
spherical BBRs.
Part II of the thesis, comprising Chapters 7- 9, is experimental work. Chapter 7 details
our tri-block copolymer surface passivation technique on glass, where specific bioconjuga-
tion of proteolytically accessible peptides to the polymer tips is demonstrated. Chapter 8
then details the application of our surface chemistry to the surface of nanowires where I
demonstrate that our technique is useful to block unwanted adsorption of quantum dots
to the nanowire surfaces. Through a separate assay, peptides are bound to the nanowire
surface and shown to be proteolytically accessible, thus turning a chip of nanowires into
a high-throughput biosensing assay. Our experimental work on nanowires is done with
the ultimate goal in mind of having quantum-dot lawnmowers move across their surfaces.
Chapter 9 details the chemical synthesis and implementation of the lawnmower, a protein-
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based synthetic molecular motor. The lawnmower is implemented on the two-dimensional
lawn of peptide described in Chapter 7.
Finally, Chapter 10 provides a summary along with a discussion of applications and
future work.
Part I
Theory and modelling of multivalent
random walks and burnt-bridge ratchets
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Chapter 2
Model system and analysis methods
This chapter describes the Gillespie algorithm, which is used to simulate multivalent dif-
fusive transport in Chapter 4 and multivalent BBRs in Chapter 5. I also introduce two
analysis methods, namely the mean squared displacement (MSD) and the kurtosis, that are
used throughout this thesis. Some chapters include analysis methods that are self-contained
within their chapter, and are therefore left for introduction and description where appropri-
ate. In the following section I will walk through a derivation of the Gillespie algorithm
used in my simulations.
2.1 The Gillespie algorithm
It is often difficult to develop an analytical description for complex stochastic systems.
Furthermore, many systems that interact with, and dynamically mold, their surrounding
environment have memory effects difficult to capture in an analytical model. These are non-
Markovian systems, meaning that the sequence of possible future events depends on the
specific history of the system. In 1976 Dan Gillespie published what is now known as the
Gillespie algorithm [78], whereby a stochastic trajectory is generated based on the known
kinetic rates of the system. Here, I go through a derivation of the relevant equations used
in the Gillespie algorithm, and briefly describe how they can be implemented to simulate a
system.
The probability for a Poisson process with rate λ happening n times in a time interval
26
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of τ is




Next I will derive a formal expression for the time to make the next move, which we will
use as our time increment in the simulations. From Eq. 2.1 the probability that no event
occurs over the time step τ is
P(N = 0,τ) = e−λτ . (2.2)
Over some incremental time dτ , the probability of any event λ occuring is given by λdτ .
The probability of the first event occuring at time τ is given by the product of no event
occuring in τ , and any event occuring over the increment dτ:
P1(τ) = e−λτλdτ. (2.3)
The cumulative probability (Pc) is the probability of any single event occuring at some
time between 0 and τ ′, where τ ′ is an arbitrary time greater than zero. Pc is normalized
such that the area under the integral from zero to infinity is one. Where any particular









e−λτλdτ = 1− e−λτ ′. (2.4)











Eq. 2.5 describes the time until the next event for a single process, λ . In practice we
wish to use the Gillespie algorithm to simulate the kinetics of a system that has access to






where the sum is over all m rates indexed by i. The accessible moves available to the sim-
ulated system are determined by the current system state, and encoded into λt . Therefore,
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which is the Gillespie time step. τsim is determined by choosing for Pc a random variable
R1 from a uniform distribution bounded by (0,1).
How do we decide which move to make? This too is determined stochastically, by
choosing a second random number R2 drawn from a uniform distribution bounded by (0,1).
The probability of choosing the next process to update the system is selected according to
its weight relative to the total system rate, Pnext = λi/λt . An easy way to do this is to store
the m accessible rates λi in a one-dimensional array, and use the product R2λt to determine










In Chapter 4 the Gillespie algorithm is implemented to describe multivalent diffusive
transport, and in Chapter 5 it is implemented to describe multivalent BBRs.
2.2 The mean squared displacement
The mean-squared displacement (MSD) is often used to assess anomalous diffusion in
molecular systems [79]. In one dimension, a system with an MSD that grows linearly in






For processes that obey Eq. 2.9, such as a discrete-time random walk, the displacement
distribution after a large number of N steps limits to a Gaussian distribution. That is, the N
individual steps of a discrete-time random walk are independent and identically distributed,
with their sum governed by the central limit theorem [79].
Anomalous diffusion refers to systems that do not have a linear time dependence of the
MSD. Generally, anomalous diffusion is thought to emerge in stochastic systems whose
displacement distributions are not Gaussian, and is therefore intimately connected with the
breakdown of the central limit theorem [79]. The concept of anomalous diffusion was
first introduced in 1926 by L.F. Richardson [80] through a thought experiment involving
two independent air particles separated by a sufficiently large distance so as to be caught
by two independent gusts of wind moving in opposite directions. Richardson hypothesized
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that the MSD of the air particles scales nonlinearly with time. For an anomalously diffusive
system,
MSD ∝ Dgtα , (2.10)
where Dg is the generalized diffusion coefficient, and α is the anomalous diffusion ex-
ponent that distinguishes the type of diffusion [79, 81, 82]. Subdiffusion, conventional
diffusion, and superdiffusion correspond to 0 ≤ α < 1, α = 1, and 1 < α < 2, respec-
tively. The ballistic threshold is at α = 2, describing a system whose trajectories proceed
at constant velocity.
In order for a microscopic system to behave ballistically over long times, an external
stimulus is typically required. For example, ballistic motion is achieved for random walk-
ers subject to certain forms of external noise [83]. Ballistic motion can also be achieved
without an external stimulus in systems whose cooperative behaviour limits the degrees
of freedom of individual particles [84, 85]. To exceed α = 2, reaching the superballis-
tic regime, an acceleration is generally throught to be required [86]. Examples include
animal movement generated by muscle contraction [87] and particles optically trapped in
air [88, 89], subject to increasing temperatures [90], or subject to expanding media [91].
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, (2.11)
where x j and y j denote the x and y coordinates of the jth trajectory, t is time, and τ is the









∆r2j (t,τ) . (2.12)
We define the ensemble-averaged (EA) MSD as the MSD at time τ , relative to the initial











∆r2j (0,τ) . (2.13)
By contrast, the trajectory-averaged (TA) MSD is computed independently for each trajec-
tory,






∆r2j (t,τ) , (2.14)
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where ∆t is the time step and Tj is the total duration of the jth trajectory. Both Tj and τ are
integer multiples of ∆t.
The van Hove correlation function or displacement distribution collects all the dis-
placements for a particular time lag τ across all the observed trajectories [92, 93, 94] .
The displacement distribution describes the probability of a particular displacement for a












∆r2j (τ) . (2.15)
The MSDETA is particularly useful for many independent but short trajectories.
MSDs calculated from equations Eq. 2.13, Eq. 2.14, and Eq. 2.15 are asymptotically
equal for an ergodic process: the time average converges to the ensemble average at a
sufficiently long times, t, and time lags, τ .
By contrast, differing MSDs may imply nonergodicity; examples of such systems in-
clude tracer particles in mucus [95] or the plasma membrane [96], as well as the continuous-
time random walk with diverging average waiting times [97].
In this thesis α is estimated through a linear fit of log MSD versus log time. For
visual aid α is fit over local regions of approximate linearity and the range of times or
timelags used in the fit is reported. Because this logarithmic scaling produces a non-normal
distribution of errors, I use a generalized least squares (GLS) approach to estimate αGLS
from the MSD [98], employing the function gls from the R library nlme.
2.3 Kurtosis











where m4 is the fourth moment, σ the standard deviation, and µ the mean. The kurtosis is
a useful measure of a distribution’s deviation from normality. Gaussian distributions have
a kurtosis of 3. Therefore, it is convenient to define γ2, the excess kurtosis, as γ2 = m4σ4 −3,
such that any non-zero γ2 indicates non-Gaussian behaviour [99, 100].
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When γ2 > 0 the distribution is referred to as leptokurtic and is characterized by having
heavier tails and higher peaks compared to normal distributions. Distributions with γ2 < 0
are referred to as platykurtic and are characterised as having lighter tails and flatter peaks
than normal distributions [101]. Uniform distributions have a constant γ2 = −1.2 [101].
Furthermore a value of γ2 =−2.0 is the absolute minimum allowed value of excess kurtosis,
and represents a distribution where all of the probability is located at the edges of the
domain [101].
Chapter 3
Apparent superballistic dynamics in
one-dimensional random walks with
biased detachment
The work presented in this chapter was completed in collaboration with Dr. David Sivak at
Simon Fraser University. As lead author my role was to consult with Dr. Forde, Dr. Zuck-
ermann, and Dr. Sivak on our findings, write the code, draft the manuscript and implement
suggested manuscript edits. The reference for the publication encompassing this work is:
[102] C.S. Korosec, D.A. Sivak, and N.R. Forde, “Apparent superballistic dynamics in
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3.1 Abstract
The mean-squared displacement (MSD) is an averaged quantity widely used to assess
anomalous diffusion. In many cases, such as molecular motors with finite processivity,
dynamics of the system of interest produce trajectories of varying duration. In this chapter,
the effects of finite processivity on different measures of the MSD is explored. This is done
by investigating a deceptively simple dynamical system: a one-dimensional random walk
(with equidistant jump lengths, symmetric move probabilities, and constant step duration)
with an origin-directed detachment bias. By tuning the time dependence of the detachment
bias, we find through analytical calculations and trajectory simulations that the system can
exhibit a broad range of anomalous diffusion, extending beyond conventional diffusion to
superdiffusion and even superballistic motion. We analytically determine that protocols
with a time-increasing detachment lead to an ensemble-averaged velocity increasing in
time, thereby providing the effective acceleration that is required to push the system above
the ballistic threshold. MSD analysis of burnt-bridge ratchets similarly reveals superbal-
listic behaviour. Because superdiffusive MSDs are often used to infer biased, motor-like
dynamics, the findings presented in this chapter provide a cautionary tale for dynamical
interpretation.
3.2 Introduction
The mean-squared displacement (MSD) is often used to assess anomalous diffusion in
molecular systems. A system with an MSD that grows linearly in time is conventionally
diffusive, lacking anomalous effects [22], is given by Eq. 2.9. For processes that obey
Eq. 2.9, such as a discrete-time random walk, the displacement distribution after N steps
limits to a Gaussian distribution. That is, the N individual steps of a discrete-time random
walk are independent and identically distributed, with their sum governed by the central
limit theorem [79].
Anomalous diffusion refers to systems that do not have a linear time dependence of the
MSD. Generally, anomalous diffusion is thought to emerge in stochastic systems whose
displacement distributions are not Gaussian, and is therefore intimately connected with the
breakdown of the central limit theorem [79]. The concept of anomalous diffusion was first
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introduced in 1926 by L.F. Richardson [80] through a thought experiment involving two
independent air particles separated by a sufficiently large distance so as to be caught by
two independent gusts of wind moving in opposite directions. Richardson hypothesized
that such a system does not obey Fick’s second law, and that the MSD of the air particles
scales nonlinearly with time. For an anomalously diffusive system (Eq. 2.10), subdiffusion,
conventional diffusion, and superdiffusion correspond to 0≤ α < 1, α = 1, and 1 < α < 2,
respectively. The ballistic threshold is at α = 2, describing a system whose trajectories
proceed at constant velocity.
In order for a microscopic system to behave ballistically over long times an external
stimulus is typically required. For example, ballistic motion is achieved for random walkers
subject to certain forms of external noise [83]. Ballistic motion can also be achieved with-
out an external stimulus in systems whose cooperative behavior limits the degrees of free-
dom of individual particles [84, 85]. To exceed α = 2, reaching the superballistic regime, it
is generally thought an acceleration is required [86]. Examples include animal movement
generated by muscle contraction [87] and particles optically trapped in air [88, 89], subject
to increasing temperatures [90], or subject to expanding media [91].
In this chapter we consider a deceptively simple one-dimensional discrete random walk
with equal-sized and equal-duration steps. We impose no external forces, particle thrust,
noise typically thought to promote superdiffusive motion, or cooperative behaviour. We in-
stead impose a tunable detachment probability d that produces finite processivity. For every
step toward its initial position, the random walker permanently detaches with probability d.
We explore two detachment protocols: constant detachment, and detachment exponentially
increasing at rate kd.
By varying d or kd, we find that the anomalous diffusion exponent α (Eq. 2.10) can be
tuned over a wide range of values. Varying d controls apparent time-dependent dynamics
ranging from diffusive to ballistic, while variations in kd tune α from the diffusive into a
transient but long-lasting superballistic regime. We determine the mechanism for this ap-
parently superballistic behaviour by analytically deriving the ensemble velocity and find it
is dependent on the detachment protocol used, thereby producing the ensemble acceleration
required to breach the ballistic threshold. We reproduce several of these observations in a
trajectory-resolved model, though find that distinct approaches to calculating the MSD pro-
vide different values of α and hence distinct inferences about the system’s dynamics. We
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additionally show that selecting a subset of especially processive trajectories—as is com-
mon in single-particle studies [103, 104, 105]—can introduce a large superdiffusive bias
into the MSD. As an example, we demonstrate that this acceleration-by-detachment can
manifest in a more realistic system by calculating MSD for burnt-bridge ratchets, which
we find to exhibit apparently superballistic behaviour. Our results encourage increased
transparency regarding selection methods for single-particle analysis.
3.3 Modelling random walks with detachment
3.3.1 Ensemble-level model
Table 3.1: First 4 time steps of discrete-time, discrete-space random walk with detachment.
r is the probability of remaining attached to the track following a step towards the origin.
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First we study a discrete-time diffusion scheme where we track the probability flow of
an ensemble of independent one-dimensional random walkers. At time intervals ∆t = 1,
each walker moves a distance ∆x = 1, with equal probability of going left or right. A step
towards the initial position at the origin incurs a probability of detachment, either with
constant or with exponential probability. For constant detachment, the probability d of
detaching is independent of time. Exponential detachment probability is
d(t) = 1− e−kdt , (3.1)
increasing over time as determined by the rate kd. (Thus the probability of remaining
attached at each origin-directed step is r(t) = 1− d(t).) Detachment events of individual
walkers are independent. Table 3.1 shows such a system’s initial evolution. For the results
shown in this chapter, the probability distribution was evolved for n = 1000 timesteps.
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3.3.2 Trajectory-resolved model
We model a one-dimensional discrete-time random walk by sampling step lengths from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. Steps toward the origin
lead to detachment with probability described by Eq. 3.1. As a control, we compare to a
random walk with no detachment, which produces conventional diffusion.
3.4 Analysis methods
3.4.1 Mean-squared displacement and α(t) for ensemble-level model









where xi is the ith position, pi is the probability of having a walker at the ith site, and Prem
is the total remaining probability. MSDEA denotes an ensemble-averaged MSD, discussed
more in section 2.2.
The time dependence of the anomalous diffusion exponent α is sometimes calculated
through a quantity called either the dynamic functional [106] or the local MSD scaling
exponent [94], which is the derivative of the logarithm of the MSD with respect to the





It has been noted that the numerical derivative of Eq. 3.3 can become especially noisy
at long times because of compression of linear sampling by logarithmic scaling, thereby
introducing uncertainty into estimates of the time dependence of α [108].
Alternatively, we introduce a two-point estimator αnn−b for α using timepoints n and













(Appendix A provides a general derivation.) To the best of our knowledge, Eq. 3.4 has
not been used before, and we find it useful for characterizing transient anomalous diffusion
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with the MSD. It is important to note that b must be kept small in order to extract informa-
tion about the local slope; for this reason we use b = 2 in this chapter when estimating the
time dependence of α with Eq. 3.4.
As an example of its utility, in Appendix A.2 we compare αnn−b to αψ when the MSD
undergoes an abrupt change in slope. Figure A.1 shows that the numerical derivative from
Eq. 3.3 produces a noisy approximation to αψ , whereas αnn−b (Eq. 3.4) is smooth through-
out.






n−2 for the first 4
timesteps.
3.4.2 Mean-squared displacement and α(t) for trajectory-resolved model
The MSD for the trajectory-resolved model can be found in section 2.2.
3.4.3 Shape of probability distributions
Deviation of the displacement distribution from a Gaussian can be quantified by the stan-
dardized fourth moment (the kurtosis), where the kurtosis is described in section 2.3.
3.5 Results & Discussion
3.5.1 Ensemble-level analysis
We first determine the effects of a constant origin-directed detachment bias on the ensemble-
level system. Figure 3.1a displays the evolution of the displacement distribution for the
ensemble-level analysis with constant-detachment probability d = 0.4. Two peaks form,
symmetric about the origin, and move with increasing dispersion in the ±x̂ directions, re-
spectively. This is expected, as steps towards the origin have a probability of detachment,
whereas steps away from the origin do not. Figure 3.1b shows that as the probability d
of detachment increases, the probability of remaining on the track decays more rapidly.
The MSDEA (Eq. 3.2) varies with d, ranging from a ballistic trend (α = 2) for detachment
probability d = 1 to conventional diffusion (α = 1) for the no-detachment scenario (d = 0)
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(Fig. 3.1c). For intermediate d (0 < d < 1), the MSD displays increasing superdiffusive














































































Figure 3.1: Ensemble-level analysis with constant detachment. (a) Evolution of the dis-
placement distribution for constant-detachment probability d = 0.4. (b) Probability of re-
maining on the track as a function of time, for different detachment probabilities d. (c)
MSDEA (Eq. 3.2) as a function of time. (d) Diffusion exponent αnn−b (Eq. 3.4) as a function
of time. For d = 0 (no detachment), αnn−2 = 1 (conventional diffusion) at all times. As the
detachment probability increases to d = 1, αnn−2 increases to the ballistic limit of 2.
To more quantitatively extract the time dependence of the anomalous diffusion expo-
nent, we calculate αnn−2 using Eq. 3.4. For all intermediate values of d, Fig. 3.1d shows
that α increases with time monotonically towards the ballistic threshold; the transition to
the ballistic threshold occurs sooner as d→ 1.
Figure 3.2 shows the ensemble-level analysis with an exponential time-dependent de-
tachment probability given by Eq. 3.1. d(t) is still bounded by [0,1], but increases monoton-
ically with time towards unity at a rate governed by kd (Fig. 3.2a). The slowest detachment
process studied, corresponding to kd = 10−2, leads to the slowest decay of Prem from 1 to
0 (Fig. 3.2b). For the fastest detachment process studied (kd = 104), the MSDEA (Eq. 3.2)
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appears ballistic at all times (Fig. 3.2c). For all other kd values, we find the MSD to undergo
a time-dependent transition from diffusive to ballistic, exhibiting a long superballistic tran-
sient at intermediate times (peaking at α ≈ 3.5 for kd = 10−2). We find that all kd < 1 lead
to αnn−2 rising past the ballistic threshold. This behaviour is characterized in Fig. 3.2d, in
which it is clear that as kd decreases, the maximum αnn−2 (αmax) increases further into the
superballistic regime. Figure 3.2e shows that αmax decreases from strongly superballistic
as kd increases, until for kd > 1, αnn−b reaches and remains near the ballistic limit. Fig-
ure 3.2f shows that αmax occurs later as kd decreases. Therefore, for slower origin-biased
detachment (lower kd), the system takes longer to breach the ballistic threshold, but extends
farther into the superballistic regime and stays superballistic for longer.
When an ensemble of particles moves at the ballistic threshold, their velocity is con-
stant; exceeding the ballistic threshold requires an ensemble acceleration (〈a(t)〉 > 0). In
Appendix A.4 we derive a general expression for the mean velocity 〈v+(t)〉 of the posi-









Eq. 3.5 predicts constant velocity (no acceleration; ballistic motion) for constant-detachment
probability (d > 0), while Eq. 3.6 predicts acceleration (superballistic motion) when the
origin-biased detachment probability increases with time according to Eq. 3.1.
We compare these predictions with the dynamics of the ensemble-level displacement
distributions (Figs. 3.1, 3.2). For all constant-detachment probabilities, the positive peak
displacement linearly increases with time (Fig. 3.3b). The positive peak displacement for
exponential detachment probability (Fig. 3.3c) increases nonlinearly, with velocity given
by Eq. 3.6. In Appendix A.4, we validate Eq. 3.6 by integrating it with respect to time to
get the conditional mean displacement Eq. A.15 and show that the analytical result agrees
with the simulations (Fig. A.2).
Despite our system moving with equidistant jump lengths, with equal probability in
either direction, and at constant time intervals, the detachment protocol alone is sufficient
to push the anomalous diffusion exponent far into the superballistic regime for hundreds of
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Figure 3.2: Ensemble-level analysis with exponential detachment. (a) Time-dependent
detachment probability (Eq. 3.1) as a function of time for various decay rates kd. (b) Prob-
ability of remaining as a function of time for various kd. (c) MSDEA (Eq. 3.2) as a function
of time, for various kd. (d) Transient behaviour of αnn−2 (Eq. 3.4) as a function of time, for
various kd. (e) Maximum diffusion exponent αmax as a function of kd. (f) Parametric plot
of αmax versus the time at which αmax occurs.
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Figure 3.3: Ensemble-level analysis of positive peak displacement. (a) Positive peak
displacement and (b) its velocity Eq. 3.5, as a function of time for constant detachment. (c)
Positive peak displacement and (d) its velocity Eq. 3.6 as a function of time for exponential
detachment.
time steps. Therefore, despite no individual particle experiencing acceleration, the selective
bias of the detachment protocol produces an ensemble acceleration sufficiently strong to
push the diffusion exponent far into the superballistic regime. To the best of our knowledge,
this is a new mechanism for anomalous diffusion.
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3.5.2 Trajectory-resolved analysis
We have shown in an analytically tractable ensemble-level analysis that biased detachment
is sufficient to tune the anomalous diffusion exponent far into the superballistic regime.
Next, we explore the effects of the biased exponential detachment probability (Eq. 3.1) in
a trajectory-resolved analysis.
For each kd, we simulate 5× 104 independent trajectories. Figure 3.4a displays the
proportion of trajectories still continuing at different times: as kd increases, detachment
happens more rapidly.
We use the Gaussian parameter γ2 (introduced in section 2.3) to determine if the dis-
placement distribution conforms to a Gaussian, which is thought to be a requirement for
conventionally diffusive systems [79]. For larger time lags, the displacement distribution
is non-Gaussian (Fig. 3.4b), reflecting the increased bias as seen in the larger anomalous
diffusion exponent α . Figure A.3 in Appendix A.5 plots γ2 for various kd across a large
range of time lags, revealing a general trend for negative γ2 at larger time lags and larger
kd.
Figures 3.4c and 3.4d show the MSDEA (Eq. 2.13) and the MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) for all kd.
The MSDEA produces higher αGLS for every kd, with a maximum αGLS = 2.2 for kd = 10,
compared to 1.8 from the MSDETA with the same kd. Whereas the MSDEA breaks through
the ballistic threshold, the MSDETA remains in the superdiffusive (sub-ballistic) regime.
For the trajectory-resolved analysis the highest kd we explore is 10, where αGLS peaks at
2.2 and 1.8 for the MSDEA and MSDETA, respectively (Fig. 3.4c,d). αGLS corresponding to
MSDEA for the lowest kd = 5×10−4 barely increases above the diffusive (no-detachment)
limit (Fig. 3.4c). This appears to be the opposite trend to that seen for the ensemble-level
analysis, where the highest values of α occur for the smallest kd values (Fig. 3.2c). How-
ever, we note that the trajectory-resolved approach explores significantly shorter timescales
than the ensemble-level analysis, a result of (in some cases, rapid) detachment of walkers
from the track and thus poor statistics at longer times. The early-time MSD and α do agree
between the analytical and numerical approaches (Fig. 3.2c, Fig. 3.4c), as we now show
quantitatively.
To improve statistical significance, we simulate significantly more (5× 105) trajecto-
ries for kd = 0.04. Figure 3.5 shows trajectory-resolved MSDEA (Eq. 2.13) and MSDETA
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Figure 3.4: Trajectory-resolved analysis. (a) Proportion remaining as a function of time
for various values of kd. (b) Example Gaussian fits to the displacement distribution for
kd = 0.02 and time lags τ = 1,5,15,20. (c) MSDEA (Eq. 2.13) as a function of time for
each kd. (d) MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) as a function of time for each kd.
(Eq. 2.15), alongside the ensemble-level MSDEA. This comparison makes clear that all
MSDs follow the same trend. It also highlights the statistical challenge of achieving
superballistic behaviour by biased detachment; however, even a small detachment bias
(kd = 0.04) produces significant superdiffusion.
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Figure 3.5: Trajectory-resolved MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) (blue circles) and MSDEA (Eq. 2.13)
(brown squares) compared with ensemble-level MSDEA (Eq. 3.2) (orange triangles), for
kd = 0.04 and 500,000 trajectories. Inset: all MSDs at short times or time lags.
3.5.3 Analysis of longest-duration trajectories
Studies of molecular-motor transport commonly include in an MSD analysis only a subset
of the recorded trajectories, often chosen because they remained associated to the track
beyond a threshold duration [103, 104, 105] or reached a certain distance [109]. Here we
show that with biased detachment, selecting a longest-lived subset of the total ensemble
biases the MSD analysis.
We simulate 2×109 independent trajectories with kd = 0.05, but only analyze subsets
M of these trajectories, selecting the M1 = 102, M2 = 104 and M3 = 106 longest-duration
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trajectories for each subset (corresponding to proportions 5× 10−8, 5× 10−6, and 5×
10−4, respectively). Figure 3.6a shows the detachment characteristics of these subsets:
each M sub-ensemble experiences a lag time before detachment begins. As the subset size
decreases, detachment begins later. Figure 3.6b shows randomly selected trajectories from
the longest-duration M1 ensemble. Despite their clear stochasticity, they exhibit net motion























































































Figure 3.6: Longest-duration trajectory-resolved analysis. (a) Fraction remaining as a func-
tion of time for the M longest-lived trajectories out of the total ensemble size of 2×109. (b)
Randomly selected trajectories from the longest-lived M1 ensemble. (c) MSDEA (Eq. 2.13)
and (d) MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) as a function of time for all M ensembles.
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Figure 3.6c displays MSDEA as a function of time for all three M ensembles. At the ear-
liest times the diffusion exponent αGLS = 1.04, slightly exceeding conventional diffusion.
To more fully explore the effect of processivity, we fit over the full range of timescales for
which all trajectories in each of the M ensembles remain attached. We find α of 1.36, 1.32,
and 1.25 for M1, M2, and M3, respectively. Therefore, the size of the subset M influences
the reported α even for that subset of trajectories that are fully processive. After the onset
of detachment, αGLS increases far into the superballistic regime and peaks at 3.0, as mea-
sured by a generalized least squares fit of the M1 ensemble over the time interval indicated
by the black slanted line in Fig. 3.6c. The MSDETA displays similar trends to the MSDEA
at both short and long time lags, curving upwards to a steep slope of αGLS = 3.0 at long
time lags (Fig. 3.6d).
The longest-lived trajectories are those that have managed to escape the ‘detachment
trap’ by successively moving away from the origin. That is, although the motion is random,
from a sufficiently large ensemble there will be walkers that appear superdiffusive. It is
therefore expected that the longest-lived ensembles exhibit superdiffusive characteristics
even before the onset of detachment, as shown in Fig. 3.6cd. These results suggest that
selecting a subset of trajectories based on processivity has the potential to strongly bias
inferences about the system dynamics, whether one uses the MSDEA or MSDETA. At long
times both MSD measures display similar superballistic measures of α .
3.5.4 Application to burnt-bridge ratchets
Some synthetic biomolecular systems, such as molecular spiders [63, 64], burnt-bridge
ratchets [110] and DNA nanomotors [65, 75], remodel their tracks as they move and have
been engineered to achieve directional motion at the molecular level. This remodeling turns
a substrate site into a product site, and where there is a greater affinity to bind to substrate,
motion is biased away from the product wake. Therefore, such systems have an increased
probability of detachment from their tracks if they move backwards (into their product
wake) [67, 69, 68, 111]. Our system is not unlike that of a simple Brownian ratchet [36],
traversing a series of boundaries that can be freely passed from the left, but are difficult to
cross from the right. In this chapter we allow movement to occur without inhibition away
from the origin, but ascribe a detachment penalty to moves taken towards the origin. Tuning
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this kinetic penalty leads to an ensemble acceleration that manifests in a highly anomalous
diffusion exponent.
To demonstrate that the anomalous α shown above is observed in more realistic systems
with finite processivity, we examine simulated trajectories of a burnt-bridge ratchet (BBR),
reported previously [111] (and also the subject matter of Chapter 5). Here, we examine an
ensemble of 10,000 independent BBRs each moving on a quasi-1D track that is 4 lattice
sites wide. Each BBR has 3 catalytic legs with a span of 8 lattice sites, which can each
interact with substrate sites but not product sites.
Figure 3.7: MSDEA as a function of time (green) and MSDETA as a function of time lag
(black) for burnt-bridge ratchets with finite processivity [111].
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Figure 3.7 shows that the MSDEA (Eq. 2.13) and MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) are quantita-
tively different. This is not surprising, because initial symmetry breaking leads to distinct
short-time and long-time dynamics. In the long-time limit, both the MSDEA (Eq. 2.13) and
MSDETA (Eq. 2.15) produce superballistic αGLS (2.19 and 2.17, respectively). As no ac-
celeration is imposed on the system, the breach above the ballistic threshold likely arises,
as above, from the origin-directed detachment bias inherent to the BBR dynamics. We
note that this apparent superballistic behaviour is for a specific example of BBRs described
in [111] and may not be a general result for all BBR systems.
3.6 Implications
3.6.1 Biological molecular motors
MSD analysis is often utilized in investigations of intracellular active transport [112]. It has
been applied to molecular motors such as kinesin [113], dynein [114] and myosin [115].
Of relevance to this work, all of these motors exhibit finite processivity: no molecular
motor remains bound to its track forever. This finite processivity was the inspiration for
the longest-lived analysis of Sec. 3.5.3: could duration-based selection of trajectories alter
the conclusions drawn from MSD analysis? For example, when calculating the MSDTA
(Eq. 2.14) from experimental data it is common to include only those motors that remained
bound to the track for a certain time [103, 104, 105], thereby ignoring those that detached.
The selection of trajectories for MSD analysis is not always described, which makes it dif-
ficult for the interested reader to assess any bias that may manifest in the MSD. (We expect
ensemble selection is not typically described in detail because the resulting potential bias in
the MSD has not been raised before.) To our knowledge there are no experimental studies
that examine how the MSD changes as a function of the duration of the trajectories chosen.
Such sub-sampling would demonstrate the robustness of the conclusions drawn from the
MSD, and could potentially provide mechanistic insight about detachment kinetics. For
example, sub-sampling may indicate a directional detachment bias, as suggested by the
work presented in this manuscript.
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3.6.2 Random walks with finite processivity
Much attention has focused on understanding systems displaying anomalous diffusion.
Anomalous diffusion is often correlated with non-Gaussian displacement distributions [116,
117]. When simulating individual trajectories, our displacements are drawn from a Gaus-
sian distribution; however, our displacement distributions for large time lags break Gaus-
sianity because of the penalty we ascribe to steps taken towards the origin. Anomalous
diffusion is therefore achieved by the consequences of the step direction: the walker faces
an enhanced probability of detachment only if its step is towards the origin. Thus, the tra-
jectories that tend towards the origin are filtered out as time progresses, thereby splitting
the central mode into two symmetric modes about the origin (Fig. 3.2). Despite the asym-
metry being applied at t0, the MSD may report an anomalously diffusive α only at long
time lags if kd is small. Similarly, Fig. A.3 shows that for small-to-intermediate time lags,
γ2 can fluctuate about the Gaussian value of unity before systematically deviating from it.
Therefore, we suspect the effects of biased detachment on the MSD may be difficult to
deconvolve given limited statistics for systems with a small kd.
3.7 Conclusions
The MSD is commonly used to assess anomalous diffusion in microscopic systems. Here
we assessed the effect of a biased detachment probability on the MSD of one-dimensional
random walkers, employing both constant and exponential detachment probabilities. We
found that the detachment rate controls the apparent dynamics of the system: more grad-
ual detachment (smaller kd) delays the onset of superballistic behaviour, but results in a
larger and longer-lasting excursion into the superballistic regime (Fig. 3.2d). All of these
biased-detachment systems eventually relax to the ballistic limit (α = 2). Fig. 3.5 shows a
comparison between the trajectory and ensemble approaches where the superballistic be-
haviour is most clearly seen in the (much longer-time) ensemble-level model. The limited
statistics arising from detachment of trajectory-resolved systems means they cannot easily
provide measures of long-time superballistic behaviours; however, the statistics are suffi-
cient to demonstrate a strong superdiffusive bias.
The detachment bias confounds our ability to infer dynamical properties: the MSD
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suggests highly anomalous behaviour, while the underlying dynamics we have imposed are
Brownian. Therefore, for systems with trajectories of varying duration, a superdiffusive
MSD should not on its own be taken to demonstrate directionality of a walker; such insight
would require deconvolving the effects of processivity.
It has previously been shown that a misinterpretation of the MSD can arise in single-
particle tracking experiments due to measurement error and inherent system heterogene-
ity [106]. Researchers have also cautioned about over-interpretation of the MSD for continuous-
time random walks with power-law waiting-time distributions, where improper averaging
can lead to false conclusions about transport properties [118]. We further caution the use
of the MSD for systems with finite processivity, where detachment bias may lead to an
overestimate of the anomalous diffusion exponent.
Chapter 4
Multivalent diffusive transport
The work completed in this chapter was done with Antonia Kowalewski, an undergraduate
student in Dr. Forde’s lab that I supervised. Dr. Forde in turn supervised all aspects of this
work.
4.1 Abstract
We present here a model for multivalent diffusive transport whereby a central point-like hub
is coupled to multiple feet, which bind to complementary sites on a two-dimensional land-
scape. The available number of binding interactions is dependent on the number of feet
(multivalency), and on their allowed distance from the central hub (span). Using Monte
Carlo simulations that implement the Gillespie algorithm, we simulate multivalent diffu-
sive transport processes for 100 distinct walker designs. Guided by our simulation results
we derive an analytical expression for the diffusion coefficient of a general multivalent
diffusive process as a function of multivalency, span, and dissociation constant Kd. This
chapter offers insights into design criteria for multivalent diffusive transport, whereby both
the diffusion coefficient and processivity of the system are optimized.
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4.2 Introduction
Multivalent interactions are broadly characterized by a central hub that presents multiple
copies of a recognition element to a substrate surface displaying complementary binding
sites [119, 120]. Such interactions are ubiquitous throughout biology [121, 122]. Examples
include the adhesion of influenza virus to its host cell achieved through the binding of many
hemagglutinin and neuraminidase proteins to sialic acid [42, 123], and the adhesion of E.
coli to cell surfaces achieved through multiple pilus interactions [121]. Inspired by Nature,
researchers have developed a variety of synthetic multivalent systems [119]. Of relevance
to this work are those that walk or diffuse across their substrate landscape [70].
Motivated to design a molecular system that could diffuse across a landscape and re-
lease a product, Pei et al. designed polycatalytic assemblies, or molecular spiders, consist-
ing of a central hub presenting 2 to 6 deoxyribozyme recognition elements that navigate
a substrate-decorated landscape via Watson-Crick basepair formation and subsequent sub-
strate cleavage [63]. By arranging nucleic acid substrates in distinct 2D patterns, molecular
spiders can be controlled to carry out specific sequences of actions [64]. They have also
been proposed to be ‘motor-like’ and capable of pulling a load [67, 68], albeit function-
ing with very low efficiency compared to biological motors [69]. Multivalent DNA-based
molecular walkers have been designed to carry out a variety of tasks. For example, they
have achieved nanoparticle transport [71], operation within living cells whereby DNA mo-
tor dynamics are regulated by intracellular interactions [72], and nearly ballistic movement
on a two-dimensional plane [65, 66]. Despite the multivalent DNA walker field having
been active for over 15 years, missing from the literature is a simple study of how much
changing the multivalency, as well as the reach of each recognition element from the cen-
tral hub, over a broad range of values, alters their dynamics. Such insight is crucial towards
optimising a system that controls the rate of diffusion of molecules across their landscape
as well as to build intuition about their processivity.
In this chapter we implement the Gillespie algorithm [78] to describe dynamics of mul-
tivalent diffusive transport. (See Section 2.1 for a description of the algorithm.) A repre-
sentative schematic of our system is shown in Fig. 4.1. We model non-catalytic multivalent
walkers with n multivalency and s span, where span defines the reach of the recognition
elements (or ‘feet’) from the central hub. We explore the parameter space of (n,s) from
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(n = 2,s = 2) up to (n = 16,s = 16); 100 distinct multivalent walker designs are simulated.
Each of the n feet can interact with complementary binding sites on a two-dimensional
landscape through a binding rate kon and unbinding rate koff. Unless otherwise stated, kon
and koff are fixed at 20 and 1 s−1, respectively. These rates are chosen such that kon > koff
to ensure the diffusive walkers remain processive (do not detach) for enough time to collect
sufficient statistics to reliably compute a diffusion coefficient. No simultaneous binding
of multiple feet to a single complementary site is allowed. Each multivalent walker is
initialized at the centre of a two-dimensional landscape with a single foot bound. A single
trajectory lasts until all feet unbind or until 25,000 seconds of simulation time have elapsed.
We are interested in how multivalency and span alter the dynamics of multivalent dif-
fusive transport. For each multivalency and span combination we simulate N = 500 trajec-
tories for walkers that remain processive and N = 20,000 trajectories for non-processive
walkers. The N trajectories are then analyzed by an ensemble trajectory-average mean
squared displacement (MSDETA) given by Eq. 2.15. For a conventionally diffusive system
Eq. 2.15 can be related to the diffusion coefficient D by
MSDETA = 2dDτ, (4.1)
where d is the dimension of the diffusive process and is equal to 2 for this work, and
D is the diffusion coefficient. When presenting diffusion coefficients derived from these
simulated trajectories, we use the symbol Dsim, to indicate that this diffusion coefficient
is determined through an MSD analysis completed on the simulated data. In Fig. B.1a
we provide example MSDETA plots and in Fig. B.1b show that for all (n,s) the system is
conventionally diffusive (no anomalous diffusive effects are present), thereby validating the
use of Eq. 4.1.
4.3 Results and discussion
Fig. 4.2 displays a heatmap of the diffusion coefficient, Dsim, as a function of multivalency
and span, where Dsim is obtained from Eq. 4.1. The green line in Fig. 4.2 outlines the
boundary between 100% processive (n,s) combinations (above the line) and (n,s) combi-
nations that exhibited detachment within our simulation time of 25,000 simulated seconds.
From Fig. 4.2 the diffusion coefficient can be tuned by at least 4 orders of magnitude,
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a multivalent diffusive walker. Each bound foot is assigned a
span which defines the radius of a circle, shown in blue. The mutual overlap of the circles
(shown in green) marks the feasible binding locations for unbound feet. Each foot can bind
an available complementary site via an on rate kon, and detach with rate koff.
keeping the same leg kinetics, simply by varying multivalency and span. For example,
(n = 16,s = 2) leads to Dsim = 0.003, while (n = 2,s = 16) leads to Dsim = 31.8. For any
fixed value of multivalency, increasing span results in an increase in Dsim. Conversely, for
any fixed value of span, increasing multivalency results in a decrease in Dsim.
In Fig. 4.3a, we show that the diffusion coefficient increases as a function of span. From
our model schematic (Fig. 4.1) it can be seen that span defines circles of complementary
sites around each foot, which overlap to define an area of accessible binding sites on the
two-dimensional landscape. Therefore, as span increases the accessible landscape increases
proportionally to s2. Thus, it follows that the diffusion coefficient (which has units of
length2/time) ought to depend proportionally on s2. In Fig. 4.3a we see indeed that the
diffusion coefficient increases as s2.
In Fig. 4.3b, we show that the diffusion coefficient decreases as a function of mul-
tivalency. The region of accessible binding sites for unbound feet is constrained by all
bound feet, and thus as the number of bound feet increases this region becomes more lim-
ited. Therefore, as multivalency increases, on average each step of the multivalent walker
becomes closer to the central hub leading to a decrease in the diffusion coefficient. Fur-
thermore, as multivalency increases more feet are required to simultaneously unbind and
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Figure 4.2: Heatmap of diffusion coefficient Dsim as a function of multivalency and span.
Dsim is minimized for large multivalency and small span and conversely maximized for
small multivalency and large span. For a constant multivalency, increasing span leads to
an increase in Dsim. For a constant span, increasing multivalency leads to a decrease in
Dsim. All multivalent walkers above the green line remained processive throughout the
simulation.
then rebind in new locations in order to move the central hub, which also leads to a slow-
ing of the diffusive process. As shown, in Fig. 4.3b, we find that the diffusion coefficient
decreases with increased multivalency as 1/n2.
4.3.1 Multivalent diffusion coefficient derivation
The diffusion coefficient for a randomwalk with discrete-time, discrete-space, and constant
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Figure 4.3: a) D as a function of span for various values of multivalency. Inset displays
Dsim as a function of s2. b) D as a function of multivalency for various values of span. Inset
displays Dsim as a function of 1/n2. For both a) and b) Dsim is shown with points while
DMvT (Eq. 4.5) is shown with curves (not a fit). (c) Heatmap of the ratio of the analytically
determined diffusion coefficient DMvT from Eq. 4.5 to the simulation-determined diffusion
coefficient Dsim from Eq. 4.1, as a function of multivalency and span.
where ` is the stepsize and ∆t the time step. We find that for multivalent transport the
diffusion coefficient D depends proportionally on n and s as 1n2 (Fig. 4.3b, inset) and s
2
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(Fig. 4.3a, inset), respectively. Thus, we assume an average stepsize `= s/n for our system.
The effective time per step in our system is dictated by the foot binding and unbinding
times, and thus can be written as



















where the subscript MvT denotes ‘multivalent transport’. We note that Eq. 4.4 has the
required units of a diffusion coefficient of length2/time.
The thermodynamic binding strength of a system with reversible binding interactions
can be characterized by its dissociation constant, Kd. Kd can be expressed in terms of the
unbinding and binding rate constants as Kd =
koff
kon



















Therefore for a system where the rate of binding to a given recognition site is much faster
than the rate of dissociation, the diffusion constant should be linearly proportional to the
off rate (Eq. 4.7).
4.3.2 Comparing DMvT to Dsim
In Fig. 4.3, we show comparisons between DMvT (Eq. 4.6) and our simulation-derived dif-
fusion coefficients, Dsim. We find excellent agreement between these values across almost
all of parameter space. Two exceptions are for walkers with the highest multivalency and
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span (n = 16,s = 16) and those with very short span and high multivalency (n > 5,s = 2).
We suspect that in the limit of large multivalency and low span the assumption that the
average step length is equal to s/n is less accurate because there is a saturation of binding
sites: it is not possible for all feet to simultaneously bind. In this limit, DMvT is expected to
overestimate Dsim as it does not take into account the saturation of available binding sites.
As n and s progress to larger values DMvT appears to inreasingly underestimate Dsim. This
is most easily seen in Fig. 4.3c at point (n = 16,s = 16) where the ratio of DMvT to Dsim is
approximately 0.4. We suspect that this is because our assumption of step size (`= s/n) and
time step (Eq. 4.3) does not capture all the rich system details of the Gillespie simulation.
For example, the time to the next move in the Gillespie simulation is given by Eq. 2.7 and
is weighted by every option that the walker has access to in its current state: such details
are not incorporated in Eq. 4.3. Furthermore, where `= s/n is a simple and intuitive guess
of the step size, the true power-dependence of ` on s and n might deviate slightly from 1
and -1, respectively. Further work on analytically determining a more accurate timestep or
step length is out of the scope of this work.
In addition to multivalency and span we are also interested in how the kinetic rates kon
and koff alter the dynamics of multivalent transport. In experimental DNA-based walkers
koff can be controlled by the number of basepairs in the nucleic acid duplex [63]. How
closely matched are Dsim and DMvT for varying values of kon and koff? In Fig. B.2c Kd is
fixed while kon and koff are rescaled by a factor q, where q ranges from 1 to 500. We find
that Eq. 4.5 captures the overall trend from the simulations, and that as q is increased the
predicted result more closely resembles the simulated result (Fig. B.2c).
4.3.3 Processivity analysis
As researchers seek to engineer systems that control the rate of diffusion of molecules
across their landscape, the ability of the molecular walker to remain processive is a key
consideration. Here, we define processivity as the amount of time a walker spends associ-
ated with its landscape before it detaches.
In Fig. 4.2 the green line indicates the boundary above which 100% of multivalent
walkers remained associated for the entirety of the simulation time window (25,000 sim-
ulated timesteps). In Fig. B.3 example plots of probability of remaining bound (Pb(t)) as
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a function of time for particular (n,s) combinations are provided, as well as a heatmap to
visualize processivity across all (n,s) combinations explored in this work. For all multi-
valent walker designs that exhibit significant detachment, we find exponential detachment
kinetics described by
Pb(t) = e−λ t. (4.8)
Here, λ is a constant that characterizes the rate of detachment, and varies with walker de-
sign. Overall we find that decreasing multivalency and/or span leads to quicker detachment
of multivalent walkers from their landscape. Conceptually this makes sense: as multiva-
lency is decreased there are fewer binding options for the walker to remain associated,
therefore the time to complete detachment is expected to decrease. Furthermore, as span is
decreased (keeping multivalency fixed) less of the landscape becomes available for bind-
ing, leading to fewer accessible binding sites. The expected time to complete detachment is
then also expected to decrease. Indeed, decreased multivalency and span have been linked
to less processive molecular spider and burnt-bridge ratchets [63, 69, 111, 124]. In Fig. B.4
we find that for n = 2 the rate of detachment is equal to λ = 1/3s2, as determined from a
fit to Eq. 4.8. We suspect λ to depend on n,s,kon and koff, as all of these design parameters
will affect the average association time of a multivalent random walk; the coefficient of 1/3
found may vary with all these parameters.
4.4 Discussion and conclusions
In engineering a multivalent transport system that maximizes the diffusion coefficient,
based on Fig. 4.2 one would select a walker design with minimum multivalency and a max-
imum span. However, these multivalent walkers quickly dissociate from the landscape, and
therefore are not useful for covering large distances in a processive manner. Taking pro-
cessivity into account, the optimal multivalent walker contains intermediate multivalency
(such as n = 4) and maximized span.
Our simple analytical expression Eq. 4.5 for multivalent diffusion is successful at cap-
turing the overall trends in the data for a wide range of multivalency and span values (see
Fig. 4.3c). For small values of span (s= 2) we suspect that a saturation of binding options is
causing a deviation of DMvT from Dsim: when all the binding sites are saturated with ‘feet’
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the diffusion coefficient should no longer be significantly affected by a further increase in
n. This detail is not included in our analytical model.
Our multivalent diffusers resemble end-modified star polymers. In the absence of spe-
cific binding of their ends to a substrate, the diffusion coefficient for star polymers with
multivalent arms has been found to vary exponentially with multivalency [125]. We hypoth-
esize that star polymers end-modified to interact with a complementary two-dimensional
landscape will have a diffusion coefficient well approximated by Eq. 4.5. Such a system,
to the best of our knowledge, has not thus far been experimentally realized, but would be a
candidate system to test our newly derived analytical expression. Our multivalent transport
model may also provide insight into how multivalency can tune avidity: the accumulated
binding strength of a molecule presenting multiple non-covalent binding receptors. Recent
work on multivalent DNA-functionalized nanostructures suggests that increased multiva-
lency can lead to a 23-order-of-magnitude increase in binding strength. It was shown that
individual molecule binding affinity increases with both multivalency and Kd [126], both
of which are input paremeters in our multivalent transport diffusion equation.
In this chapter we implemented the Gillespie Monte Carlo method to explore the dy-
namics of multivalent diffusion transport. We find that changing the span and multivalency
of a multivalent walker can alter its diffusion coefficient by many orders of magnitude
(Fig. 4.2). We further derived an analytical expression for the diffusion coefficient that
describes well the simulated diffusion coefficient (Fig. 4.3c). We explore the effects of
processivity in multivalent walker designs, where we find that systems designed with only
2 legs are far less processive than those with n > 2 legs. Span also influences processiv-
ity, where systems with n = 3 can be finitely processive for low span values, but become
infinitely processive (within our simulation time window) with intermediate span values
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5.1 Abstract
The burnt-bridge ratchet (BBR) mechanism is a model for biased molecular motion where
the construct destroys track binding sites as it progresses, and therefore acts as a diffusing
forager, seeking new substrate sites. Using Monte Carlo simulations that implement the
Gillespie algorithm, we investigate the kinetic characteristics of simple polyvalent BBRs
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as they move on tracks of increasing width. We find that as the track width is increased
the BBRs remain nearly ballistic for considerable track widths proportional to the span
(leg length) of the polyvalent walker, before transitioning to near-conventional diffusion on
two-dimensional tracks. We find there exists a trade-off in BBR track association time and
superdiffusivity in the BBR design parameter space of span, polyvalency and track width.
Furthermore, we develop an analytical model to describe the ensemble-average motion on
the track and find it is in good agreement with our Gillespie simulation results. This work
offers insights into design criteria for de novo BBRs and their associated tracks, where
experimentalists seek to optimize directionality and track association time.
5.2 Introduction
Many of the autonomous synthetic biologically-based nanomotors thus far realized are
DNA-based BBRs [63, 64, 71, 73]. In the limit of low polyvalency, Cha et al. [71] devel-
oped a DNA walker that moves in a self-avoiding fashion along carbon nanotubes by cat-
alyzing cleavage of its RNA footholds. At the other extreme, DNA-coated microspheres,
so-called ‘DNA monowheels’, hybridize to a substrate surface coated with complemen-
tary RNA and have a high polyvalency with thousands of cleavable substrate contacts [65].
The DNA monowheel has demonstrated impressive velocities for an artificial system of
up to 2 µm/min, as well as near-ballistic motion on its two-dimensional substrate track
[65]. In contrast to the monowheel’s high polyvalency, most DNA walkers are bipedal
[127, 128, 129].
In this chapter, we refer to the total number of legs as the polyvalency. Polyvalency of
BBRs is thought to have a profound impact on directionality and track attachment times
[65]. Analytical approaches to understanding the effects of polyvalency on BBR dynamics
are difficult as the memory requirement for visited sites leads to non-Markovian behaviour
[130, 131]. Because of this, researchers have largely turned to simulations to model the
behaviour of synthetic BBR nanomotors [67, 68, 69, 132].
Those who seek to experimentally develop synthetic nanomachines are met with the
challenge of designing not only the machine itself, but also the substrate track with which it
is to interact. Missing from the literature is an exploration of how the width of the substrate
track is expected to impact BBR kinetics. In this work we implement the Monte Carlo
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Gillespie algorithm [78] to investigate the dependence of the mean squared displacement,
track attachment time, kurtosis, and extent of substrate cleavage on the dimension of the
substrate track. We generalize our results by altering the polyvalency and span of the BBRs
to explore how these attributes influence ensemble-average kinetics of BBRs moving on
tracks of increasing width. In this work we focus on ideal BBRs where substrate binding is
followed by a probability p= 1 of catalyzing the bound site. Our BBRs cannot unbind from
substrate without a cleavage event, and cannot rebind to a cleaved product site. Samii et al.
[69] report that nanomachines that can unbind from substrate and rebind to product display
an increase in track attachment time as a function of increasing polyvalency. Similarly,
Yehl et al. [65] report that the prolonged track attachment of their BBR DNA monowheel
is because of the dramatically increased polyvalency. In contrast to these results, in our
system we find that increasing the polyvalency of BBRs results in a dramatic decrease in
track association time. Our results further indicate that reducing the dimensionality of the
track to one dimension is not necessary to promote linear ballistic motion. There exists a
tolerance window in track width that allows for maximally superdiffusive walkers.
5.3 Model and methods
5.3.1 Kinetic model
We model polyvalent BBRs as n legs coupled to a point-like hub referred to as the global
constraint (Fig. 5.1). The n legs are non-interacting, but only a single leg can occupy
any given track site. The legs chemically interact with the track via substrate binding and
cleavage, followed by release from the cleaved product. To incorporate leg length into the
kinetic model, each of the n legs is assigned a span, which is defined as the maximum
distance between any two bound legs. As shown in Fig. 5.1a a circle of radius R = span is
drawn around each bound leg. The substrate track sites that fall within the mutual overlap
of all legs’ spans are considered binding options for the unbound legs. We note that our
model is fundamentally different from that of Olah et al. [68] where they allowed binding to
all sites within a distance ` of each bound leg for binding within a small region determined
by the mutual overlap of all bound-leg spans (accessible binding sites shown in yellow or
light gray with each leg’s span shown in green in Fig. 5.1a), determined by the currently
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bound legs. In this way we account for the collectively imposed constraint of all bound
legs limiting the options for fresh track coupling.
To study the motion of BBRs we developed a kinetic model similar to that used by
Samii et al. [67, 69] and Olah et al. [68] whereby we implement the Monte Carlo Gillespie
algorithm [78] to study polyvalent walker dynamics. Our kinetic model, as shown in Fig.
5.1b, is a simple model that allows for substrate binding and substrate cleavage followed
by unbinding. We employ a substrate binding rate, kon = 20 s−1, and cleavage rate, ke f f =
0.054 s−1. ke f f incorporates both the cleavage and detachment processes. These rates are
similar to those used by Samii et al. [67, 69]. We made the decision to set the dissociation
rates from uncleaved substrate sites to zero, and the product binding rate to zero. This
allows us to focus on a strict burnt-bridge ratchet system distinct from that of previous
work on similar systems [67, 69, 68]. Each substrate-bound leg is guaranteed to cleave and
release to the unbound state where it may bind again to fresh substrate. Therefore, our legs
have a probability of p = 1 to cleave each bound substrate site.
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Figure 5.1: a) Each bound leg is assigned a span which defines the radius of a circle,
shown in green (gray circles), around the bound location, shown in red (dark gray). The
mutual overlap of bound-leg spans, shown in yellow (light gray), marks the feasible binding
locations for unbound legs (not shown) during the following kinetic move. b) Each BBR leg
can interact with any available substrate track site (gray triangle) via a rate of attachment,
kon. keff includes both substrate cleavage and release.
A kinetic move is chosen by a Monte Carlo Gillespie algorithm that samples from all
available transitions of all legs. For example, if there are 2 unbound legs, 3 bound legs, and
12 available substrate sites, there are 24 possible binding transitions and 3 possible transi-
tions to cleave and release. A particular transition with rate ki is chosen with a probability
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where X is a random variable uniformly distributed on (0,1). The central hub position is
updated by determining the average position of the bound legs. We then track the motion
of this point-like hub for kinetic analysis.
5.3.2 Track design & BBR parameters
To explore the effect track dimensionality has on BBRs, we employed a large range of
tracks that increase in width by factors of 2. In total we cover tracks of widths 2n for
n = 0,1,2,3, ...,12, where a track width of 20 is a one-dimensional track. For all 520,000
independent runs reported in this work, track widths of 212 = 4096 can be considered
infinitely two-dimensional as no ratchet reached the boundaries within the maximum sim-
ulation time of 25,000 seconds for each independent run. As we varied the track width, the
length of the track was consistently kept to 5000 lattice sites (effectively infinite in length).
The track widths chosen were convenient as they allowed us to probe the effects of confine-
ment through gradually increasing the track size away from one dimension into an infinite
two-dimensional plane. All tracks were initialized as all-substrate tracks; we do not impose
any initial asymmetry. All of the BBRs were initialized in the geometric centre of the track
with one leg bound.
Motivated by previous work [40, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 74, 110, 132], we focused
on four BBR designs. In the notation of (polyvalency, span) we examined the behaviour
of BBRs with parameters (12,8), (3,8), (12,3), and (3,3). The (12,3) BBR design was
chosen because all available binding locations within a span of 3 can be saturated. In this
limit the BBRs are expected to produce a complete wake of cleaved sites such that the
constructs cannot cross previously visited territory. This contrasts with (3,8) BBRs, which
we expected to produce sparsely cleaved trajectories.
For each BBR design, on each track width, we ran 10,000 independent trajectories. For
example, (3,3) has 10,000 independent runs on a track width of 1, and another 10,000 on
a track width of 2, etc. Trajectories end when no BBR legs remain coupled to the track.
We do not allow rebinding of detached BBRs. If the BBRs remain attached to the track for
25,000 seconds the simulation is also ended.
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5.4 Expanding the ensemble-averaged MSD
In section 2.2 the ensemble averaged MSD was introduced in equation Eq. 2.13. In this









−〈y〉2) ∝ tαr , (5.1)
where~r is the position of the BBR’s global constraint, which is determined by the average
position of all bound legs. The x and y components of~r can be examined independently.










−〈y〉2 ∝ tαy. (5.3)
MSDs at each time point are calculated using only those BBRs still attached to the track.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Sample trajectories and distributions
Single trajectories in two dimensions for (3,8), (3,3), (12,3) and (12,8) BBRs are presented
in Fig. 5.2 (left column). Our lowest span BBR systems, (12,3) and (3,3) BBRs, tend to be-
come easily entrapped by their product wakes, leading to detachment. With increased span
and decreased polyvalency, such as the (3,8) system, BBRs can reach over their previous
trajectories into areas of fresh substrate.
Snapshots of the ensemble behaviour of each BBR design in two dimensions are in-
cluded in Fig. 5.2 (right column), beside their respective sample trajectories. The (3,3),
(12,3) and (12,8) systems all develop a low occupancy near their centre starting position,
while the (3,8) system maintains the highest BBR occupancy around the origin. These
ensemble snapshots are taken from Movies S1-S4 (which can be sourced at C.5), which
present the full dynamic evolution of the ensemble behaviour.
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Figure 5.2: (Caption on next page.)
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Figure 5.2: Left column: the start and detachments points for each trajectory are indicated
with a triangle and square, respectively; the time noted is the lifetime of that trajectory.
(3,3), (12,3) and (12,8) BBRs are less likely to cross previously visited territories and ex-
hibit more directional walks compared to (3,8) BBRs. Right column: snapshot of ensemble
BBR position distributions, taken from Movies S1-S4 (which can be sourced at C.5). Color
coding/gray scale represents the number of independent BBRs at that location in time. All
BBR designs, except for (3,8), develop ring-like distributions with decreased occupancy at
the origin.
5.5.2 MSD results
Fig. 5.3a shows log-log plots of MSD(~r) vs. time for (3,8) BBRs on all examined track
widths. We report values of α in the long-time limit when dα/dt ≈ 0. A one-dimensional
track results in ratchets moving ballistically with α ≈ 2. As track width increases, α be-
gins to decrease. One would naïvely expect that as the width of the track increases, the
constructs have increased probability to change direction, thus lowering α . However, this
transition does not occur monotonically. Fig. 5.3b shows a minimum in αr as a function of
track width for all BBR designs.
The non-monotonic behaviour of αr as a function of track width prompted closer in-
spection of the MSD. The log-log plot of MSD(x) (Fig. 5.3c) depicts the expected MSD
power law behaviour: as the track width increases, αx decreases monotonically to a width-
independent minimum (Fig. 5.3d). By contrast, log-log MSD(y)-time (Fig. 5.3e) attains a
slope of αy ≈ 0 for narrow track widths in long-time limits (Fig. 5.3f).
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Figure 5.3: (Caption on next page.)
Fig. 5.3b also shows that the large track width values of αr depend on polyvalency and
span. Short span and large polyvalency results in the highest αr ≈ 1.4, whereas the lowest
αr ≈ 1.1 is found by lowering polyvalency and increasing the span. All examined BBR
designs in this chapter display similar MSD trends as a function of track width, as shown
in Fig. C.1.
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Figure 5.3: a) log10-log10 MSD(~r)-time plots for (3,8) BBRs display the general trend of
decreasing slope as a function of increasing track width. b) αr for (3,8) BBRs reaches a
minimum at track widths of 128-256 before subsequently increasing to a width-invariant
plateau of αr ≈ 1.1. A minimum αr at intermediate widths is observed for all BBR designs
examined in this work. c) MSD(x) for (3,8) BBRs scales from ballistic to superdiffusive as
the dimensionality increases from one to two. d) αx monotonically decreases with increas-
ing track width, for all BBRs. e) MSD(y) for (3,8) evolves to αy = 0 for all BBRs that are
constrained by track boundaries. f) For narrow tracks the BBRs move under confinement
and display αy ≈ 0. As track width increases such that the BBRs do not interact with the
boundaries, αy takes on the same values as αx for all BBR designs.
5.5.3 Detachment curves
In our simulations we do not allow for re-attachment once all of the legs of the BBR have
detached. Thus, it is useful to investigate how track association times vary with polyvalency
and span. Fig. 5.4ab display the fraction of BBRs remaining bound for all examined BBR
designs in the 1D and 2D track limits. We find that (3,8) BBRs remain associated to the
track for the longest times, whereas (12,3) BBRs detach the fastest. In Fig. 5.4c we show
that track association time increases monotonically as a function of increasing track width
for (12,8) BBRs. The detachment curves saturate and overlap for track widths larger than
256. All BBR designs display a similar trend, and can be viewed in Fig. C.2.
For all detachment curves we define t1/2 as the time at which 50% of the BBRs have
detached from the track. For (3,8) BBRs we observed negligible detachment on tracks
of width greater than 32, therefore we cannot report t1/2 values for wider tracks. Fig.
5.4d depicts t1/2 as a function of track width for each BBR design. We can see that both
polyvalency and span have large effects on the observed t1/2. Across all track widths, (12,3)
BBRs consistently detach faster than all other BBR designs. For (12,3) ratchets, increasing
track width from one to two dimensions results in an increase of t1/2 by a factor of 10
(Fig. 5.4d). A similar comparison of (12,8) BBRs yields a factor of 60 increase in track
association time. Therefore, in the limit of large polyvalency and short span we see less of
a gain in track attachment time by increasing the track width than for larger span.
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Figure 5.4: a) Fraction of BBRs remaining bound in one dimension for all BBR designs
examined in this work. The inset shows the early time behaviour. b) Fraction of BBRs
remaining bound in two dimensions for all BBR designs examined. For both 1D and 2D
tracks (3,8) BBRs remain associated to the track for the longest times, whereas (12,3) BBRs
associate to the track for the shortest times. (Caption continued on next page).
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Figure 5.4: c) Fraction of (12,8) BBRs remaining bound for all track widths. The detach-
ment curves saturate past track widths of 256. d) t1/2 (the time at which half the ensemble
has detached from the track) as a function of track width for all BBR designs. e) The ratio
of t1/2 values for various BBR designs. f) αx values from Fig. 5.3d plotted against their
respective t1/2 values.
We next compared the different BBR designs directly by taking ratios of the t1/2 trends
as shown in Fig. 5.4e, where t1/2 is the time at which half of the BBR ensemble has
detached from the track. In the limit of low polyvalency, increasing span from 3 to 8
profoundly increases track association time. Similarly, in the limit of high span, decreasing
polyvalency from 12 to 3 profoundly increases track association time. However, if the span
is kept constant at 3, the decrease in polyvalency from 12 to 3 has little impact on track
assocation time across all track widths. Therefore, the improvement in track association
time gained from decreasing polyvalency is only realized for the BBR systems with large
span.
In Fig. 5.4f we plot αx against t1/2. For all BBR systems, αx tends to decrease with
increasing t1/2 values.
5.5.4 Excess kurtosis
The ensemble-average displacement distribution of the ratchets away from the origin evolves
over time, as shown in Movies S5 and S6 (which can be sourced at C.5). All of the BBRs
are initialized at the centre of the track, therefore the initial distribution is peaked at the
origin at t = 0 s. As BBRs progress along the track, their cleavage of track sites limits
options for turning back. In one dimension, as the BBRs randomly break the track sym-
metry, a bimodal distribution develops whose modes propagate in opposite directions. Fig.
5.5a illustrates the typical development and separation of the two modes on a narrow track
width of 8 for (3,8) BBRs. From Movie S5 (which can be sourced at C.5) the modes are
both separating and dispersing with time. Fig. 5.5b shows the excess kurtosis, γ2(x), for
these (3,8) BBRs, on all track widths. In all cases, γ2(x) initializes slightly higher than the
Gaussian value of 0, as the distribution is initially peaked sharply around the origin. On
narrow tracks γ2(x) rapidly reduces to the -2.0 limit, indicating a distribution peaked at the
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edges of its domain. For wider tracks, γ2(x) reduces to -0.25. Similar behaviour is seen for
the other BBR designs, as shown in Fig. C.3.
Figure 5.5: a) The evolving x-position distribution for (3,8) BBRs on a track width of 8.
The numbers 1-4 represent the distribution at specific times. Two modes develop that move
symmetrically in opposing directions. b) Excess kurtosis,γ2, for x-displacement distribu-
tions for (3,8) BBRs on all track widths. On narrow tracks, γ2(x) quickly approaches -2.0.
As track width increases, the excess kurtosis converges to γ2(x) = -0.25. The numbers
1-4 correspond to the histograms from a). c) The evolving y-position distribution for (3,8)
BBRs on a track of width 128. d) For large track widths γ2(y) limits to -0.25, the same
as γ2(x). Under confinement, γ2(y) settles to -1.2, the value for a uniform distribution, as
illustrated by the numbers 1-4 from part c).
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We next look at the correponding evolution of position distributions for the y coordi-
nates. The y-position distribution for (3,8) BBRs on a track width of 128 evolves into a
uniform distribution across the accessible domain of lattice sites. To understand how this
lateral shape of the distribution changes upon interacting with the boundary we compute
γ2(y) (Fig. 5.5d). For wide tracks, where the BBRs do not reach the boundaries, that γ2(y)
approaches -0.25, the same as found for γ2(x). However, for (3,8) BBRs on a track width of
128, which begin to approach the track boundary around ∼ 1000s, γ2(y) decreases to -1.2,
the value for a uniform distribution [101]. For these (3,8) BBRs, γ2(x) remains constant at -
0.25 once they have reached the y-boundaries. The shape of the x-displacement distribution
is therefore not affected by interactions with the track boundary, while the y-displacement
distribution clearly is. Similar behaviour is seen for the other BBRs (Fig. C.4).
5.5.5 Bimodal Gaussian model
To further our understanding of the time dependence of γ2(x) we analytically derived the
excess kurtosis for a probability density function comprised of two Gaussian distributions















We computed the 2nd and 4th moments of P(x) to determine the excess kurtosis (shown in










= µ2 +σ2. (5.6)
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We examine four cases in our analytical model:
a) Constant separation, Brownian dispersion :
µ = µ0; σ2 = Dt
b) Linear separation, constant dispersion :
µ = bt; σ2 = D0
c) Linear separation, Brownian dispersion :
µ = bt; σ2 = Dt
d) Linear separation & dispersion :
µ = bt; σ = D1t
For each of the above cases, Eq. 5.6 can be expressed as a quadratic equation with
different coefficients,
MSD = a0 +a1t +a2t2. (5.7)
Tuning the linear and quadratic coefficients can be used to tailor the power-law scaling
α . For example for case (c), b = 0 and D > 0 produces conventional diffusion (α = 1),
whereas if D = 0 and b > 0 produces ballistic motion (α = 2). If both b > 0 and D > 0 the
type of diffusion depends on the ratio Db , which dictates the timescales of interest.
In Fig. 5.6 we take D = D1 = b = 1, µ0 = D0 = 10, and compute MSD (Fig. 5.6a)
and γ2 (Fig. 5.6b). For case a, the system exhibits subdiffusive motion for timescales up to
103 seconds (Fig. 5.6a). Conventional diffusion only emerges at longer times. Similarly,
for case c, behaviour is subdiffusive at short timescales followed by a crossover to ballistic
motion at longer times.
The excess kurtosis also varies by case. For case a, where the mean of the modes is
fixed to ±µ0 with Brownian dispersion, γ2 increases from -2.0 to the Gaussian limit of
0. With cases b and c, where the modes are separating faster than they are dispersing, γ2
reduces from 0 to -2.0. Lastly for case d, where µ(t) and σ(t) are both linearly increasing
at the same rate, γ2 takes on a constant value of -0.5.
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Figure 5.6: Results of the bimodal Gaussian model. a) In the limit of Brownian dispersion
(case a) we recover conventional diffusion at long times. For all other cases we find the
long-time limit of α represents ballistic motion. b) With increasing σ(t) and constant
µ (case a), γ2 reaches the Gaussian limit of γ2 = 0. In cases b and c, which describe
distributions that separate faster than they disperse, γ2 decreases to -2.0. When σ and µ
increase at the same rate, γ2 remains constant (case d).
5.5.6 Substrate digestion rates
Those who study starved random walks are often concerned with the number of food items
the walker consumes before starvation [133]. In our model starvation can be defined as the
walker having no accessible substrate ‘food’ sites within its span. While we have already
characterized the total time associated to the tracks, here we characterise track digestion
rates and total successful cleavages before starvation (detachment). We define the substrate
digestion rate, kd , as the average number of cleavages observed for each BBR design per
second. kd is distinct from ke f f which is known a priori and used to simulate cleavage
kinetics in the Gillespie algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: a) Digestion rate, kd , for each BBR design across all track widths. For all BBR
designs substrate digestion rates are found to be width-independent for tracks wider than
∼8. b) Average number of substrate sites digested before detachment (starvation) for all
BBRs across all examined track widths. For (3,8) BBRs, average cleavages are reported
for tracks only up to width 32, as most (3,8) BBRs remained bound on larger track widths.
In Fig. 5.7a we report kd for all examined BBRs across all track widths. Not surpris-
ingly, we find polyvalency to be the dominating factor for increasing the digestion rate,
where both (12,8) and (12,3) BBRs have the highest kd . Interestingly, cleavage rates for
the 12-legged BBRs increase with track width to a constant value, whereas 3-legged BBRs
experience a slight decrease in their cleavage rates as the width of the track is increased.
When we examine the average number of cleavages before detachment, the inherent track
association time, characterised by t1/2, is the dominating system parameter. Fig. 5.7b
displays average cleavage events vs. track width, which scales similary to t1/2 (Fig. 5.4d).
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5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Mean squared displacement
The MSD holds information on the BBR’s ability to move directionally, a key design crite-
rion for synthetic molecular motors. MSD scales as tα , where α characterizes the type of
anamolous diffusion inherent to the system [81]. For values of α ranging from 0 < α < 1
the motion is subdiffusive. A value of α = 1 describes a system that undergoes conven-
tional diffusion. Systems with 1 < α < 2 are superdiffusive, a property of systems that
undergo active transport. When α = 2 the system exhibits linear (ballistic) motion and is
ideal for molecular transport systems.
We find the long-time α values to be highly dependent on track width, span, and poly-
valency. We expected α to maximize on narrow tracks for each BBR design, as the effect
of confinement would promote linearly directed motion. With reference to Fig. 5.3bd, we
find that α is maximum for narrow tracks and persists with near ballistic values for tracks
of width larger than 1 lattice site. For (12,8) BBRs, αx remains constant for track widths up
to 16, whereas for (3,8) BBRs αx begins to decrease at a track width of 4 (half the span for
this system) (Fig. 5.3d). Therefore, both polyvalency and span play a role in maintaining
optimally ballistic motion as the effects of confinement are relaxed.
At timescales proportional to 1ke f f all examined BBRs display subdiffusive behaviour,
as was also reported by Olah et al. [68]. We observe initially subdiffusive behaviour
for all track widths. This makes intuitive sense as each run is initialized with one leg
associated to the track. Unbound legs then need to bind and cleave in order to translocate
the global constraint, which by design occurs on a timescale of 1ke f f regardless of the effects
of confinement.
In Fig. 5.3f we report αy values from fitting to the late-time MSD trends when the
BBRs have had sufficient time to reach the boundaries. As the track width increases, the
characteristic time for αy to transition to 0 increases. When αy = 0, MSD(y) takes on the
variance of a uniform distribution whose domain is defined by the track boundaries.
The surprising result in Fig. 5.3b, where αr develops a minimum as a function of width,
can then be explained by interactions with the boundary, which impose a sub-diffusive
characteristic on αr. When the BBRs are not constrained by the track boundaries we find
that αr =αx =αy. For sufficiently long simulation times, and for BBR designs that tend not
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to detach, such as the (3,8) system, we expect all BBRs to eventually reach the boundary
and for αy to approach 0; the minimum in αr would then disappear.
For effectively two-dimensional tracks, larger span and lower polyvalency, such as the
(3,8) BBRs, results in a lower αr of 1.1. The evolution of the ensemble of (3,8) BBRs, as
shown in Movie S2 (which can be sourced at C.5), also displays a permanent high occu-
pancy around the starting position. Conversely, higher polyvalency and shorter span, such
as the (12,3) BBRs, results in a greater αr of 1.4. For the (12,3) system, the evolution of
the ensemble distribution (Movie S3, which can be sourced at C.5) also displays low occu-
pancy around the starting position, leading to a ring-like structure in the two-dimensional
distribution. The emergence of the ring structure indicates that the ensemble exhibits radi-
ally directed motion, away from the starting position.
Increased polyvalency therefore leads to the most superdiffusive walk in two dimen-
sions. Why is this so? In our Gillespie model, the rate of binding to substrate, kon, is ∼400
times higher than the effective rate of cleavage, ke f f . Therefore, all unbound legs will pref-
erentially bind to locally available substrate sites. Each unbound leg acquires a transition
rate, kon, for each of the available N substrate sites. For (12,3) BBRs this means that all
legs will preferentially saturate the track. The increased number of track-associated legs
means that the product wake produced by the BBR is also denser. By contrast, (3,8) BBRs
can access larger regions of the track with each step, and with a polyvalency of only 3 their
product wake is expected to be sparse. By this reasoning, the (12,3) BBRs are expected to
have higher αr values than the (3,8) BBRs because it is harder for the global constraint to
change direction; multiple legs need to coordinate to move the global constraint towards a
new direction, leading to a higher value of αr.
Substrate track sites that have previously been visited, and subsequently turned to
product-sites, cannot be revisited. However, the global constraint can still visit its previous
locations and cross over its path because the legs can bind beyond their nearest neighbours.
The more times the global constraint revisits a location the less likely it will be to return
because the local region becomes further depleted of substrate. Therefore, despite the ideal
burnt-bridge behaviour of each leg, our BBRs do not scale as a strict self-avoiding walk.
There may be merit in the application of models for weakly self-avoiding walks to polyva-
lent BBRs [134]. The BBR system may also bear relevance to foragers eating a subset of
food per site [135, 136].
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5.6.2 Track dissociation and its effect on α
The width of the track has a strong effect on both the observed α values and the track
association time, as shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. As stated, αx does not begin to decrease
until a track width of 16 for (12,8) BBRs (Fig. 5.3d). However, their track association time
increases dramatically from a width of 1 to a width of 16 (Fig. 5.4c). To understand the
relationship between αx and t1/2 we first looked to see if they are correlated. In Fig. 5.4f αx
is relatively constant and independent of t1/2 for these BBRs on tracks of width 1-16. t1/2≈
100 s on a track of width 1, whereas on a track of width 16, t1/2 ≈ 2000 s. By increasing
the width of the track to twice that of the BBR span, the (12,8) system maintains ballistic
behaviour while gaining more than an order-of-magnitude increase in track attachment
time. A further increase in track width from 16 to 4096 results in an increase of t1/2 by
a factor of 2.5, but a decrease in αx from ∼ 2.0 to ∼ 1.3. We therefore conclude that if
one wishes to increase both directionality and track association time, designing tracks of
a width proportional to the span of the ratchet is optimal. When one further increases the
track width, α begins to decrease.
Both decreasing polyvalency and increasing span result in increased track attachment
time. Of the two design parameters, which has the strongest impact on maintaining track
assocation? To illustrate the effects of polyvalency on track association we can compare
(3,8) and (12,8) BBRs on tracks of width 1 and 8. On a track width of 1, we find t1/2 to
be 240 and 110 seconds for (3,8) and (12,8) BBRs, respectively (Fig. 5.4d). However, the
effect of polyvalency on track association highly depends on the span, which we map out
in Fig. 5.4e. For example, increasing polyvalency of span-3 BBRs results in at most a
factor of 2 increase in t1/2, even on two-dimensional tracks. However, for span-8 BBRs,
t1/2 increases when the number of legs is increased from 3 to 12 by a factor of 2 for one-
dimensional tracks, but by a factor of 10 for two-dimensional tracks. Altering span also
shows similar trends where the gain in t1/2 highly depends on the polyvalency.
It may seem counterintuitive that an increase in polyvalency leads to a decrease in t1/2
given previous work with molecular spiders [63, 69]. However, in molecular spider sys-
tems the walkers have a rate of product binding, konP, typically taken to be the same as
substrate binding, konS [68, 67, 69]. Therefore, when the walker digests all local substrate
sites it can search through local product sites for areas of fresh substrate. In such a system,
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increased polyvalency means more options for product site coupling and subsequently de-
creased probability of detachment. By contrast, our system is an ideal BBR where konP = 0,
and we find increased polyvalency leads to a decrease in track attachment time.
5.6.3 Excess kurtosis
The shape of the BBR position distribution has a time dependence. Kurtosis is a convenient
measure to compare BBR position distributions across our parameter space of width, poly-
valency, and span. On narrow tracks the position distribution for (3,8) BBRs immediately
develops into two modes that move in opposite directions. This is reflected as a monotonic
decrease in γ2(x) to -2.0 (Fig. 5.5b), which indicates a distribution with probability isolated
to the edges of the domain. The splitting of the position distribution into two oppositely
moving modes is consistent with the ballistic behaviour characterized by α .
Having seen that the distributions formed two oppositely moving modes inspired us to
analytically derive kurtosis for a PDF described by two Gaussians, as shown in Eq. 5.4.
We analytically derived γ2 in one dimension and explored the effects of dispersion and
mode separation, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Increasing dispersion, while maintaining a con-
stant separation of modes, leads to γ2 monotonically increasing towards the Gaussian value
of 0, indicating that the two independent modes are completely overlapping. Conversely,
a linear increase in mode separation with constant dispersion results in γ2 monotonically
decreasing to -2.0. Furthermore, dispersion and mode separation have compensatory ef-
fects on γ2, such that if they are increasing at similar rates γ2 remains constant. From our
phenomenological Gaussian model we are able to reproduce all of the BBR γ2 results by
modifying σ and µ .
Our analytical model offers insights into the BBR behaviour and allows us to under-
stand the effects of polyvalency, span and width on the shape of the position distributions.
For example, γ2(x) for (3,8) BBRs on wide tracks reaches a time-invariant value of -0.25
(Fig. 5.5b). From our bimodal Gaussian model, this suggests that the dispersion and sep-
aration of the modes are equal. We verify this for the (3,8) system where we compute the
coefficient of variation σ(t)/µ(t) (Fig. 5.8). In our analytical system the coefficient of
variation is Db where D and b are equivalent to diffusion and drift coefficients, respectively.
The ratio Db is a ratio of diffusion and mobility, and has been used to characterize the ability
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of Brownian ratchets to achieve directional motion under external fields [137].
Figure 5.8: µ(t) and σ(t) for BBRs with 3 legs, span 8 on a track width of 128. a)
µ|x|(t) and µ|y|(t) overlap until the ensemble of motors reaches the y-boundary at ∼ 1000s,
at which point µ|y|(t) curves over to the expected value of 32 for a uniform distribution





, the coefficients of variation, indicate that the
dispersion in y-positions decreases substantially more than the mean y position following




remains relatively constant following the onset of BBR interaction with the
y-boundary.
On wide tracks, for all BBR designs, γ2(y) takes on the same values as γ2(x) (Figs. C.3, C.4).
As the BBRs are constrained by the boundaries, the position distributions evolve into uni-
form distributions across the width (γ2(y) ≈ −1.2), consistent with our finding that the
variance given by MSD(y) approaches that of a uniform distribution.
5.6.4 Substrate digestion rates
Across all track widths we find that BBRs with larger span and polyvalency have the highest
substrate digestion rate (kd), as shown in Fig. 5.7a. The ratio of the binding and effective
cleavage rates used in the Gillespie model, kon and ke f f , respectively, is ∼400. This means
that an unbound leg that can access a fresh substrate site is 400 times more likely to bind
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to any one site than a bound leg is to cleave and release. Thus, all legs are likely to be
bound to available substrate sites. (12,8) BBRs have access to more local substrate than
the other BBR designs, given that they have the largest polyvalency and the longest reach
(span); therefore, (12,8) BBRs are expected to cleave the most per unit time. (12,3) BBRs
are ‘second best’ to (12,8) BBRs with regards to the substrate digestion rate. All 12 legs
can bind to the track, but this design suffers from a shorter span leading to an inability of
(12,3) BBRs to reach distant patches of fresh substrate, as compared to the (12,8) system.
It was surprising to see that (3,3) and (3,8) BBRs experienced a slight decrease in aver-
age substrate digestion rates as a function of increasing track width (Fig. 5.7a). The decline
is slight: for (3,3) BBRs from 0.18 s−1 in one dimension, to 0.16 s−1 in two dimensions.
As the width is increased one would naively think that more substrate should be available
to the BBR for any given combination of bound legs, therefore resulting in an increase in
digestion rate, however, this expected trend was not found for three-legged BBRs. Further-
more, for any given track width, the average digestion rates for (3,3) and (3,8) BBRs are
within 5%, suggesting that in the limit of low polyvalency, span plays no significant role in
altering the substrate digestion rate.
Our hypothesis is that in one dimension, when the span-3 walkers move into their prod-
uct wake, they quickly detach as there is little opportunity to turn around towards fresh
substrate. However, as the track width is increased the walkers have more opportunity
to rescue themselves from a substrate-barren environment. We speculate that on average,
the (3,8) and (3,3) walkers experience more substrate-barren terrain in wider track widths,
which leads to a lower average substrate digestion rate as they spend more time rescuing
themselves from locally depleted regions.
The BBRs studied in this work can be considered as polyvalent depletion-controlled
foragers [133, 138]. Substrate digestion per lifetime scales similarly with track width
(Fig. 5.7b) and with t1/2 (Fig. 5.4d). Despite (3,8) BBRs having the lowest kd (substrate
digestion rate) across all track widths, their greater track association time leads to them
having more time to digest substrate, resulting in the most substrate cleaved prior to de-
tachment.
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5.7 Conclusions
The design and implementation of synthetic machinery has shown great promise towards
the control of motion at the nanoscale. In particular, synthetic analogues of biological
molecular motors that implement a BBR mechanism have made great progress. Our goal
in this work was to explore the effects of confinement on BBR performance and to provide
design insights for de novo BBR motors. Our results offer guidelines for researchers to
follow when thinking about optimizing particular BBR characteristics. To fabricate a su-
perdiffusive BBR in two dimensions, one should increase polyvalency and decrease span,
as has been done in some systems [74, 65]. Increasing span and decreasing polyvalency,
in contrast, results in large increases to track attachment time but decreased directional-
ity. Furthermore, we found that narrow tracks result in ballistic dynamics, as well as an
order-of-magnitude increase in track attachment time compared to a one-dimensional track.
Lastly, we found that increasing polyvalency results in an increased rate of substrate diges-
tion; however, the total average track association time is the dominant factor that dictates
total cleavage events before detachment. Through exploring the dimensionality-dependent
crossover in motility of polyvalent BBRs, we have found these systems to exhibit rich dy-
namics. We hope these results provide useful insight towards the design of de novo BBR
systems.
Chapter 6
Substrate stiffness tunes the dynamics of
polyvalent rolling motors
The work presented in this chapter was completed in collaboration with Dr. Eldon Emberly
and Dr. Martin Zuckermann at Simon Fraser University, as well as coauthors Lavisha Jin-
dal from the Emberly group and Mathew Schneider and Ignacio Calderon de la Barca from
the Forde group. My role in this work was to complete the MSD and velocity analysis on
the trajectories produced by the simulations. As lead author my role was to prepare the
first draft of the manuscript, prepare figures, implement edits and suggestions for further
drafts, and direct the group members where to edit their respective sections which they
contributed to. This work was selected for the cover of issue 16, a copy of which can be
found in Fig. D.9. The reference for the publication encompassing this work is:
[124] C.S. Korosec, L. Jindal, M. Schneider, I.C. Barca, M.J. Zuckermann, N.R. Forde,
and E. Emberly “Substrate elasticity tunes the dynamics of polyvalent rolling motors.” Soft
Matter, 17(16), pp. 1468-1479, 2020.
6.1 Abstract
Nature has evolved many mechanisms for achieving directed motion on the subcellular
level. The burnt-bridge ratchet (BBR) is one mechanism used to achieve superdiffusive
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molecular motion over long distances through the successive cleavage of surface-bound
energy-rich substrate sites. This mechanism has been associated with both nanoscale and
microscale movement, with the latter accomplished through polyvalent interactions be-
tween a large hub (e.g. Influenza virus) and substrate (e.g. cell surface receptors). Exper-
imental successes in achieving superdiffusive motion by synthetic polyvalent BBRs have
raised questions about the dynamics of their motility, including whether rolling or trans-
lation is better able to direct motion of microscale spherical hubs. Here we simulate the
three-dimensional dynamics of a polyvalent sphere moving on and cleaving an elastic sub-
strate. We find that substrate stiffness plays an important role in controlling both the mo-
tor’s mode of motility and its directional persistence. As we tune lateral substrate stiffness
from soft to stiff we find there exists an intermediate value that optimizes rolling behaviour.
We also find that there is an optimal substrate stiffness for maximizing persistence length,
while stiffness does not influence as strongly the superdiffusive dynamics of the particle.
Lastly, we examine the effect of substrate density, and show that softer landscapes are
better able to buffer against decreases in substrate occupancy, with the spherical motor
maintaining superdiffusive motion more on softer landscapes than on stiff landscapes as
occupancy drops. Our results highlight the importance of surface in controlling the motion
of polyvalent BBRs.
6.2 Introduction
Active matter systems leverage many individual agents to drive out-of-equilibrium, collec-
tive motion at larger length scales. Examples of such agents in many active matter systems
are molecular motors, nanoscale machines capable of using chemical energy to achieve di-
rected motion in the presence of a randomizing thermal energy background. Cytoplasmic
molecular motors, such as kinesin [27], dynein [28], and myosin [29], move stepwise by
a mechanochemical cycle fueled through the conversion of chemical energy in the form of
freely diffusing ATP [30]. The dynamics of these motors combine power strokes as well
as thermally driven Brownian ratchet (BR) steps [32]. Thermal fluctuations carry a BR
forwards across its landscape, while backwards motion is prevented by local asymmetry
(often induced by chemical reactions) [36, 50]. A burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet (BBR) is
a type of BR in which asymmetry is achieved by cleavage of surface-bound free-energy-
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rich substrate sites; as a BBR moves it therefore leaves behind an energy-void wake of
product [38]. Nature has utilized the BBR mechanism across all forms of life, such as the
ParA/ParB plasmid segration system in bacteria [139, 140], chitinase and cellulase degrada-
tion enzymes in plants [43, 61], and collagen-degrading matrix metalloproteases (MMPs)
in mammals [57], as well as in viruses such as influenza [42]. Furthermore, recent work
on cell migration has shown that a BBR-like mechanism can be utilized to generate loco-
motion at the cellular scale [39]. Polyvalency — the physical coupling of many individual
proteins — is employed in many of these BBR systems.
Inspired by such natural BBRs, researchers have developed synthetic BBRs across
the nanometer [63, 64, 66, 110, 141] and micrometer [74, 75, 65] length scales. BBR
design parameters such as size and shape [65, 66, 142], polyvalency [63, 66, 69, 111],
interaction span [63, 111, 142], cooperativity [85, 142, 143], rate of substrate catalysis
[40, 68, 140, 142], track size and dimensionality [111, 144] as well as the competition
between multiple BBRs [40, 140, 144] have also been explored as means to pursue trade-
offs in BBR dynamics. While the potential importance of surface substrate stiffness has
been mentioned [145], its role in controlling BBR dynamics has been explored only in a
two-dimensional model system [132].
Polyvalent BBRs built around a solid hub display impressive motility, but whether this
is optimally achieved by rolling or sliding is not established. The microspherical DNA-
based ‘monowheel’ system developed by Yehl et al. demonstrated superdiffusive trajecto-
ries with velocities of up to 0.1 µm/s and forces greater than 100 pN [65, 75]. These im-
pressive dynamics were attributed to the monowheel rolling across its substrate, as opposed
to translating. Yehl et al. proposed that rolling reduces the motor footprint, which decreases
unproductive sampling, therefore leading to enhanced velocity with long superdiffusive in-
tervals [65]. Conversely, Vecchiarelli et al. constructed a synthetic spherical BBR using
the ParA/B system whereby the bead was confined to a two-dimensional plane via a mag-
netic field and prevented from rolling because the bead’s magnetic moment aligned with
the field [74]. Therefore, directed motion was entirely due to translation. Despite lacking
an ability to roll, the average speed was reported to be 0.1 µm/s, similar to that of Yehl et al.
Further inspection of the trajectories also shows that the ParA/B system has more persistent
motion than that of the DNA-based monowheel, suggesting that rolling may not necessarily
aid persistence. (BBR designs implementing "rolling-pin"-like hubs were found to exhibit
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significantly increased persistence lengths, both for microscale and nanoscale designs. In
the latter, theoretical modelling suggested rolling to be the only viable means of transport
in some kinetic parameter regimes [66].) Although both of these microscale BBR designs
exploited nucleic acid "carpets", the monowheel design had short duplexes (<50 bp) link-
ing the bead with the surface, while the ParA/B system utilized significantly longer DNA
for the carpet and linkers (many kbp). It is possible that the differences of DNA entropic
stiffness on these two length scales contribute to the distinct dynamics observed in the two
systems.
Complementing the findings of these two synthetic BBRs, influenza has also recently
been proposed as a BBR whereby the receptor-binding hemagglutinin and the receptor-
cleaving enzyme neuraminidase on the surface of the virus facilitate directional motion
across the cell’s surface [146]. Interestingly, influenza’s motion is thought to switch be-
tween crawling (rolling) and gliding (translating), where the rolling motion is argued to
lead to both slower speeds and less persistent trajectories [42].
What system parameters might affect the mode of motility of these motors, whether
rolling or translating, as well as the overall persistence of the trajectories? Motivated by
the above observations, we hypothesize that the elasticity of the substrate could play an
important role in determining both the degree of rolling and the directional persistence of
the trajectories. In previous computational modelling of a flat ParA/B disk, Hu et al. found
bond stiffness to tune the mode of motility [40]. Other work, using a continuum model for
the ParA/B system, suggested that substrate stiffness would influence the effective range of
interactions and explored the consequences for the dynamics [142]. Furthermore, substrate
stiffness has been shown to affect the dynamics of other systems such as cell motility [147],
droplet wetting [148], and active tissue wetting [149]. The influence of substrate stiffness
on rolling vs. translating dynamics of a spherical BBR has yet to be explored.
In the work presented in this chapter we simulate the dynamics of a polyvalent sphere
that moves via a BBR mechanism on a substrate-decorated surface of controllable stiffness.
This work demonstrates that the elastic response of the underlying substrate plays a key
role in regulating the mode of the BBR’s dynamics as well as the directional persistence of
trajectories. We also find that softer landscapes can help to buffer the BBR to changes in
the surface concentration of substrate, providing the system with robustness.
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6.3 Model and methods
6.3.1 Model for polyvalent sphere moving on substrate
Here we detail the model for a polyvalent sphere decorated with enzymes, which interacts
with a 2D surface of substrates (see schematic in Fig. 6.1a). The sphere is considered to be a
rigid object and has six degrees of freedom: its centre of mass and three rotation angles. Its
centre of mass is located at ~R = (X ,Y,Z) and we take its three rotation angles to be around
body-centered x,y,z axes given by ~Θ = (θx,θy,θz). The sphere itself is decorated with N
beads of diameter σ on its surface at a radius R from the center of mass. Their locations
relative to the centre of mass are given by ~ri = (xi,yi,zi). These N beads are packed on
the surface with some packing fraction fP. Details of how the N beads are arranged on the
surface are given below.
The sphere interacts with a generally planar surface, some of which is decorated with
substrate. The surface consists of beads, also of diameter σ , where the position of the jth
surface bead is given by ~Rs, j = (Xs, j,Ys, j,Zs, j). Surface bead positions are initialized on a
square lattice in the x,y plane with z = 0, with a spacing of σ . These equilibrium positions
are given by (X0s, j,Y
0
s, j,0). The probability of a surface bead being a substrate is controlled
by the substrate occupancy, p.
Due to the interactions between the surface and the sphere, there may be a net force
and torque on the sphere which will cause it to move. We consider the sphere to be in the
overdamped regime and its dynamics to be governed by Brownian dynamics. The equation











Here γ is the drag constant of the sphere and is related to the diffusion coefficient of the
sphere via γD = 1 where we have taken energy units to be kBT = 1. Fext is any external
force such as gravity, U(r) represents the interaction potential between the beads on the
sphere and those on the surface, and ~η is a normally distributed random vector with zero
mean and unit standard deviation. The sum over i is over all beads on the sphere and the
sum over j is over all beads on the surface. A bead on the sphere can interact with several
beads on the surface. The displacement between a bead on the sphere and a is given by
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~ri, j = (~R+~ri−~Rs, j)












For beads that are not carrying out any chemistry, we cut this potential off at r = (2)1/6σ so
that it is purely repulsive. Otherwise, the beads on the sphere and substrates on the surface
have an attractive interaction with a well depth of ε (in units of kBT = 1).
Since we simulate polyvalent spheres that have a non-negligible weight, we consider
the gravitational force as the external force (including the buoyant force due to the solvent).





where ρ is the density of the sphere, ρs is the density of the solvent, R is the radius of the
sphere, and g is acceleration due to gravity.
Besides the force on the centre of mass of the sphere, the surface potentially exerts
a torque on the sphere that could cause it to rotate. Again we consider the overdamped
regime and that the rotational degrees of freedom are executing Brownian dynamics. The











where ~Θ = (θx,θy,θz) and γθ is the rotational drag coefficient of the sphere and is related to
the rotational diffusion coefficient via γθ Dθ = 1. For a sphere Dθ/D = 6/(8R2). Eqs.[6.1,
6.4] completely specify the dynamics of the sphere.
Each bead on the surface is attached to springs in the (x,y,z) directions. The surface
beads are also assumed to obey Brownian dynamics. The equation of motion for the jth






~∇U(ri, j)− kx(Xs, j−X0s, j)− ky(Ys, j−Y 0s, j)− kz(Zs, j−Z0s, j)+
√
2γs~η , (6.5)
where γs is the drag constant of a surface bead and is related to its diffusion coefficient by
γsDs = 1, and (kx,ky,kz) are the spring constants.
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Lastly, there is chemistry between the sphere and the surface. Here, we consider all
beads on the sphere to be enzymes for the surface substrates, though in principle one could
imagine only a fraction to be enzymes that may be uniformly or non-uniformly distributed.
For the beads on the surface, we consider that a certain fraction, p are initialized as sub-
strates. Whenever an enzyme bead on the sphere is within 2σ of a surface bead that is a
substrate, they are considered to be interacting and bound. For each bound pair, there is a
rate roff for the enzyme to cleave the surface substrate. If a reaction occurs, the surface bead
is no longer a substrate and is converted to a regular surface bead that simply interacts with
the sphere via a repulsive self-avoidance interaction. The only chemistry is this removal
of surface substrate (thereby turning a substrate site to a product site) by an enzyme bead
on the sphere, a reaction that is irreversible. A cross-sectional schematic of our system
illustrating these parameters can be found in Fig. 6.1a.
The above equations are made dimensionless by defining dimensionless positions using
X = xσ , where X represents a position and x its dimensionless counterpart, and redefining
time using t = σ2/(2D0)τ , where τ is dimensionless and D0 is a diffusion coefficient that
sets the scale of the fluctuations (all other diffusion coefficients can be expressed in terms
of it).
6.3.2 Positioning of beads on surface of a sphere
The functionalized object that interacts with the surface is taken to be a sphere whose
surface is uniformly decorated with N “enzyme” beads of diameter σ . The sphere’s radius




Given an N and fP, this equation is solved for the radius R of the sphere. Finding the
optimal packing of N beads on the surface of a sphere is a problem in global minimization.
Here we consider the beads to interact via the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential
(Eq. 6.2). They are constrained to be on the surface of a sphere with the radius R found
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i is the position of the i
th bead on the surface and kR is a spring
that keeps beads on the surface (we used kR = 100). A simulated annealing procedure is
used to find a local minimum in the total energy of all the beads. Initially, beads are added
randomly on the surface of the sphere at radius R at high temperature until all N beads are
placed. Then the temperature is gradually lowered to a final temperature as the particles are
randomly moved. The final positions of the beads are taken to be their fixed coordinates
relative to the center of mass of the sphere.
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Figure 6.1: Model of functionalized polyvalent sphere moving on an elastic landscape of
substrate sites. (a) Model schematic. The sphere is decorated with N enzymes (green) that
can bind substrates on the surface. The surface sites can be either occupied by substrate
(red) or unoccupied (blue). If a substrate is bound by a enzyme on the sphere (black) it
can be cleaved at a rate roff. The strength of the enzyme-substrate interaction is given
by the interaction energy ε . The landscape is elastic in that each substrate is attached to
springs. Here we consider the spring to be fairly rigid out of the plane (kz = 100), and we
vary the in-plane spring stiffness, kx,y ≤ kz. (b) Snapshot early in a simulation run. (c,d)
Example trajectories of equal duration (105δτ) on (c) a rigid landscape (kx,y = 100), and (d)
a soft landscape (kx,y = 3.125). Trajectories on the rigid landscape appear more tortuous,
having a lower persistence length. (e,f) Shape of the cleaved substrate “wake" on (e) rigid
(kx,y = 100) and (f) soft (kx,y = 3.125) landscapes. The wake on the softer landscape is
broader to the sides of the sphere (as well as behind), which biases the motion in a more
forward direction.
6.3.3 Computation of trajectories
For all simulations in this paper, we took the polyvalent sphere to consist of N = 100 active
enzymes. We chose a bead diameter of σ = 0.125 µm, which gives the sphere a diameter
of roughly 1 µm for an fp = 0.82. For the gravitational force, the sphere was assumed
to have a density of polystyrene, with ρ = 1.04ρS. The reference diffusion coefficient D0
was taken to be that of a 1 µm sphere in water. Each substrate on the surface was assumed
to have a drag coefficient of a σ = 0.125 µm sphere in water. We fixed the strength of
the enzyme-substrate interaction, ε = 6 (in units of kBT = 1), and the rate of removal of
substrates by enzymes to be roff = 6 (equivalent to koff = 375s−1)
In contrast to other models, we assume this removal rate to be force-independent [132].
We fixed a stiff spring constant in the vertical z-direction with kz = 100. The only other
adjustable parameters in the system were the in-plane elastic constants kx and ky which
we set to be equal (kx = ky = kx,y), and the substrate occupancy p. The choice to have
anisotropic spring constants was two-fold: (i) kz was fixed so as to minimize unreal-
istic deformations of the surface; and (ii) to mimic the likely elastic anisotropies that
exist due to polymer tethering and possible changes in substrate persistence length due
to enzyme-substrate interactions that may allow for lateral fluctuations but little verti-
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cally. The sphere is initialized to be at the center of the surface with its center of mass
at a height R + σ above. The surface beads are placed on a square lattice with spac-
ing σ . We discretize time and use a step size δτ = 0.0001 (equivalent to 1.6 µs of real
time). For kx,y of 1000, 100, 75, 50, 25, 12.5, 6.25, 3.125, 1.5625 the total run times are
105δτ,105δτ,105δτ,105δτ,1.25x105δτ,1.45x105δτ,2x105δτ, 3x105δτ, 6x105δτ respec-
tively.
The discretized equations are used to update the centre of mass coordinates and angular
rotations of the sphere as well as the locations of the beads on the surface.
For updating the rotation angles, the total torque (the right side of Eq. 6.4) is calculated
including a normally distributed random torque with zero mean. The direction of the torque
defines the axis of rotation. The angle of rotation can be decomposed into incremental
angles of rotation about (x,y,z) axes (dθx,dθy,dθz) using the direction of the torque. We
then use Rodrigues’ rotation formula [150, 151] to perform the corresponding rotation
about the centre of mass, rotating all the beads on the sphere around the centre of mass.
We also output the substrate state (bound or unbound) of the 15 x 15 grid of lattice sites
centered on the sphere as the simulation progressed. These outputs were used to compute
the average “wake" about the sphere. To compute the average wake, it was necessary to
align all the grids of states by rotating them by the appropriate angle so that the direction
of travel for each was oriented in the same direction (here chosen to be along the negative
x-axis). The rotation angle for each grid was taken to be the angle between the direction
of travel of the sphere and the negative x-axis. This angle was used to rotate the given
grid. The average wake was then computed by superimposing each rotated grid onto the
aligned 15 x 15 grid and binning the state into the appropriate site. The average substrate
occupancy was computed from the corresponding state values in each site.
6.3.4 Mean squared displacement and ensemble mean speed
To match the notation of this chapter, the MSD equations defined in section 2.2 need to be










where xq and yq denote the x and y components of the center-of-mass position for the sphere
of the qth trajectory, τ is (dimensionless) time, and ∆τ is the (dimensionless) time lag. The
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∆r2q (0,∆τ) , (6.9)
where M is the ensemble size.
The trajectory-averaged (TA) MSD is computed separately for each trajectory:






∆r2q (τ + τint,∆τ) , (6.10)
where Tq is the total duration of the qth trajectory and τint is the saving time interval (equal
to 10 δτ). τ , ∆τ and Tq are all integer multiples of τint.
To quantify the nature of the motion (e.g. sub-diffusive, diffusive, super-diffusive) we
fit the resulting MSDs to the generalized diffusion equation
MSDµ = Aτα , (6.11)
where µ =EA or TA, and τ represents either time or time lag, respectively. For the MSDEA
data, we use a sliding window of logarithmically spaced points to find the time dependence
of the exponent α . For MSDTA, fitting the data using Eq. 6.11 over the linear region of a
log-log plot yields a single exponent. For the work in this chapter, we fit over a time-lag
range of ∆τ = 1−6, which is a fit over 5000 data points.









6.3.5 Distribution of stepping distances
For a particle executing a combination of pure diffusion and drift in two dimensions, the
probability of stepping a distance of ∆r in time ∆τ is given by [152, 153]:
P(∆r,∆τ) = a(∆τ)∆r e
−∆r2
b(∆τ) + c(∆τ)∆r e
−(∆r−d(∆τ))2
f (∆τ) , (6.13)
where {a,b,c,d, f} are parameters that depend on the time difference, ∆τ , used to define
the stepping distance. Here, the first term is the Rayleigh distribution for step size distri-
bution in a random walk, and the second term describes the directed term of the dynamics.
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[x(τ +∆τ)− x(τ)]2 +[y(τ +∆τ)− y(τ)]2. (6.14)
The parameters a and c are normalization constants that relate to the relative proportions
of diffusive and directed motion. The parameter b is related to the free diffusion of the
sphere and depends parametrically on ∆τ as b(∆τ) = 4D∆τ where D is the free diffusion
coefficient of the sphere. Drift is quantified by the parameter d and goes as d(∆τ) = vr∆τ
where vr is the drift velocity of the sphere. Lastly the parameter f describes inhomogeneous
fluctuations in drift.
The stepping distances were computed at various ∆τ from the trajectories on each sub-
strate. The distributions P(∆r,∆τ) were found from binning this data. Eq. 6.13 was then fit
to determine the values of the five fit parameters, in particular d(∆τ) since it is directly re-
lated to the linear speed vr. For some substrates the range of ∆r was constrained to bracket
the ballistic peak so that it was properly fit.
6.3.6 Correlation between translation and rotational degrees of free-
dom
When the sphere is rolling there is correlation between the angular and linear displace-
ments. In particular, any angular displacement around the y-axis (∆θy) leads to a linear
displacement ∆x, and similarly for rotations about the x-axis, ∆θx to displacements ∆y. The
displacements depend on the time lag ∆τ . To quantify the correlation between rotation and





where cov is the covariance and σ is the standard deviation calculated over all displace-
ments from all trajectories at a fixed set of system parameters. We then calculate the aver-
age correlation coefficient, 〈c(∆r,∆θ)〉, which is an average of the individual correlations,
c(∆x(∆τ),∆θy(∆τ)) and c(∆y(∆τ),∆θx(∆τ)).
Because we found a linear correlation between linear and angular displacements of the
sphere, we extracted the slope of this relationship from the fit. For perfect rolling, we
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expect
∆x(∆τ) = R∆θy(∆τ) (6.16)
and similarly for ∆y(∆τ), where R would be the actual radius of the sphere, RS. If the
sphere moves by translating/sliding (perhaps in addition to rolling), the fitted R > RS. Al-
ternatively, if the sphere spins mostly in place, the fitted R < RS. Using the angular and
linear displacements at the same time lag ∆τ used to calculate the correlation coefficient,
we fit Eq. 6.16 to find the slope R(∆τ).
6.3.7 Calculation of persistence length
Persistence lengths of trajectories were determined by displaying each trajectory as a con-
tour in an image, then using analysis software developed for contour tracing and persistence
length analysis for AFM images of polymers [154]. Briefly, the coordinates of each tra-
jectory were used to generate a contour within a 512×512 pixel image by applying 2D
Gaussian intensity profiles centered on the x,y coordinates at each time point. Each image
contains a single bright trajectory on dark background with a pixel size of 0.39 σ . The im-
ages were then traced by an automated chain tracing software that finds an initial spline to
the chain-like intensity map and refines it with a pattern-matching algorithm [154], result-
ing in a spline with position and tangent vector data recorded every 2 σ in contour length
along the trajectory’s path.
Given a set of curves, the persistence length ξ is defined by the decorrelation of the
tangent vectors, as 〈t̂(s) · t̂(0)〉= e−s/ξ , where s represents the path length between the two
points along the contour. From this definition, the mean-squared displacement 〈R2(s)〉 as a








For each type of substrate, we compute 〈R2(s)〉 for segments of different path lengths s
randomly selected from different portions of different trajectories. To do so, each chain
was randomly divided into nonoverlapping segments of lengths drawn from a set of input
values (here, s = 6, 12, 18, ..., 72 σ ), with bootstrapping used to enhance sampling [154].
Eqn. 6.17 is fit to the resulting 〈R2(s)〉 values to determine the persistence length, ξ , on
each substrate.
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6.4 Results
Here we present the results from our simulations of a polyvalent sphere rolling on a sur-
face decorated with substrates that it can bind and cleave (see Fig. 6.1a,b and Movie S1,
which can be sourced at D.7). The landscape is elastic and we consider that the substrates
fluctuate mostly in the plane, with little out-of-plane motion. We simulated sets of trajec-
tories on different substrates, where either the in-plane stiffness, kx = ky = kx,y or substrate
occupancy, p was varied. Fig. 6.1b shows a snapshot of the system early in one simulation.
In Fig. 6.1c and Fig. 6.1d we show some representative trajectories on a rigid and a soft
landscape, respectively, with additional single trajectory characterization provided in Figs.
D.1 and D.2. Qualitatively, the trajectories on the soft landscape appear to be both shorter
and straighter (i.e., more persistent). We also see that the shapes of the average “wakes"
of removed substrates are qualitatively different (Fig. 6.1e,f), with the soft landscapes ex-
hibiting substrate removal around most of its periphery, while the cleaved substrate on the
stiff landscape is more localized behind the sphere. In Fig. D.2 we show two example
trajectories on a soft substrate where distinct speeds can arise in different regimes such as
entrapment in a local product-only environment.
In the sections below, we quantify how the substrate stiffness impacts the dynamics of
the polyvalent sphere in regards to its superdiffusive motion, the degree to which it rolls,
its processivity and persistence.
6.4.1 Ensemble trajectory analysis reveals stiffness dependence of substrate-
driven state
Using the ensemble of trajectories on a given substrate, we first compute the MSDEA
(Eq. 6.9), with the results shown in Fig. 6.2a. For purely diffusive motion the MSDEA
is linear in time, corresponding to an exponent α = 1 (see Eq. 6.10), whereas linear motion
with constant speed is quadratic in time with an exponent α = 2. Superdiffusive motion
corresponds to the intermediate regime 1 < α < 2. Motion that exceeds the ballistic thresh-
old into the superballistic regime (α > 2) is said to require an ensemble acceleration [156].
A clear time dependence of the dynamics can be seen from the MSDEA (Fig. 6.2a). To
quantify this variability we calculated the time-dependent αEA(τ) using Eq. 6.10, by find-
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ing the local slopes of the data in Fig. 6.2a using logarithmically spaced points (Fig. 6.2b).
From Fig. 6.2b we can see a number of changes in the dynamics of the ensemble of
spheres over the ensemble, from subdiffusive motion (α < 1) at early time, to a brief ex-
cursion into the superballistic regime (α > 2), followed by a slow decrease in α through the
superdiffusive regime towards the diffusive limit (α = 1) over a long time. At early times,
the subdiffusive motion can be attributed to the sphere getting trapped by substrates as it
sets up an initial gradient. This subdiffusive period lasts longer on softer substrates, imply-
ing that gradient formation takes longer on these substrates compared to more rigid ones.
The excursion into the superballistic regime (α > 2) at intermediate times grows larger as
the substrate stiffness is softened, until decreasing again. In Fig. 6.2c we show the average
ensemble speed as a function of time, where we find there is a period of ensemble accel-
eration as the system goes from being at rest in its initial landing position to moving along
its initially chosen direction. Thus the superballistic α can be attributed to an acceleration
phase as the sphere begins moving after it forms the initial gradient. Following this initial
transient, the sphere’s dynamics are superdiffusive, with αEA gradually decaying towards
1 at long timescales.
Detachment can strongly bias dynamical measures inferred from MSD analysis [156]
(See Chapter 3). To determine whether detachment impacts our superballistic MSD mea-
sures, we compute the first passage time (FPT) for detachment and find that for all kx,y the
FPT is well beyond the superballistic transient (Fig. D.3). Thus, the superballistic regime
here does not result from effects of finite processivity [156] and instead is an ensemble
acceleration as described.
We also calculated the trajectory-averaged MSDTA, expressed in terms of a time lag,
rather than absolute time (Eq. 6.10). In Fig. 6.2d we show the results of this analysis.
Each MSDTA is described by a single α for each sphere (Fig. D.4a). The dependence
of αTA on the substrate stiffness (kx,y) from MSDTA (Fig.6.2e) is relatively insensitive to
kx,y. Over the range of kx,y from 0.4 to 100 the variation in the αTA is not large, ranging
from 1.7 to 1.9 for individual trajectories (Fig. D.4). At kx,y of 1000 the average αTA
drops to 1.5, accompanied by a significant variability among trajectories, suggesting that
increasing stiffness past kx,y=100 results in a decrease in superdiffusivity and increased
dynamical heterogeneity. In Fig. 6.2f we compute the generalized diffusion coefficient, A,
which exhibits a maximum at intermediate values of substrate stiffness.
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Figure 6.2: (Caption on next page. )
The values of MSDEA and MSDTA are not equal. This discrepancy is attributed to the
system being nonergodic [82]. Indeed, this is expected as BBR motors have a history due to
the presence of the burnt substrate which limits the phase space that they can explore [68];
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Figure 6.2: MSD analysis for (a-c) ensemble average behaviour versus time, and (d-f)
ensemble trajectory-averaged behaviour versus time lag. (a) MSDEA (Eq. 6.9) as a function
of time for a few values of kx,y. (b) αEA as a function of time. (c) Ensemble average speed
Eq. 6.12 versus time for each kx,y. (d) MSDTA Eq. 6.10 as a function of time-lag for a few
values of kx,y. (e) αTA as a function of kx,y. All αTA were determined from MSDTA fits over
a time lag range from ∆τ = 1 to 6. (f) The generalized diffusion coefficient A, determined
from Eq. 6.11, as a function of kx,y. Error bars on (e-f) are the standard error.
thus the time average is not expected to converge to the ensemble average at early times.
The MSD analysis reveals that the sphere’s motion displays complex dynamics. The
sphere exhibits subdiffusive motion during an initial transient phase prior to symmetry-
breaking. Following this, the motion is briefly superballistic as the system accelerates
before decelerating into a long-time superdiffusive state. To quantify the various motility
states we examined the distribution of stepping distances, ∆r(∆τ) for the sphere (Fig. 6.3a,b).
As the time lag, ∆τ , is increased, we see the splitting of the step size distribution into two
modes. The bimodal distribution can be described by a slow mode (diffusive dynamics) and
a fast mode (superdiffusive dynamics), whose separation from the diffusive mode grows
with time lag (Eq. 6.13). We attribute the fast state to the desired substrate-dependent dy-
namics. We note that step size bimodality has also been observed experimentally [65]. On
softer substrates, the substrate-driven peak separates out more slowly, implying a slower
average speed. The relative area of the two peaks describes the proportion of the popula-
tion in the substrate-driven versus diffusive state, which we find to depend on the substrate
stiffness. It can also be seen that on the softer substrate there is a greater proportion of steps
in the slow, diffusive state.
To characterize the speed of the sphere as a function of substrate stiffness, we fixed
∆τ = 1.0, where all distributions were bimodal, and fit a two-state model (Eq. 6.13) to
extract the mean speed, vr of the substrate-driven state. Fig. 6.3c shows the mean speed
versus substrate stiffness: mean speed generally decreases as the substrate is softened.
We find that Fig. 6.2f and Fig. 6.3c display a similar trend, with speed maximized at an
intermediate substrate stiffness kx,y ∼ 50−75 and a decrease in speeds at kx,y = 1000.
In cases where the system dynamics contains diffusive and drift (ballistic) terms, the
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Figure 6.3: Stepping distance depends on substrate stiffness. (a) Stepping distance distribu-
tion, P(∆r,∆τ) for different time lags ∆τ on rigid landscape (kx,y = 100). As ∆τ increases,
the substrate-driven mode separates out from the product-entrapped mode. The mean of
the substrate-driven mode translates as vr∆τ where vr is the average linear speed of the
sphere. (b) Same as in (a), except for on a soft landscape (kx,y = 3.125). The linear speed
is slower than that on a rigid landscape. (c) The average linear speed, vr as a function of
kx,y, determined from fitting these P(∆r,∆τ) distributions with Eq. 6.13 at ∆τ = 1.0.
MSD can be written as
MSD = 2dDτ + v2τ2, (6.18)
where d represents the dimensionality of the system. Using the generalized expression
for MSD, Eq. 6.11, we found our system to be highly superdiffusive, with nearly ballistic
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values of αTA (Fig.6.2e). This suggests that the drift coefficient v in Eq. 6.18 should be
equivalent to the square root of the anomalous diffusion coefficient,
√
A, from Eq. 6.11,
and furthermore, should be equivalent to the vr extracted from the ballistic mode of P(∆r)
using Eq. 6.13. This is indeed the case: the speeds obtained via these two approaches
quantitatively agree (Figs. 6.3c and 6.2f).
In the following sections, we show how substrate stiffness influences rolling, persis-
tence and processivity and explain why there might be such an optimum.
6.4.2 Rolling is optimized at intermediate substrate stiffness
Next we explored whether substrate stiffness alters the motility of the sphere in terms of
its propensity to roll rather than slide. Intuitively, we expected that as the substrate gets
softer, the sphere may more easily slide, leading to translation without the requirement to
roll. By contrast, rigid substrates may favor rolling as the attachment point of the sphere
to the substrate acts as a fixed pivot point, and substrate binding accessed by the sphere’s
random angular fluctuations about this point lead to motility via rolling.
To quantify the degree of rolling, we calculated the average correlation coefficient be-
tween translational displacements (∆x, ∆y) and angular displacements (∆θy, ∆θx) at differ-
ent time lags. For a sphere that is purely rolling along a linear path, there should be perfect
correlation between the translational and angular displacements (i.e., ∆x = R∆θy with R
being the radius of the sphere).
We find that the degree of correlation between rolling and center-of-mass motion de-
pends on the stiffness of the substrate, and – not surprisingly – exhibits a dependence on
the time lag. In Fig. 6.4a we plot the average correlation coefficient between translational
and angular displacements as a function of substrate stiffness, at different time lags. First,
the correlation increases with ∆τ . At very short time differences, the correlation is low:
the sphere is in the Brownian noise regime for both translation and rotation. Then, as ∆τ
increases, so does the correlation (see Figs. D.5-D.6). At all time lags, we find a maximum
in correlation at an intermediate substrate stiffness (kx,y ∼ 50).
To better quantify the degree of rolling, we fit the linear displacements to the angular
ones at a given time lag, ∆τ , to determine the slope, R(∆τ) using Eq. 6.16. If the sphere
is perfectly rolling, this slope should equal the radius of the sphere, RS. The results of this
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Figure 6.4: Correlation between translational and angular displacements. (a) Average cor-
relation between the translational and angular displacements as a function of substrate stiff-
ness for various time lags, ∆τ . (b) Fit of linear to angular displacements at a given time lag
∆τ (Eq. 6.16) to find effective sphere radius R(∆τ). At longer time lags, the effective radius
is much larger than the actual sphere radius, RS = 3.5σ , suggesting that there are additional
sliding steps besides just rolling. Rolling is optimal and has the smallest effective radius at
long time lags for kxy ≈ 50. At short time lags, this corresponds to a peak in R showing that
linear displacements are tracking with angular ones best at that substrate stiffness.
analysis are shown in Fig. 6.4b. At short time lags, the slope R < RS, indicating substantial
rotational motion that is not coupled to displacement of the sphere’s centre of mass. The
largest slope is found at kx,y ≈ 50, indicating this stiffness to be most favourable for rolling.
At longer time lags, the slope R increases, and on soft substrates is much larger than the
sphere radius, suggesting that sliding also contributes to motility here. A minimum in slope
occurs at kx,y ≈ 50, corroborating the correlation analysis that this substrate stiffness leads
to the most tightly coupled displacement via rolling. The slope R > RS at long time lags,
suggesting that rolling is not perfect and that sliding motion contributes at least somewhat
to motility. Interestingly, as the substrate stiffness is increased beyond kx,y ≈ 50, the slope
appears to increase, suggesting the existence of additional sliding motion on the most rigid
substrates.
We propose that the peaks in both the correlation and speed at intermediate (albeit
slightly different) values of kx,y may arise in part from the system being frustrated on rigid
landscapes (kx,y ≈ 100). We hypothesize that such frustration could be caused by having
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incommensurate matching between the sites on the sphere and those on the substrate (which
is a square lattice). By introducing some flexibility into the substrate, it may be that these
frustrations are eased and the sphere can roll more readily, leading to the higher correlation
between translation and rotation and slightly higher linear speeds.
6.4.3 Optimal substrate stiffness for directionally persistent motion
As shown in Figs. 6.1c,d, trajectories tend to be more directionally persistent on soft land-
scapes compared with more rigid surfaces. Here, we quantify this effect.
To quantify the persistence length of trajectories, they were converted into a set of uni-
formly spaced points along their path, so that the mean squared displacement, 〈R2(s)〉 as
a function of path length, s, could be calculated. Fig. 6.5a shows 〈R2(s)〉 as a function of
path length for a stiff and a soft landscape. We fit 〈R2(s)〉 using Eq. 6.17 to determine the
persistence length, ξ , on each surface (fits shown as solid lines in Fig. 6.5a). The resulting
persistence length as a function of substrate stiffness is shown in Fig. 6.5b. Supporting
the previous qualitative observations that trajectories seemed to be straighter on softer sub-
strates, we indeed see that persistence length tends to increase with the softening of the
substrate, though peaks at kx,y=3.125 before decreasing on yet softer substrates.
We propose that this stiffness-dependent persistence length is caused by the difference
in effective footprint of the sphere on the surface. On the soft landscape, more distally
located substrates are able to easily stretch to engage with the sphere, creating a larger ef-
fective footprint than on a rigid landscape, where substrates can engage only when they are
in very close proximity to the sphere. This larger effective footprint can be seen in the width
of the “wake” of cleaved substrate (Fig. 6.1e,f): the soft landscape displays a broader av-
erage range of cleavage (lower substrate occupancy) around the sphere than does the rigid
landscape. Because the sphere can cleave wider lateral swaths on the soft landscape, the
substrate gradient accessible to thermally driven fluctuations of the sphere is more strongly
forward-biased than on rigid landscapes, where cleaved substrates are more tightly con-
strained under the footprint of the sphere.
We note that the substrate that leads to the greatest directional persistence is not the
same as the one that leads to the largest correlation between translation and rolling mo-
tion. We have argued that persistence is largely due to the effective footprint and hence
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Figure 6.5: Persistence length ξ depends on landscape stiffness. (a) Calculated 〈R2(s)〉
versus s on rigid and soft landscapes. Fits using Eq. 6.17 are shown as solid lines, where
ξ is found to be 15.3± 0.4 and 22.3± 1.0 for kx,y = 100 and 3.125, respectively. (b)
Fitted values of persistence length (ξ ) versus substrate stiffness. Error bars represent the
parameter errors estimated from the fits.
shape of the wake (see Fig.6.1e,f), while rolling requires successively matching enzymes
to substrate. For the square lattice used in these simulations, rolling only requires a small
amount of substrate flexibility, less so than the stiffness required for optimal persistence
(see Fig.6.1e,f). One could have a rolling motor such as ours interacting with a triangular
lattice, whereby the enzymes and substrate sites would be well matched, which could lead
to rolling with minimal slip.
6.4.4 Optimal substrate stiffness for processivity
Processivity is defined as the number of steps prior to detachment from the track. We
calculate the fraction of trajectories that did not lose contact with the track over a fixed
simulation time of τ = 10. We considered loss of contact defined in different ways: i)
when the number of bound substrates, NB is zero, or ii) when the height of the bead, z is
above a cutoff height z′.
The results of our analysis are shown in Fig. 6.6. First, if we simply count the fraction
of trajectories that never lose contact based on the number of bound substrates (NB), there
is a maximum processivity at intermediate stiffness. Similar analysis using height as the
criterion for losing contact corroborates this with z′ < 0. If we relax the height cutoff,
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we find that the dependence of processivity on stiffness weakens, with a roughly equal
number of trajectories remaining close to the surface for all kx,y. These results at larger z′
are likely dominated by the constant vertical stiffness kz among all trials. Regardless, all
criteria indicate there is a substrate stiffness (kx,y ≈ 12.5) that optimizes the maintenance
of contact. We rationalize this optimum as a competition between two effects. Softer
landscapes provide a larger “reach" for substrates to interact with the sphere, and so are
expected to enhance processivity by providing a greater number of potential binding sites.
Conversely, on very soft landscapes, directional asymmetry is lost (see above), and a sphere
may not have close access to uncleaved substrate, which would lead to its detachment.
6.4.5 Landscape stiffness can buffer against decreased surface sub-
strate density
In this last section, we change one more property of the landscape, namely the fraction of
its sites that are occupied by substrate, p. We expect that, as substrate occupancy drops, the
dynamics of the sphere will be altered, with a lessening contribution from substrate-driven
superdiffusive motion, leading to pure diffusion at p = 0. But to what degree can landscape
stiffness buffer the polyvalent spherical motor from the effects of decreasing substrate oc-
cupancy? We explore this in the context of the effect of decreasing substrate occupancy on
persistence length, the correlation between rotation and translation, processivity, and the
type of dynamics on a soft and on a rigid landscape.
To decrease substrate occupancy, we set the fraction of occupied sites, p, and then
randomly assigned this fraction of sites to be initially occupied on the lattice. For each
fraction, p, we generated a set of trajectories and computed the persistence length, ξ , the
average correlation between rolling and translation, 〈Cor(∆~r,∆~θ)〉, the fraction of trajecto-
ries not losing contact, and the mean-squared displacement, MSDTA. Not surprisingly, as
p is decreased, the persistence length, correlation and fraction of trajectories that remain
in contact decrease (see Fig. 6.7). We see for persistence length that the softer substrate is
initially more resilient to decreases in p, showing only a slight drop in ξ compared to the
more rigid landscape (see Fig. 6.7a). Intuitively, the softer landscape, due to the greater
effective footprint of the sphere, can better buffer local variations in substrate occupancy
compared to more rigid landscapes, where the footprint is narrower. In contrast, we find
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of processivity on substrate stiffness. Number of trajectories that
remain in contact with the substrate (throughout a fixed run time, τ = 10) versus substrate
stiffness. Loss of contact is considered when either the number of bound substrates is
zero (NB = 0) or the height of the sphere, z, gets above some predefined cutoff z′. The
processivity, as measured by the fraction of trajectories that stay in contact, peaks around a
substrate stiffness of kx,y = 12.5 regardless of how loss of contact is defined.
correlation between rolling and translation to decrease similarly on soft and rigid land-
scapes (Fig. 6.7b). With processivity characterized by NB > 0 we find very little difference
between soft and rigid landscapes as a function of p (Fig.6.7c). Similar analysis using
height as the criterion for losing contact corroborates this with z′ ≤ 0: as the height cutoff
is relaxed we find a subtle difference between soft and rigid landscapes emerges, where
softer landscapes retain more processive trajectories (Fig. D.7).
Finally we characterize the anomalous diffusion exponent, αTA, as a function of p for
soft and rigid landscapes (Fig.6.7d). We find that the softer landscape is better able to
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Figure 6.7: Robustness of sphere dynamics to changes in substrate occupancy for a rigid
(kx,y = 100) and soft landscape (kx,y = 3.125). (a) Persistence length versus p. (b) Correla-
tion between translational and angular displacements versus p. (c) Fraction of trajectories
that remained in contact (characterized by NB > 0 over a fixed time of τ = 10) versus p.
(d) αTA (computed from Eq. 6.11) versus p.
buffer the system against loss of substrates: sphere dynamics on this landscape maintain
significantly more superdiffusive character than on the rigid landscape. Only at very low
substrate occupancies does stiffness appear to make little difference to the dynamics, which
moves increasingly towards diffusive dynamics on both rigid and soft landscapes as p is
decreased below ≈ 0.3. The MSDEA shows a similar decay to diffusive dynamics with
decreasing substrate occupancy (Fig. D.8).
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6.5 Discussion
Nature utilizes the burnt bridges ratchet (BBR) as an effective way to generate active mo-
tion in a variety of different biological contexts, many of which employ polyvalency to
achieve directed motion. Synthetic polyvalent motors built upon the BBR mechanism have
shown impressive motility characteristics, where different systems can roll or translate,
maintaining directionality to different extents. We set out in this paper to explore how stiff-
ness and occupancy of the substrate influence various characteristics of the motion, such as
mode of motility, processivity and directional persistence.
Our ensemble MSD analysis showed that the polyvalent sphere has complex dynamics,
taking it from an initial gradient-forming subdiffusive regime to a long-time superdiffu-
sive regime. The superdiffusive behaviour arises from an interplay between two competing
states: substrate-driven and product-entrapped. Over long times, the slope of MSDEA de-
creases from an initial superballistic transient (αEA > 2.0) down to a minimal superdiffu-
sive value (αEA slowly approaches 1.0, but does not reach it). As substrate is continuously
cleaved to product, the product-entrapped, diffusive state becomes increasingly populated
as a function of time, thereby lessening the anomalous diffusion exponent. We quanti-
fied the speed of the substrate-driven component of the dynamics and showed that, overall,
speed decreases as substrate softens (Fig. 6.3c). We also found that the ensemble aver-
age MSD was not equivalent to the time averaged MSD, suggesting non-ergodicity. This
non-ergodicity is due to the system having a memory of where it has been due to the burnt
substrate. Our analysis shows how using an ensemble- and trajectory-averaged MSD anal-
ysis helps to provide insight into the complex dynamics of non-ergodic BBR systems.
Substrate stiffness influenced all motor-like properties examined in this work. For each
characteristic, we found an optimal stiffness; however, this value varied between proper-
ties, implying tradeoffs to be considered when designing synthetic polyvalent BBR sys-
tems. For example, speed is maximized at a relatively high substrate stiffness (kx,y=50-
100; Fig. 6.2c,f, Fig. 6.3c); processivity is maximized at intermediate stiffness (kx,y = 12.5;
Fig. 6.6); and persistence length on much softer substrates (kx,y = 3.125; Fig. 6.5b). Thus,
although stiffness is the only variable we’ve considered, it clearly impacts performance
characteristics in different ways.
We attribute the stiffness dependence of persistence length to the anisotropy of the wake
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created by substrate cleavage, whereby the larger effective footprint on softer substrates
results in a wake to the sides of the sphere that buffers its motion against lateral fluctuations.
The sphere’s motion decays towards conventional diffusion on very soft substrates. Thus
there is an optimal value of stiffness for maximizing persistence length, and it was at a value
of kx,y = 3.125 in our study. Interestingly, this coincides with the stiffness that maximizes
αEA (Fig. 6.2b). Maximal values of αEA coincide with the acceleration of the sphere out of
its initial landing location; we can think of this measure as reflecting the impulse delivered
to the sphere by the bound / not-yet-cleaved substrates. Then perhaps it makes sense that
the persistence length and this impulse are controlled similarly by substrate stiffness: the
degree to which force can be exerted by the elastically coupled substrates also controls the
breadth of the lateral wake.
By examining rolling versus translation (sliding) dynamics, we find that rolling is max-
imized on a relatively stiff substrate (kx,y ≈ 50). This can be explained by considering the
sphere’s interactions with the substrates: the sphere must roll to make contacts with sub-
strates, which can’t flex and extend to bind when stiff. We found that introducing some
flexibility into the substrate enhanced rolling, and we argued that this was due to easing
frustration caused by the lattice mismatch between the enzymes on the sphere and sub-
strates on the surface. If this is the case, it will be interesting to see if changing the lattice
geometry or increasing the equilibrium disorder of the lattice reduces the effects of this
frustration.
Our work complements and builds upon past numerical studies of polyvalent BBRs.
While many studies have simulated systems with point-like hubs, there are fewer theoret-
ical investigations of designs built around a solid body like a microsphere [110, 132, 40].
Such a design geometry limits the number of enzymes that can simultaneously interact
with the surface, and introduces the possibility of motion via translation and/or rotation. In
investigations of the ParA/ParB microsphere system, Hu et al. tuned many distinct system
parameters, mapping out the parameter values that gave rise to diffusive versus directed
motion. Similarly to our findings on the effect of stiffness, they found optimal values for
many of the mechanochemical parameters considered in their model [132, 40]. They in-
corporated force-dependent cleavage as well as stiffness into the links between the sphere
and surface substrates, and found directed motion to occur only at intermediate values of
stiffness [132]. In contrast to our work, however, they explicitly ignored rotation and mod-
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elled the sphere as a flat disk, translating in two dimensions over the substrate landscape.
By considering the three-dimensional spherical shape of the hub and its motion in three
dimensions, here we are able to explicitly address the competition between rolling and
translation in governing the dynamics of the system.
Interestingly, we find that rolling dynamics are maximized on a similarly rigid land-
scape as speed; this suggests that maximal speed of a polyvalent BBR sphere can be
achieved by rolling. This result is in agreement with findings of Yehl et al., who claimed
the impressive speeds observed in their spherical DNA-based motor were primarily due
to rolling dynamics, which minimize the motor footprint [65]. Indeed, for rigid land-
scapes where we find optimized rolling we also find thinner product wakes as compared
to soft landscapes (Figs. 6.1e,f). Softening the landscape while reducing substrate occu-
pancy leads to even less correlation between translation and rolling, as well as moving into
the regime where the sphere moves predominantly by sliding. This finding may help to
reconcile the apparent conflict regarding how a microspherical, polyvalent BBR achieves
directed motility. Yehl et al. found their synthetic motors to roll [65], while the BBR sys-
tem of Vecchiarelli et al. did not roll yet still exhibited directional motion [74]. In the
former case, very short—and therefore stiff—double-stranded nucleic acids bridged the
sphere and the surface, while in the latter design, much longer—and thus softer—double-
stranded DNA was the linker. Thus, the experimental findings of rolling vs. translation
can be reconciled by considering the stiffness of the substrate, as we have demonstrated in
this work. The role of substrate stiffness could be tested explicitly by tuning the length of
double-stranded DNA within one of these systems [65, 74], or could be accomplished by
more synthetic means such as using polymer brushes [157].
In this study, we have maintained an isotropic stiffness in the x,y plane (kx = ky), and
varied this with respect to the vertical stiffness, kz. Here we explored how an isotropic
in-plane stiffness affected motion, a constraint that could be relaxed in the future. For
example, softening kz and allowing the substrate to fluctuate out of plane could provide
additional torque from bound substrates on the leading edge of the wake pulling down on
the sphere that would enhance the sphere’s rolling motion. From a biological perspective, a
more isotropic treatment considering kx = ky = kz may better model the pericellular space
sensed by the influenza virus [42, 123]; by contrast, many other BBRs act on the surfaces
of anisotropic substrates for which kx < ky < kz, such as MMPs on the surfaces of collagen
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fibrils [56] and cellulases on the surfaces of cellulose fibrils [43].
Although our current study was focused on a simple model system, the model and
findings may inform our understanding of how substrate stiffness regulates motility in more
complex systems. For example, here we have considered a homogeneous distribution of
an enzyme on the sphere; by including a second type of interacting protein, we could
model the BBR-like influenza virus [146]. This model could be used to explore navigation
through the 3D mucus layer [52] and on the 2D surface of target epithelial cells [42], and
the role of substrate stiffness in directing motility in these distinct environments. More
broadly, substrate stiffness has been shown to regulate many cellular properties, of which
motility relates directly to our model findings. Intriguingly, studies of cellular motility
for systems such as smooth muscle cells and tumor cells have found their speeds to be
maximized at intermediate substrate stiffness [158, 159]. While clearly these cells are far
more complex, and while their internal actomyosin machinery plays a role in controlling
their motility, it is interesting to speculate that the finding of optimal substrate stiffness
in our simple polyvalent model system may be a more universal property governing the
motility of collective systems.
6.6 Conclusions
We have found that by tuning the substrate stiffness for polyvalent BBRs we are able to
considerably alter their dynamics. We propose substrate stiffness to be an important engi-
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The lead author for the work presented in this chapter was Dr. Michael W.H. Kirkness. Dr.
Kirkness designed the protocol for the surface chemistry. Included in this chapter is the
portion of this work (referenced below) I completed for the publication, which was to carry
out the proteolysis assay on the newly developed surface chemistry. The reference for the
publication encompassing this work is:
[157] M.W.H Kirkness, C.S. Korosec, and N.R. Forde,“Modified Pluronic F127 surface
for bioconjugation and blocking nonspecific adsorption of microspheres and biomacro-
molecules.” Langmuir, 34(45), pp. 13550-13557, 2018.
7.1 Abstract
In this chapter a technologically accessible surface passivation and chemical conjugation
method based on NHS-modified F127 Pluronic is reported. I demonstrate specific biocon-
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jugation of peptides to the surface and show that the peptides are proteolytically accessible
in a fluorescence assay.
7.2 Introduction
Fundamental research into surface passivation techniques has advanced the ability to tar-
get and specifically discriminate signals of interest. These advances have enabled growth
within many fields, including biosensors, single-molecule biology, medical implants, and
anti-biofouling [160, 161, 162, 163, 164]. Broadly, passivation techniques alter the surface
through changes in hydrophobicity, topology, or charge, such that biomacromolecules, mi-
crobes, or other particles are either repelled by or inert to the modified surface [165, 166,
167]. Different approaches can be used to modify the surface including self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs), polymer brushes, nonreactive proteins, and spin coating [168, 169,
170]. Optimally, the surfaces offer high levels of blocking of nonspecific binding and po-
tential for further chemical conjugation.
Techniques requiring high levels of both specific binding and nonspecific blocking to
obtain a desirable signal-to-noise ratio include single-molecule force spectroscopy and flu-
orescence, ELISA, SPR, and other biosensor techniques [169, 171, 172, 173]. Single-
molecule methods are becoming higher throughput [171, 174]; this requires parallel detec-
tion of individual molecules, and less ability to individually investigate each molecule to
determine whether or not it is specifically bound to the surface. Thus, there is a need to
eliminate, or at least reduce as much as possible, nonspecific interactions while maintaining
the ability to specifically tether the biomolecule of interest. For wide adoption of new sur-
face treatments, they not only need to meet experimental demands but have to be accessible,
in terms of cost, experiment time, and instrumentation [171]. Two such common blocking
methods are sacrificial proteins (such as bovine serum albumin, BSA) and polymer brushes
(such as poly(ethylene glycol), PEG), either of which can be used in conjunction with anti-
bodies or a biotin-streptavidin linkage to provide specific tethering [175, 176]. The use of
proteins to achieve specific conjugation can be disadvantageous and cost-ineffective [174],
whereas a chemical strategy would also enable the use of stronger covalent bonds for sur-
face conjugation.
The current study was motivated by experience with surface chemistry approaches that
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did not achieve acceptable levels of blocking nonspecific interactions of microspheres and
proteins with surfaces in single-molecule studies [174]. Magnetic microspheres are com-
monly used to tether biomolecules to a surface, an approach that often requires micro-
spheres to be incubated for many minutes on the surface. During the prolonged incubation
period, there is increased potential for nonspecific interactions to occur. Previous work has
shown PEG brushes to be successful in reducing the nonspecific binding of microspheres,
microbes, cells, and various proteins to glass surfaces [177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182]. In
particular, high-molecular-weight PEG has shown promise for inhibiting nonspecific in-
teractions between microspheres and glass surfaces, although it was necessary to apply a
small force to remove nonspecifically bound beads from the surface [179]. Having to pre-
stress the molecule of interest is not optimal when studying force-sensitive biomolecules,
as structural changes may occur. Because PEG molecules are available in multiple vari-
ants with differences in mass, degree of branching, chemical functionalities for attachment
to the surface, and moieties for bioconjugation [165, 181], they are strong candidates for
blocking and functionalizing surfaces, with force stability being an added requirement for
some applications.
Here, we present a protein-free surface functionalization for single-molecule studies
that uses N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-labeled Pluronic F127 (F127-NHS) [183]. Pluronic
F127 is a commercially available ABA triblock copolymer, where A is a ∼4.5 kDa PEG
chain and B is a ∼3.3 kDa poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) chain. F127 can self-assemble
into a brush on hydrophobic surfaces via adsorption of the central PPG group [184], and the
length of its PEG chains is appropriate for inhibiting nonspecific adhesion of microspheres
to glass surfaces [179]. The PEG chains can be modified for specific labeling, which has
permitted downstream applications in micelles and surfaces for anti-biofouling [183, 185,
186]. Thus, F127-NHS can be used both for surface passivation and for specific tethering
of biomolecules via chemical coupling with primary amines. We demonstrate the util-
ity of our approach through a fluorescence assay to assess enzymatic activity. This work
demonstrates the potential of this single-surface modification to provide a multifunctional
interface with an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio.
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7.3 Experimental section
7.3.1 Glass Cleaning, Silanization Protocol, and Sample Chamber As-
sembly
The sample chamber uses both a glass coverslip and a glass microscope slide [174]. The
glass coverslips are made of borosilicate glass (VWR: 48393 106), whereas the glass mi-
croscope slides are made of sodium lime glass (UltiDent Scientific: 170-7107-AS), each
cut to fit into the centrifuge force microscope’s sample holder [174]. To size the coverslip,
we used a tungsten tip glass etcher and for the slide we used a glass scoring tool. To silanize
the glass surfaces, an acid-wash cleaning protocol was used; this activates the glass’ surface
hydroxyls. The cleaning protocol was modified from method 2 of Cras et al. [187] To com-
plete this protocol, we placed a single presized piece of glass into a glass test tube (Pyrex:
9820). The test tubes were put into a test-tube holder, which had been sized (cut with tin
snips) for our sonicator (VWR:Aquasonic 50T). The first step is a 45 min sonication with
a 1:1 solution of methanol (Caledon; Reagent Grade 6700-1) and concentrated hydrochlo-
ric acid (Anachemia; Reagent Grade 46414-468). The glass was rinsed four times with
ddH2O followed by a 5 min sonication with 18 Mω H2O. The second cleaning/activation
step is a 45 min sonication with concentrated sulfuric acid (Caledon; Reagent Grade 8825-
1-29). The glass was rinsed four times with ddH2O followed by a 5 min sonication with
18 Mω H2O. The glass was then dried with filtered air and baked on a heat block at 100
oC for 5-10 min; the glass was allowed to cool prior to silanization. For the silanization
step, the glass was incubated in Sigmacote (a silicone solution; Sigma: SL2) for 1-2 min
at room temperature, after which the glass was removed and the excess Sigmacote was
allowed to drip off. The glass was then dried with filtered air. (We reused the Sigmacote
solution many times, until the glass was perceptibly less hydrophobic.) Finally, we baked
the Sigmacote-treated glass for 30 min at 100 oC to stabilize the silane bonds to the glass
surface. The glass was now ready to be assembled into a sample chamber. To assemble the
sample chamber, precut Sigmacote-treated coverslips and slides were sandwiched together
using double-stick acrylic tape (Tesa: 4965). We first attached the tape to the slide, then
removed the carrier material following a 20 min wait. Finally, we attached the coverslip to
the slide via the already adhered double-stick tape. The sample chamber has a total volume
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of roughly 20 µL.
7.3.2 Surface coating with F127 and F127-NHS
Using an assembled sample chamber, we flowed in a solution of 10 mg/mL F127 (Sigma:
P2443) or F127-NHS (Polymer Source: P40768- EOPOEO2NHS) in 0.1 M sodium phos-
phate buffer, pH 6.0. The pH level is very important for F127-NHS, as the NHS on the
F127 will hydrolyze more rapidly at higher pH levels. The F127 or F127-NHS solution
was incubated for 4 hours at 4 oC in the sample chamber, within a humidity chamber. We
used an old tip box with a wet paper towel folded up in the bottom as a simple humidity
chamber. These deposition conditions are expected to give a grafting density of ∼0.1 PEG
chains/nm2 (0.05 F127/nm2) [184, 188].
7.3.3 Chemical conjugation to the F127-NHS surface
After the 4 hour incubation, to remove excess polymer, we flushed the sample chamber
with 10 times its volume of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. Immediately after the
wash, we added the sample to be coupled to the F127-NHS, also in 0.1 M sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 8.0, and allowed the reaction to occur for at least 20 min at room temperature.
We used a higher pH value, 8.0, in this conjugation step to promote the conversion of
amines into primary amines to react with the NHS group. The step-by-step protocol for
this surface passivation technique can be found in section E.1.
7.3.4 Fluorescence cleavage assays
To form a peptide-functionalized F127-NHS surface, sample chambers were made as de-
scribed above. The fluorogenic peptide (BioMatik) has the sequence fluorescein isothio-
cyanate (FITC)-Ala-Pro-Ala-Lys-Phe-Phe-Arg-Leu-Lys-4-([4-(dimethylamino) phenyl]azo)
benzoic acid (DABCYL). In 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, 30 µL of a 41 µM
solution of fluorogenic peptide was incubated overnight in the dark at 4 oC in an F127-
NHS chamber (or a control F127 chamber). The following morning, the sample cham-
bers were flushed with 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, to remove any unbound
peptide. Trypsin cleavage was followed using fluorescence microscopy. F127-NHS flu-
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orogenic peptide sample chambers were loaded with 40, 30, 20, 10, 0.2, or 0.02 µg/mL
trypsin (Sigma: T1426) in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. The fluorescence in-
tensity from the chamber surface was recorded at 7.5 fps. The average pixel intensity of
each frame (512x512 pixels) was computed with ImageJ. To determine the reaction rate,
the initial linear region of individual trypsin activity curves was fit [189]. In control exper-
iments, trypsin was introduced instead into F127 sample chambers treated with peptide, as
described in the previous paragraph.
7.4 Results and discussion
We aimed to develop a method for specifically tethering biomolecules to a surface while
passivating the surface to prevent nonspecific adhesion. To this end, we investigated the
ability of chemically end-labeled Pluronic F127 to perform these tasks. F127 can self-
assemble into a brush on hydrophobic surfaces via adsorption of its central PPG group [184],
while the length of its brush-forming PEG chains is appropriate for passivating the surface
against nonspecific adhesion of microspheres [179]. The chemical group used here is N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), which reacts with primary amines to form a covalent amide
bond [190]. To form an F127-NHS or F127 brush, first, a glass coverslip and glass mi-
croscope slide were cleaned using a series of acid washes to activate the surface hydroxyl
groups, followed by a Sigmacote incubation step [187]. Each of the surface treatments can
be via the contact angle (Fig. 7.1). The Sigmacote incubation creates a hydrophobic sur-
face, which allows the F127-NHS to adsorb onto the surface via hydrophobic interactions
with its central PPG chain. The PEG arms then form a brush, the basis of our blocking,
exposing the NHS moieties on the surface [184].
To determine the applicability of the F127-NHS surface chemistry for use with fluores-
cence imaging, fluorogenic peptides were specifically tethered to the F127-NHS surface.
The fluorogenic peptide is comprised of a unique tethering site (NH2 on the side-chain
of a lysine), a fluorophore, a quencher, and a trypsin cleavage site. The fluorophore re-
mains bound to the F127-NHS molecule when the fluorogenic peptide is cleaved by trypsin,
whereas the quencher is released into solution (Figure 7.2a) [191]. We incubated the fluo-
rogenic peptide with the formed brush of either the F127 or F127-NHS; then, after washing
the chamber to remove any unbound peptide, a trypsin digestion assay was performed. The
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Figure 7.1: Glass treatment with Pluronic F127-NHS. The glass coverslip and microscope
slide are cleaned and activated for further chemical coupling via a series of solvent and
acid washes. The cleaned glass is treated with Sigmacote (a silane solution) to create a hy-
drophobic glass surface. The hydrophobic glass is incubated with either F127 or F127-NHS
for 4 h to form a brush, which blocks nonspecific adhesion to the surface. The glass treat-
ment steps can be monitored via contact angle measurements. The F127-NHS molecule is
made up of two hydrophilic blocks of PEG and a central block of PPG, with NHS-reactive
groups tethered at the solvent-exposed ends of the PEG arms.
stark difference in fluorescence signal between the F127 and F127-NHS surfaces (Fig-
ure 7.2c) clearly shows the nonspecific blocking and specific binding potential of the sur-
face for use with fluorescence imaging.
The extent of trypsin binding to the F127-NHS surface was determined indirectly by
testing multiple trypsin concentrations in these cleavage assays. Cleavage rates were de-
termined from a linear fit to the early portion of the individual trypsin activity curves. The
plotted cleavage rates scale linearly with concentration, suggesting that trypsin is not ad-
sorbing significantly to the surface (Figure 7.2d).
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Figure 7.2: (Caption on next page.)
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Figure 7.2: Specific tethering of fluorogenic peptide by F127-NHS and cleavage with
trypsin. (a) After formation of the F127 (left) or F127-NHS (right) brush, peptide is in-
troduced into the sample chamber. In the case of F127, the fluorogenic peptide is blocked
from the surface. In the F127-NHS case, the fluorogenic peptide chemically couples to the
NHS. Both the F127 and F127-NHS chambers are flushed with buffer to remove any un-
bound peptide, followed by an injection of trypsin. Trypsin cleaves the peptide if present,
releasing the quencher and resulting in fluorescence. (b) Sample images demonstrate the
fluorescence increase of a peptide-labeled F127-NHS brush when incubated with trypsin at
40 µg/mL. (c) Markers show the fluorescence intensity in the presence of 30 µg/mL trypsin
for F127 (red) and F127-NHS-peptide (blue) surfaces. (d) The cleavage rate scales linearly
with trypsin concentration (red). Data from individual experimental runs are shown with
black circles.
7.5 Conclusions
The liquid adsorption method used for the formation of the F127-NHS surface is sim-
ple, robust, and technologically accessible. The F127-NHS surface chemistry has broad
appeal for many potential applications including but not limited to single-molecule force
spectroscopy and fluorescence, biosensors, medical implants, and anti-biofouling. We have
shown that the brush can effectively block proteins (trypsin). Our results suggest that F127-
NHS surface chemistry has the potential to be used in many different applications. In Chap-
ter 8 we use this approach to passivate an array of nanowires, and in Chapter 9 we use this
approach to make a “lawn” of peptides for our artificial molecular motor.
Chapter 8
Turning light-guiding nanowires into a
fluorescence-based biosensing assay
The work presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with Dr. Damiano Verardo, a
PhD student supervised by Heiner Linke from Lund University, Lund, Sweden. Damiano
and I share equal contribution to this work. Damiano’s role was to fabricate the nanowire
chips to the correct specifications so as to act as waveguides for a FITC fluorophore,
whereas my contribution was to apply the surface chemistry developed and discussed in
Chapter 7 to the surface of nanowires. This work is not yet published. Imaging and anal-
ysis was performed at the University of Lund, by Damiano and myself. The development
of light guiding nanowires into a flourescence-based high throughput biosensing assay is
done with the goal of applying this assay to understanding the mechanochemical coupling
behaviour of a quantum dot lawnmower [192]. A schematic of this proposed experiment
was on the cover of Physics in Canada [34], and has been included in Fig. F.1.
8.1 Introduction
Nanowires are cylindrical structures approximately 2-5 µm in length with a diameter up-
wards of 200 nm [193]. Due to their high surface-area-to-footprint ratio, nanowires have
promising applications as high-throughput fluorescent biosensors. The development of
nanowires into biosensors is motivated by their ability to act as waveguides. That is,
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some types of nanowires behave as nanoscaled optical fibres whereby fluorescence gen-
erated close to their surface couples into the nanowire core and is guided through to its
tip [194]. The optimization of nanowires for light-guiding has promising applications for
the detection of low-level fluorescence, which would be useful for measuring nanoscale
kinetics [195].
The ability for nanowires to act as a waveguide is dependent on the diameter of the
nanowire and the wavelength of the fluorophore [196, 197]. Recent progress has been
made in tuning the diameter of alumina Al2O3-coated GaP nanowires to efficiently couple
a variety of fluorophores [197]. Gallium Phosphate (GaP) nanowires are advantageous as
biosensors as they do not absorb in visible wavelengths due to their indirect bandgap of
2.26 eV [198]. Furthermore, GaP nanowires have been shown to be biocompatible with
both mice [199] and drosophila cells [200], indicating potential applications for cellular
studies.
Broadly speaking, research involving anti-biofouling [166], single molecule studies
[157], biosensing [201], as well as the development of biomedical [201] and semicon-
ductor thin-film devices [202], all require reliable surface passivation methods [203]. For
biosensors, molecular-level control over surface interactions, particularly in the preven-
tion of non-specific interactions, is imperative towards increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.
Therefore, the further development of nanowires into efficient biosensors requires reliable
surface passivation techniques that block nonspecific interactions while also allowing spe-
cific binding of target analytes.
There have been a variety of surface passivation techniques applied to nanowires for
biosensing applications. For example, biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) absorbs
to Al2O3 and has been used on nanowire arrays to conjugate fluorescently labeled strep-
tavidin [197], as well as to test for nonspecific protein interactions for surfaces passivated
with antibodies [204]. There has also been success with coating NW with antibodies to
facilitate axonal growth [205]. However, a chemical passivation strategy, as opposed to the
protein strategies mentioned, would be advantageous for specific covalent tethering of a
target analyte while also blocking nonspecific interactions.
Polymer brushes present a large thermodynamic barrier that prevents absorption of pro-
teins [206]. Pluronic triblock copolymers are comprised of a central hydrophobic PPG
chain, with PEG side chains. The central chain hydrophobically interacts with the sur-
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face, leaving the hydrophilic side chains to extend upwards in a brush morphology [207].
A controlled study of Pluronics with varying chains sizes revealed Pluronic F127 to be
particularly good at preventing protein adsorption [208]. This is likely due to the large
molecular weight of the central hydrophobic PPG block (∼3.3 kDa) providing stability for
the hydrophilic PEG (∼4.5 kDa) side chains to extend out into a longer brush morphology.
Pluronics with both shorter central and side chains have decreased anti-biofouling proper-
ties [208]. To our knowledge, polymer brush coatings have not been applied to nanowires.
In this chapter, we passivate SiOx-coated GaP nanowires with Pluronic F127 triblock
copolymers. We investigate the ability for the F127-passivated surface to block nonspecific
interactions of quantum dots. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of
a polymer brush applied to the surface of freestanding semiconductor nanowires. We also
functionalize the surface of nanowires with a peptide via a click-chemistry reaction, and
investigate nanowires as a high-throughput biosensing assay for trypsin protease cleavage
kinetics. These experiments were designed to test the possibility of nanowires as a substrate
supporting a peptide lawn for a protease-based quantum-dot lawnmower.
8.2 Experimental section
8.2.1 Nanowire sample preparation
GaP nanowires were grown using metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy from seed gold nanopar-
ticles (25 nm diameter). Following previous work [197], GaP nanowires of length 4 µm
and diameter 135 nm suitable for acting as waveguides for our fluorophore wavelength
(FITC, 520 nm) were grown. All nanowires discussed in this work were coated with 10
nm of SiO2 by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 250oC. Following ALD, and just prior
to chemical surface modifications, nanowires were subject to ozone plasma for 45 minutes
at 30oC. The ozone treatments activate the nanowire surface hydroxyls, similar to sulfuric
acid treatment on glass prior to silanization [157] (Chapter 7).
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8.2.2 Azide-labelled peptide preparation
A single-site trypsin cleavable peptide (FITC-Ala-Pro-Ala-Lys-Phe-Phe-Arg-Leu-Lys (DAB-
CYL), > 98% purity) was custom ordered from Biomatik. For the click reaction, azido-
PEG4-peptide was prepared by incubation with NHS-PEG4-Azide (Peptides International)
to form a covalent linkage via the internal lysine residue in the peptide. The details of
this reaction can be found in previous work [191]. A step-by-step protocol for peptide
preparation can be found in Appendix F.2.1.
8.2.3 Surface functionalization with peptides via click chemistry
Following the ozone plasma treatment, nanowire samples were incubated in a soda-lime
petri dish, under vacuum, with 60 µl alkyne-presenting OTPC silane (O-(propargyl)-N-
(triethoxysilylpropyl) carbamate) for 3 hours at 135oC via vapour deposition. TPC silane
(Triethoxysilylpropyl ethylcarbamate (TPC)) was used in control experiments as it con-
tains an alkane functional group, as opposed to the reactive alkyne in OTPC. Immediately
following silanization, azido-PEG4-peptide was incubated with the nanowires to permit
copper(I) (0.5 mM) catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddiction (CuAAC), as done in previous
work with DNA [191] and on nanowires [209]. For a peptide-control experiment we pre-
cleave peptide that is free in solution with trypsin for 4 hours at room temperature. We
then proceed with the CuAAC reaction of cleaved azido-PEG4-peptide with the nanowires.
Step-by-step protocols for nanowire surface preparation and nanowire peptide funtional-
ization can be found in sections F.3 and F.4, respectively. A schematic illustration of our
nanowire surface functionalization of a peptide lawn is shown in Fig. 8.1.
8.2.4 F127 surface preparation
In an alternative surface functionalization approach, F127 was added to the NWs. Follow-
ing ozone plasma treatment, nanowires were incubated in Sigmacote (Sigma: SL2) with
rotary mixing for 20 minutes at room temperature, followed by 1 hour of baking at 100oC
to stabilize the silane bonds. Sigmacote produces a hydrophobic surface, with which the
central hydrophobic PPG block in F127 interacts. 10 mg/ml of F127 (Sigma: P2443) was
prepared in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.0. The F127 solution was incubated with
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Figure 8.1: Left: Specific binding of the lawn peptide to nanowires via CuAAC. Imme-
diately following ozone plasma treatment, nanowires are treated with OTPC silane (i) as
described in section 8.2.3. Peptide is prepared as described in section 8.2.2, whereby NHS-
PEG4-Azide (ii) is linked to the lysine side chain of the peptide (iii). Azido-PEG4-peptide
is then reacted with the alkyne of the OTPC silane on the nanowire surface via a copper(I)
catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction. Right: The peptide surface is now complete.
The peptide consists of a FITC terminated end (green circle) with the opposing terminus
consisting of a DABCYL quencher (red square). The trypsin cleavage site on the peptide
is indicated in blue.
the Sigmacote-treated nanowires in solution on rotary mixing for 4 hours at room tempera-
ture. From previous work on glass slides [157] a grafting density of ∼0.1 PEG chains/nm2
is expected [188]. The effect of nanowire curvature on brush density is not known.
8.2.5 Microfluidics assay and microscopy details
6-channel microfluidic flowcells (Ibidi, Catalog number: 80607) were used for all assays.
Image aquisition was completed on a custom-made microscope from various Thor Lab
parts, and a 100x oil immersion Nikon objective (catalogue nuber: MRH01902). The light
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source was a 4-Wavelength High-Power LED Source from Thor Labs. Images were aquired
with a Photometrics Prime95B camera.
8.2.6 Trypsin proteolysis assay
All protease assays were conducted with 0.1 mg/ml trypsin (Thermo Fisher, catalogue num-
ber: 20233) in PBS pH 8.0 buffer.
8.3 Results and discussion
In the work presented in this chapter, we apply various surface treatments to light-guiding
nanowires, in order to explore their ability to support specific biochemical fluorescence
assays. Nanowires were grown that are capable of light-guiding the emission spectrum of
both FITC fluorophores and amine quantum dots used in these assays [197]. A schematic of
the light guiding effect is shown in Fig. 8.2b,i. In one approach, we use click chemistry for
peptide functionalization: this is shown in Fig. 8.2b,iii, with a control experiment shown
in Fig. 8.2b,ii. When trypsin cleaves our peptide, a quencher is released resulting in the
activation of flourophore. The emitted fluorescence couples into the nanowire structure
and is channeled, then emitted, at the nanowire tips. The chemistry for this assay is shown
in Fig. 8.1. In an alternative approach, we use F127, shown in Fig. 8.2b,iv.
8.3.1 Proteolysis results
In previous work nanowires were grown to have lightguiding properties, whereby light
emitted from surface-tethered fluorophores was found to couple into the nanwowire struc-
ture and channel through to their tips [197]. Here we wish to make use of the lightguiding
property of nanowires through a time-dependent proteolysis assay, and in doing so turn an
array of lightguiding nanowires into a high-throughput biosensing assay.
Fig. 8.3 displays the results a trypsin proteolysis assay in which nanowires were func-
tionalized with azido-PEG4-peptide via copper(I)-catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddiction
(CuAAC). Throughout all imaging we focused the objective to the tips of the nanowire
arrays to best capture all the waveguided light. Before trypsin was injected into the flow
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Figure 8.2: (a) Schematic of the flowcell setup used to house the nanowire sample for imag-
ing. Each pink rectangle is an independent flowcell, and yellow squares are to illustrate
nanowire chip placement within the flowcell. (b) (i) Schematic illustrating the waveguid-
ing concept [197] where photons coupled into the nanowire structure are channeled to, and
emitted from, the tip. (ii) In a control assay, peptide is adsorbed (no CuAAC chemistry)
onto silion-coated nanowires to check if non-specifically bound peptide is proteolytically
accessible. (iii) A peptide lawn functionalized to the surface of nanowires via the CuAAC
chemistry. (iv) The F127 polymer lawn passivated to the surface of the nanowire. No
schematics are to scale.
cell a dark background was observed (Fig. 8.3a, top). After 100 s post trypsin injection we
observed an array of light-active nanowire tips (Fig. 8.3a, bottom). Fig. 8.3b displays the
average time-dependent signal of nanowire tips: the intensity can be seen to increase from
background to a maximal value before a time-dependent decrease. The time-dependent
linear decrease is typical for bleaching fluorophores [157].
Fig. 8.3c summarizes the proteolysis results across the click-chemistry surface treat-
ments and controls. The OTPC-peptide nanowire sample incubated with trypsin was found
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to climb to the same signal as the pre-cleaved (fluorescent) peptide control. Non-specific
binding of the peptide was minimal on the TPC silane and no-silane controls, where min-
imal signal increase was observed upon trypsin injection. These controls suggest that we
successfully bound our peptide to the nanowire surface with minimal nonspecific binding,
and furthermore, the bound peptide was proteolytically accessible to trypsin.
Figure 8.3: Cleavage of specifically bound peptide on CuAAC-functionalized nanowires.
(a) Fluorescence micrograph of a nanowire sample before and after being exposed to
trypsin. (b) Signal from a single nanowire over time, after exposure to trypsin (0.1 mg/mL
in PBS pH 8). (c) Average signal from nanowires before and after exposure to trypsin.
The two control samples, one without any silane, the other functionalized with the un-
reactive silane TPC, were incubated with the peptide, but showed no significant increase
after trypsin exposure. The sample functionalized with the alkyne-silane OTPC and pep-
tide shows a large signal increase after trypsin activation, close to the signal measured on a
sample functionalized with OTPC and pre-cleaved peptide.
8.3.2 Pluronic F127 blocks quantum dots from non-specifically bind-
ing to nanowires
We attempted to use this peptide-presenting surface in studies of lawnmower activity. The
original lawnmower design has a fluorescent quantum-dot hub, to which trypsin proteases
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are attached via flexible linkers [110]. Although the trypsin assay in the previous section
seems to be working well, we found that amine-functionalized quantum dots abruptly, and
permanently, adsorbed to the nanowire surfaces (Fig. 8.4, yellow circles), when we flowed
in 50 µl of 5 mM amine quantum dots in PBS pH 8 buffer. Therefore, in order to collect
mechano-coupling data from a quantum-dot lawnmower assay we must solve this non-
specific adsorption problem.
Towards this goal we worked to passivate the surface of nanowires with Pluronic F127.
The silica deposition followed by ozone treatment leaves the nanowires surface highly hy-
drophobic. This means that our protocol developed for passivation of F127 on glass (dis-
cussed in Chapter 7) can be applied to nanowires. Fig. 8.2iv illustrates F127-passivated-
nanowires, where the F127 is deposited on the prepared surfaces as described in sec-
tion 8.2.4. We then flowed in 50 µl of 5 mM amine quantum dots in PBS pH 8 buffer
into a sample of F127-passivated nanowires and found that adsorption was dramatically
slower (Fig. 8.4, blue squares). Although in Fig. 8.4 the adsorption can be seen to be
slower, amine quantum dots are still slowly binding to the surface throughout the 200 s
experiment.
To test if electrostatic interactions were responsible for the binding of (positively charged)
amine quantum dots to the nanowires, we used an equal amount of (negatively charged) car-
bonyl quantum dots in a control assay. We found that throughout the 200 s duration of the
experiment no carbonyl quantum dots bound to the surface of nanowires, as evidenced by
a lack of any increase in fluorescent signal at the nanowire tips (Fig. 8.4, red triangles).
The slow binding of amine quantum dots to the F127-nanowires may be an expected
and unavoidable result with our current approach. Although a polymer brush is expected to
sterically repel particles, a particle with an attractive interaction to the underlying surface
may force its way through the brush [210]. Furthermore, as F127 is hydrophobically bound
to the surface, the competition of quantum dot binding may lead to the slow delamination
of the brush, causing quantum dots to bind at an increased rate as a function of time [207].
8.4 Conclusions
We found that a lawn of peptides attached to nanowire surfaces was proteolytically accessi-
ble, thus turning an array of lightguiding nanowires into a biosensing assay (Fig. 8.3). We
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Figure 8.4: Nanowires passivated with F127 block non-specific binding of amino quantum
dots. Left: Amino quantum dots (5mM) bind to nanowires treated with silicon oxide depo-
sition and ozone plasma immediately following their injection into the microfluidic cham-
ber (yellow circles). 5mM of carbonyl quantum dots yields no adsorption (red triangles).
Nanowires passivated with the F127 polymer brush and subject to 5nM amino quantum
dots experienced a slow increase in binding (blue squares). Right: various snapshots of
the nanowire arrays to visualize intensity of quantum dot binding. Time of snapshots is
indicated by the corresponding symbol on Intensity plot.
found that trypsin cleavage of surface-bound peptide leads to the same signal as peptide
pre-cleaved before nanowire surface functionalization, therefore showing that essentially
all nanowire-bound peptide is accessible for trypsin cleavage.
Motivated by the quantum-dot-hub lawnmower design, we aimed to create a nanowire
surface that blocks the nonspecific adsorption of amine quantum dots. Towards this end
we have made some progress with F127-passivated nanowires. We found that F127 leads
to a dramatic decrease in the rate of amine-quantum adsorption but does not completely
prevent it. We believe the adsorption is charge related, as an assay of carbonyl quantum
dots led to no detectable nonspecific absorbance to the SiOx nanowires. Similar differences
in surface adsorption between carboxyl and amine particles have been found previously for
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microspheres on F127 surfaces [157].
The recent increased attention around using nanowires in biological assays [197, 204,
205] provides a strong motivation to develop nanowire surface treatment methods that allow
targeted binding of desired molecules to the nanowire surface, while simultaneously block-
ing unwanted nonspecific interactions. This motivation extends beyond our lab’s near-term
goal of implementing quantum-dot hub lawnmowers on nanowires. In the results presented
in this chapter, we made crucial steps towards passivation methods to turn nanowires into
high-throughput biosensing devices. In order to further our experimental lawnmower stud-
ies, we switched from the original quantum-dot hub design to a micron-scale hub, described
in the following chapter, to enable tracking with standard bright-field microscopy.
Chapter 9




Section 1.7.2 provides a background on experimentally-realized spherical synthetic BBR
systems. DNA-modified beads have been engineered to move superdiffusively on a two-
dimensional landscape of complementary substrate sites. Where the Vecchiarelli et al. sys-
tem repurposes the ParA/ParB machinery to rectify directional motion [74], the monowheel
system relies on DNA-RNA hybridization hydrolyzed by enzymes free in solution to bias
forwards motion [65]. In this chapter we introduce the implementation of a novel type of
spherical synthetic BBR: a protein-based system called the lawnmower (LM).
The LM concept and design was introduced by Kovacic et al. [110]. In their work, the
LM consists of a quantum dot hub decorated with trypsin enzymes as feet, where sulfo-
SMCC spacer arms (∼1 nm in length) serve as the ‘legs’ that link the trypsin to the hub.
Because of its small size, tracking quantum-dot motion requires fluorescence imaging. Its
small size also means that it can diffuse through polymer brush lawns (Chapter 8). Fur-
thermore, because Kovacic et al. determined that the multivalency of the QD hub is ap-
proximately 8 trypsin blades [110] the processivity of the system may be quite low, making
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imaging and trajectory collection difficult. Thus, for the work presented in this chapter we
implement the lawnmower design on a micron-sized hub. We use for our lawn the surface
chemistry developed in Chapter 7.
The LM design is distinct from the monowheel [65] and Vecchiarelli [74] system in two
ways: our protein-based system incorporates the enzymatic blades directly onto the motor’s
central hub, and our lawn is supported by a hydrophobically-bound triblock copolymer
of PEG-PPG-PEG (as opposed to covalently bound DNA). By incorporating the protease
blades directly onto the hub we make the system completely autonomous: no additional
incubation of protein is required to fuel motor motion. We find that our LM system dis-
plays similar qualitative and quantitative behaviour as that found for the aforementioned
spherical systems. Similar to Hu et al. our system displays saltatory dynamics [132],
and the speed distributions and average instantanteous speeds are similar to those of the
monowheel [65]. The results presented in this chapter are a preliminary assessment of LM
trajectory dynamics, and represent an on-going project.
9.2 Experimental section
9.2.1 Surface chemistry for passivating the lawn
The surface chemistry used for the work presented in this chapter is the same as that pre-
sented in Chapter 7, and can be found in Section 7.3. Two types of lawn are used: peptide-
F127 and bare F127, with the peptide the same as that used in Chapter 7. The density of
PEG chains is estimated to be ∼ 0.1PEG chains/nm2 [184, 188].
9.2.2 Lawnmower preparation
Microscale Lawnmower molecular motors consist of a central M-270 amine Dynabead
hub (ThermoFisher, 14307D), with diameter 2.8 µm, and are a modified version of those
previously published in ref. [110]. The central hub is passivated with the heterobifunctional
amine-to-sulfhydryl crosslinker Sulfo-SMCC (sulfosuccinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)
cyclohexane-1-carboxylate, ThermoFisher). Sulfo-SMCC are 8.3 Å in length and act as
the ’legs’ of the lawnmower.
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Figure 9.1: (a) The lawnmower molecular motor concept based on a burnt-bridge ratchet
design. The motor consists of a central Dynabead hub coated with trypsin proteases. (b) A
single ‘blade of grass’ from the lawn consists of a peptide end-modified with a fluorophore
(FITC)-quencher pair as described in Chapter 7. An arginine amino acid is located such
that trypsin cleavage releases the quencher, leaving the fluorophore attached and able to
fluoresce. (c) A single ‘leg’ is comprised of a heterobifunctional polymer linker (sulfo-
SMCC) with N = 1 PEG units.
The ‘blades’ of the lawnmower are trypsin proteases. Trypsin used for the protease
assay in Section 7.3.4 is also used as a lawnmower part. Surface thiols on trypsin are
reduced in TCEP prior to incubation with the Dynabead-Sulfo-SMCC hub. A schematic
representation of the lawnmower as well as the peptide lawn can be found in Fig. 9.1. A full
step-by-step protocol for lawnmower fabrication, including buffer conditions and incuba-
tion times can be found in Appendix G.1. Trypsin density on the lawnmower is estimated
to be ∼ 40,000 trypsin/µm2 based on manufacturer specifications of amine density on the
bead surface.
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9.2.3 Imaging and tracking lawnmower motion
Brightfield images of lawnmowers were collected using a Zeiss Axioskop Fluorescence
Microscope with a 10x objective on a FLIR Blackfly camera . In-house built software was
used for image collection of lawnmower trajectories. Trajectory tracking was done with
the Fiji plugin MTrack2 [211]. The frame rate for all experiments presented is 1 frame per
10 seconds. Lawnmower experiments on peptide-F127 were each run for a total of 4490
frames (12.5 hours), while the LMs on bare F127 was tracked for 2238 frames (6.2 hours).
In the results presented, all trajectories analyzed remained in frame throughout the duration
of the experiment.
9.2.4 Analytical methods








where ∆t is the time interval over which the displacements ∆r are recorded, D is the diffu-
sion coefficient, and σ2 the experimental uncertainty in bead position tracking.






(x(t +∆t)− x(t))2 +(y(t +∆t)− y(t))2
∆t
. (9.2)
MSDTA (Eq. 2.14) analysis is also performed on individual trajectories. The anoma-
lous diffusion exponent α is then measured from a linear fit to the MSD as described in
section 2.2.
9.3 Results and discussion
9.3.1 Trajectories and MSD analysis
Eight sample trajectories of LMs on the peptide-F127 and F127 lawns are shown in Fig. 9.2a
and Fig. 9.2b, respectively. All trajectories are plotted over the same number of frames in
Fig. 9.2ab for ease of qualitative comparison: it is easy to see that over similar timescales
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the motile LMs on peptide-F127 trajectories travel much farther than LMs on bare F127.
‘Motile LMs’ are those that moved throughout the 12.5 hour experiment duration (n = 59),
while ‘non-motile’ LMs are those that appeared to be stuck throughout the entire duration
of the experiment (n = 49). Motile and non-motile trajectories are classified via a thresh-
old in their MSDTA (Eq. 2.14) values (Fig. G.1a). Trajectories of non-motile LMs, when
plotted from a common origin, overlap, and are therefore used to determine the average
drift trajectory (Fig. G.1b), which is then used to correct for drift in the motile trajectories.
The colours of the respective trajectories in Fig. 9.2a and Fig. 9.2b match with their various
corresponding analyses shown throughout this chapter and in the corresponding appendix.
We find striking qualititative differences between motile LMs on peptide-F127 and
LMs on the bare F127 lawns. Qualitatively, distinct regions can be seen that resemble
intermittent entrapped and not-entrapped states for LMs on peptide-F127 (similar to those
described in ref. [65] for the monowheel).
Non-motile trajectories may be those that have adhered to the glass cover slip, having
found a barren patch where no lawn is laminated or where the lawn is less dense. There
may also be non-specific binding effects between the LM and the peptide-F127 that lead
to the motor sticking. The hypothesis that non-motile LMs occur because of a peptide
interaction is supported by there being essentially no non-motile LMs in the bare F127
control experiment.
Fig. 9.2c displays the MSDTA analysis of the peptide-F127 trajectories presented in
Fig. 9.2a. These trajectories tend to increase in slope as a function of time lag, suggesting
the system is more superdiffusive for longer lags. There is a large amount of heterogeneity
in the system, which makes it difficult to assess the dynamics with one simple analytical
method. For example, the trajectory shown in brown in Fig. 9.2a has a superdiffusive
α value of 1.6 for short to intermediate time-lags with the MSD turning over to almost a
maximally subdiffusive trend (α ≈ 0) for longer time-lags: this reflects the behaviour of the
trajectory whereby it appears to be nearly linear for 1.5 hours before exploring a restricted
region of the lawn for about 9.5 hours (Fig. 9.2a, brown trajectory). For this trajectory,
a fit throughout the entire log-log MSD-time-lag range leads to a subdiffusive α , despite
the short-to-intermediate superdiffusive trend. A more complex state-dependent analysis is
completed in Section 9.3.5. For ease of analysis, here, we fit a line through all time lags
for all motile LMs (from τ = 10s to τmax for each trajectory). The resulting histogram of
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Figure 9.2: MSD and α analysis of Lawnmowers on peptide-F127 and bare F127 lawns.
(a) Sample trajectories of LMs on the interacting peptide-F127 lawn. (b) Sample trajec-
tories of motile LMs moving on the non-interacting F127 lawn. (c) MSDTA (Eq. 2.14) as
a function of time lag for the trajectories shown in panel (a). (Caption continued on next
page)
α values is shown in Fig. 9.2e. Using all MSDTA values to compute α leads motile LMs
on peptide-F127 displaying a range of anomalous diffusive dynamics: from subdiffusive
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Figure 9.2: (Caption continued from previous page). (d) MSDTA (Eq. 2.14) as a function of
time lag for the trajectories shown in panel (b). (e) Histogram of α computed from a linear
fit to the entire MSDTA curve from each motile LM moving on peptide-F127 (n = 59). (f)
Histogram of α computed from a linear fit to the entire MSDTA curve from each LM on
bare F127 (n = 55). Dashed lines indicate the Brownian limit.
(α = 0.5) to superdiffusive (α = 1.4). Fig. 9.2e displays a histogram of the peptide-F127
α values, and has a peak in the superdiffusive regime at α = 1.02.
Fig. 9.2d displays the MSDTA analysis of the peptide-F127 trajectories presented in
Fig. 9.2b. The MSD traces are more homogeneous than found for the LMs on peptide-
F127, with slopes close to the Brownian diffusion limit of α = 1.0. A histogram of α
values for the LMs on bare F127 is scattered close to 1.0, with a mean α value in the
subdiffusive regime at α = 0.95 (Fig. 9.2f).
We hypothesized that the bare F127 track, not having peptide functionalized to its sur-
face, would result in purely Brownian motion, and so were rather perplexed by the LMs
displaying a subdiffusive mean α . A careful comparison to the DNA-blocked monowheel
work reveals similar behaviour. Yehl et el. present an MSD analysis on blocked beads
which yields almost perfect Brownian motion (α = 0.99, Fig. 3c of ref. [65]); however,
closer inspection of the α distribution presented in their supplementary material (Fig. S11)
shows that the blocked-monowheel α values peak in the subdiffusive regime at a value of
α ≈ 0.8 and then tail off towards α ≈ 1.0. Thus there appears to be strong subdiffusive be-
haviour for their blocked beads as well. Nonetheless, although Yehl et al. [65] are imaging
a micron-sized DNA-coated bead diffusing on a lawn of RNA, it is interesting to speculate
that a micron-sized bead diffusing on any lawn of substrate may exhibit slightly subdiffu-
sive motion. It may be that heterogeneities in the lawn lead to local and partial obstructions
to the particle motion. This hypothesis is supported by work on subdiffusive dynamics,
where it has been shown that subdiffusion can result from partial obstruction of particle
motion [213]. A careful analysis of local brush morphology would clarify this point, but is
beyond the scope of the current work.
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Figure 9.3: Histogram analysis of Lawnmowers on peptide-F127 and F127. The green
colour correspond to green trajectories displayed in Fig. 9.2. (a) Example plot of ∆r versus
time for a LM on the peptide-F127 lawn. (b) Histogram of displacements shown in panel
(a). Inset: P(∆r) as a function of ∆r from ∆r = 1 to 8. (continued on next page.)
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Figure 9.3: (c) Example plot of ∆r versus time for a LM on the bare F127 lawn. (d) His-
togram of displacements shown in panel (c). Red line is a fit with Eq. 9.1. (e) Displacement
distributions at different ∆t fit with Eq. 9.1 provide estimates of D∆t +σ2. For this trajec-
tory, we find D = 0.051 µm2 · s−1 and σ2 = 0.0051 µm2. (f) Distribution of diffusion
coefficients for LMs on bare F127, where D is determined for each trajectory as in panel
(e).
9.3.2 Displacement and velocity analysis
Fig. 9.3a and Fig. 9.3c display examples of displacements ∆r (over 10 s intervals) as a
function of time for a single LM on peptide-F127 and bare F127, respectively. ∆r traces
for all trajectories shown in Fig. 9.2a and Fig. 9.2b are provided in Appendix G in Fig-
ures G.2 and G.3, respectively. The average displacement, 〈∆r〉, throughout a 10-second
interval for motile LMs on peptide-F127 is 0.61±0.4 µm, and for LMs on bare F127 is
0.22±0.02 µm, where the error is the standard deviation of all trajectory-averaged 〈∆r〉.
The distribution of motile LM displacements from Fig. 9.3a is plotted in Fig. 9.3b. The dis-
placement distributions for LMs on peptide-F127 is right-skewed with a long tail to large
displacements.
The displacements of LMs on bare F127 lawns (Fig. 9.3c and G.3) are qualitatively
distinct from LMs on peptide-F127 lawns (Fig. 9.3b and G.2). The displacement distri-
butions for LMs on bare F127 (e.g. Fig. 9.3d) are well fit by the Rayleigh distribution
for two-dimensional diffusion (Eq. 9.1). In order to extract the diffusion coefficient from
Eq. 9.1, the displacement distributions are computed at increasing ∆t intervals, and the lin-
ear function D∆t +σ2 found through fitting to Eq. 9.1 is used to determine the diffusion
coefficient for that trajectory (Fig. 9.3e). The diffusion coefficient is determined in this way
for all LMs on bare F127 (n = 55) and the resulting distribution of diffusion coefficients
is shown in Fig. 9.3f. The average diffusion coefficient is 0.056 ±0.004 µm2 · s−1 and the
average σ2 is 0.0024 ± 0.0017 µm2, where errors represent the standard deviation among
measurements.
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Comparison of measured and expected diffusion coefficients on bare F127
The distribution of ∆r for LMs on bare F127 is well-described by the two-dimensional
diffusion Eq. 9.1 (e.g. Fig. 9.3d). Diffusion coefficients for all n = 55 LMs on bare F127
are computed, and found to have a fairly tight distribution around D = 0.056 µm2 · s−1.
This diffusion coefficient is less than that predicted by the Stokes-Einstein equation for





where T is temperature, η the viscosity of water, and r the particle radius (1.4 µm). Eq. 9.3
predicts D0 = 0.18 µm2 ·s−1. Boundary walls (such as a planar surface in our experiments)
influence the fluid flow around an object leading to an increase in drag, and therefore a de-
crease in diffusion coefficient [214]. It is therefore expected that our diffusion coefficients
are lower than predicted by Eq. 9.3. The correction to the diffusion coefficient for a sphere























where r is the particle radius, h is the height from the surface, and DF,|| the corrected
diffusion coefficient.
Using Eq. 9.4 for our beads of radius 1.4 µm that are effectively touching the surface,
we calculate that DF,|| is expected to be ∼ 1/3 of the bulk value predicted from Eq. 9.3.
This agrees favourably with the ratio of our measured diffusion coefficient to the predicted
bulk value, further supporting our conclusion that LMs are undergoing two-dimensional
diffusion on bare F127 lawns.
9.3.3 LMs on peptide-F127 exhibit saltatory dynamics
In Fig. 9.3 we take a closer look at a typical motile LM on peptide-F127 and bare F127
lawns. A typical ∆r trace of a motile LM trajectory yields what appears to be multiple states
(Fig. 9.3a) which we distinguish as entrapped and not-entrapped. The distribution of ∆r is
highly right-skewed, with most steps less than 1 µm in length but also a long tail towards
large ∆r where steps were as high as 8 µm. The entrapped state is characterized by much
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lower ∆r than the not-entrapped state. Much like in previously reported systems [65, 132],
for our LM system the entrapped state may also be due to the LM being surrounded by
a local product (cleaved peptide) environment. Escaping from such an environment is
characterized by motion to nearby fresh substrate and a transition to the not-entrapped
state. Moving between states of entrapped and not-entrapped dynamics is expected to yield
saltatory dynamics, which are visible in our motile LMs on peptide-F127 (see Fig. 9.4).
Figure 9.4: An example of a LM on the peptide-F127 lawn displaying saltatory motion
similar to that described for the ParAB system [132].
9.3.4 Velocities of LMs on peptide-F127 versus bare F127
The distributions of speeds computed over 10-second intervals (Eq. 9.2) for motile LMs
on peptide-F127 (n = 59) and bare F127 (n = 55) lawns are shown in Fig. 9.5a. The LMs
on peptide-F127 have a broader distribution of speeds with significantly more weight at
high speeds than LMs on bare F127. The mean speed throughout the motile ensemble
on peptide-F127 lawns is 0.061 µm·s−1, while the mean LM speed across all bare F127
trajectories is 0.023 µm·s−1.
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Figure 9.5: (a) Distribution of speeds computed over all 10-second intervals (Eq. 9.2) for
all motile LMs on peptide-F127 (n = 59) and bare F127 (n = 55). Motile LMs on peptide-
F127 exhibit a higher-speed tail. (b) The mean speed of each motile LM on peptide-F127
(n = 59) and of each LM on bare F127 (n = 55) is plotted. LMs on bare F127 tend to be
slower on average, with a distribution of mean speeds centred around an ensemble-average
speed of ¯〈v〉 = 0.023± 0.004 µm·s−1. The ensemble-average speed of motile LMs on
peptide-F127 LMs is significantly higher, at ¯〈v〉 = 0.061± 0.023 µm·s−1. The overbar
indicates that the speed has been averaged across each respective ensemble.
To better portray the large heterogeneity of system behaviour amongst the motile LMs,
in Fig. 9.5b we plot the distribution of mean LM speeds for all motile LMs on peptide-
F127 (n = 59) and LMs on bare F127 (n = 55). Here the mean speed is computed for each
trajectory over its entire trajectory. We find that the mean speeds of individual motile LMs
on peptide-F127 are broadly distributed throughout a range of 0.020 to 0.080 µm·s−1, with
a small peak at ∼0.075 µm·s−1. The distribution of mean speeds is not unexpected given
the large anomalous diffusion heterogeneity found in the system (Fig. 9.2e). In contrast,
the ensemble-average mean speed from the LMs on bare F127 is 0.023 µm·s−1, where
these mean speed values from individual LMs are tightly distributed around the average
ensemble-speed value. This result is in line with the homogeneous behaviour found through
the MSD analysis (Fig. 9.2d).
The BBR mechanism is expected to lead to an increase in speed over long time windows
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compared to a similar system with no asymmetry-forming capability (see Section 1.4). The
mean motile LM speed that we have found is similar to that reported for the not-entrapped
monowheel system [65]. We have therefore shown that one can create a completely au-
tonomous artificial molecular motor system by tethering the enzymes to the construct’s
hub, as opposed to having them freely diffuse in solution. Tethered enzymes can be used
to induce directed propulsion of microscale objects at comparable speeds to systems where
the enzymes are free in solution.
9.3.5 State-dependent velocity and MSD analysis
As was mentioned in Section 9.3.1, a simple MSD fit throughout the full range of time lags
for any particular trajectory is not necessarily representative of the underlying dynamics. In
this section a state-dependent analysis is performed, whereby the trajectories are separated
into ‘entrapped’ and ‘not-entrapped’ states, similar to what was done for the monowheel
system in ref. [65]. As a preliminary method of separating the entrapped and not-entrapped
states in our system we compute an average ten-second displacement, 〈∆r〉, for each tra-
jectory. 〈∆r〉 is then used in a simple threshold approach where displacements above the
threshold are labelled as not-entrapped (shown in red in Fig. 9.6) and displacements below
the threshold are labelled as entrapped (shown in blue in Fig. 9.6). This simple method
allows us to categorize the trajectories for a more detailed state-dependent analysis.
The LM trajectory on peptide-F127 depicted in brown in Fig. 9.2a is a prime example
of the importance of a state-dependent analysis for our BBR system. A state-dependent
analysis of this trajectory is shown in Fig. 9.6a. The long initial linear segment is found
to be not-entrapped, while the restricted motion in the top-left corner is found to be a
mix of entrapped and not-entrapped. MSDTA analyses are then separately computed on the
entrapped and not-entrapped trajectory portions. In this preliminary work, all entrapped and
all not-entrapped trajectories are separately concatenated together for the MSDTA analyses.
We find, for this particular trajectory, that the entrapped state is highly subdiffusive with an
α value of 0.23, while the not-entrapped state is superdiffusive with an α value of 1.12 (as
measured by a linear fit to the log-log MSD-time-lag for all time-lags).
A similar two-state analysis was performed on two other motile LMs on the peptide-
F127 lawn, where the results are shown in Fig. 9.6 panels b and c. This simple analysis
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Figure 9.6: State-dependent trajectory analysis. Entrapped and not-entrapped trajectory
segments are determined by a threshold 〈∆r〉: portions of the trajectory above the thresh-
old are ‘not-entrapped’ and those below are ‘entrapped’. Each of the panels (a)-(c) dis-
play a motile LM trajectory on the peptide-F127 lawn segmented into entrapped and not-
entrapped, followed by the corresponding entrapped and not-entrapped velocity distribu-
tions and MSDTA (Eq. 2.14), respectively.
demonstrates the large heterogeneity apparent in our motile LM system. Fig. 9.6b is an
example of a trajectory in which the entrapped state is found to be slightly superdiffusive.
Fig. 9.6c is another example where the not-entrapped MSD analysis yields a superdiffusive
α value of 1.23, and the entrapped α is also slightly superdiffusive.
For the trajectories presented in Fig. 9.6 we find that the average entrapped speed for
these three LMs is 0.030 µm·s−1, and the average not-entrapped speed is 0.10 µm·s−1.
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Given our thresholding technique it is expected that the not-entrapped state will have a
higher average speed, however, it is interesting that the not-entrapped average speed is a
factor of 3.3 times larger. Yehl et al. [65] found that monowheels in the entrapped state
were slower (∼0.008 µm·s−1) than the same monowheels in a not-entrapped state (∼0.05
µm·s−1): not-entrapped monowheel speeds were roughly 6 times faster than entrapped
speeds.
A clear difference between the LM system and the monowheel system is that the LMs
appear to spend significantly more time in the entrapped state. The intuition gained from
Fig. 9.6 suggests that more time in the entrapped state will bring the trajectory-averaged
α value down towards the Brownian limit or lower, while more time in the not-entrapped
state will push the α value towards higher superdiffusive values. Based on our preliminary
analysis of the three trajectories in Fig. 9.6 our system spends roughly ∼ 75% of time
in the entrapped state. A qualitative comparison to the single trajectory analyzed in this
way by Yehl et al. (Fig.3f in ref. [65]) suggests the LM system spends a lot more time
entrapped, which supports the findings of lower LM superdiffusivity (and even in some
cases subdiffusivity) as compared to the monowheel.
9.4 Conclusions
LMs are a new type of synthetic molecular motor whereby the protease blades are engi-
neered onto the central hub of the device. We find that lawnmowers on a two-dimensional
landscape of peptide-F127 display highly heterogeneous behaviour. LMs are found to have
saltatory motion, like that found in similar model systems [132], as well as have a velocity
distribution similar to that of the DNA monowheel [65]. The heterogeneity is manifest in
reference to the LM’s varying α values as measured by the MSDTA (Eq. 2.14): α varies
both across the ensemble and throughout a single trajectory. LMs can exhibit both long-
time superdiffusive behaviour and long-time subdiffusive behaviour. More time spent in the
not-entrapped state is linked to superdiffusivity, whereas more time in the entrapped state
is linked to conventional or subdiffusive behaviour. An ensemble of LMs on the bare F127
lawn on the other hand displays more homogeneous behaviour, with α values more closely
distributed around the conventional diffusion limit (α = 1.0), as compared to motile LMs
on peptide-F127. Our motile LMs have an average velocity of 0.061 µm·s−1 (taken across
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both entrapped and not-entrapped states throughout the entire n = 59 motile ensemble),
which is higher than that reported for the high-speed DNA monowheel system of 0.032
µm·s−1 for their 5 µm particles [65].
Our results demonstrate the first implementation of a novel type of protein-based artifi-
cial molecular motor whereby the proteases that propel the system forward are tethered to
the hub of the motor. Our system is the first micron-sized fully autonomous system imple-
mented where no external fields or catalysts are supplied to drive the system’s motion.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
Broadly speaking, the motivation for the work completed in this thesis was to engineer
technologies that achieve tasks currently not possible, and to mimic the complex behaviour
of biological BBR systems, thereby enabling us to learn about the fundamental physical
principles that give rise to their motion. To achieve our goal we used varying approaches
from theory and simulation to experimental work, ultimately culminating in the work pre-
sented in Chapter 9. I will briefly summarize what was accomplished throughout this thesis,
then discuss future and ongoing works and conclude with final remarks.
10.1 Summary
Part I of my thesis focused on modelling and analytical studies focused on understanding
BBRs as well as the statistical tools used to understand their kinetics. Chapter 3 presented
an analytically tractable model system where we explored the effects of finite processity on
a random walk in one dimension. We showed that, simply by adjusting detachment from
the track, random walks can be tuned to exhibit a wide range of dynamics, ranging from
conventional diffusion to superballistic motion. The mean-squared displacement (MSD) is
widely used for dynamical inference, yet we showed that it can easily be misinterpreted:
the MSD suggests ballistic and even accelerated dynamics, which erroneously represent the
underlying Gaussian dynamics of a system with biased and time-varying detachment kinet-
ics (Fig. 3.2). Because finite processivity is a property of all protein motors, our findings
have broad implications for characterizing dynamics. The work presented in Chapter 3 was
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originally inspired by the observation that BBRs tend to detach from their landscape if they
move back on their product wakes. We found this bias to manifest in simulated BBR sys-
tems (Fig. 3.7), suggesting that for finitely processive BBRs, where there is a distribution
of trajectory times, one needs to be aware of biases in the MSD when determining physical
properties of the system.
Inspired by the experimental works of Pei et al., who motivated their polyvalent cat-
alytic walker experiments with the desire to control the rate of diffusion of a molecular
assembly throughout a landscape [63], in Chapter 4 we presented the simulations of multi-
valent diffusive transporters on a two-dimensional landscape. We analytically determined a
diffusion coefficient that predicts transport to depend on span and multivalency of the mul-
tivalent walker. We found that multivalent walkers with high span and low multivalency
have the highest diffusion coefficient, but suffer from rapid detachment from the track.
Therefore, the design of a multivalent transport system should strive to optimize both the
diffusion coefficient and processivity, for the system to quickly move across a substrate and
remain associated for useful timescales.
In Chapter 5 we built on the simulations presented in Chapter 4 by adding the ability for
our multivalent transport system to catalyze cleavage of substrate sites. We found that the
ability to produce a local asymmetry turns the multivalent diffusive transport system into a
multivalent BBR, capable of superdiffusion on a two-dimensional landscape. We explored
how tuning the dimensionality of the track, from two dimensions to quasi-one-dimensional
tracks, affects the dynamics of multivalent BBRs. We found that as the dimension of the
system is reduced from two- to quasi-one-dimensional the anomalous diffusion exponent,
α , transitions from superdiffusive to nearly ballistic. We further considered multivalent
BBRs as ‘molecular foragers’. We found that optimal foraging is dependent on the ability
to remain associated to the track. BBR designs that have a high effective cleavage rate are
out-competed in the long-time limit by systems with a much slower effective cleavage rate
but with longer track association times.
In Chapter 6 we used Langevin dynamics to simulate the motion of a spherical BBR
navigating an elastic two-dimensional track. The stiffness of the landscape was tuned
from soft to stiff, and the resulting effect on the spherical BBR dynamics was determined.
We found that substrate stiffness influences all motor-like dynamical properties examined.
Speed, processivity, and persistence length are optimized at high, intermediate and low
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stiffnesses, respectively, while rolling is also optimized at a high surface stiffness. These
findings show that there are important tradeoffs to consider when designing synthetic BBRs
and the landscape with which they interact. Our model provides a distinct example of an
active matter system, examining how directed motion arises from collective effects of sub-
strate cleavage by individual, coupled model enzymes.
Part II of my thesis focused on experimental progress towards proteolytic burnt-bridge
ratchets. Chapter 7 detailed our work on a surface functionalization method based on an
end-modified Pluronic F127 tri-block copolymer. We demonstrated the applicability of
our method for fluorescence imaging, where surface-bound peptides were demonstrated to
be proteolytically accessible. We showed through a concentration-dependent cleavage as-
say that the brush blocked nonspecific binding of proteins (trypsin) to a glass surface. In
Chapter 8 we applied the surface chemistry described in Chapter 7 to the surface of light-
guiding nanowires. We found that F127 leads to the partial blocking of nonspecific interac-
tions between quantum dots free in solution and the nanowire surface. For F127-passivated
nanowires we found that quantum dots slowly adhere to the surface of the nanowires, com-
pared to a control experiment on bare nanowires where we found instantaneous binding of
quantum dots. Also presented in Chapter 8 was our work on chemically binding peptides
to nanowire surfaces via a click-chemistry protocol. We showed that the peptides are pro-
teolytically accessible to trypsin, thereby turning an array of nanowires into a fluorescent
biosensing assay.
Chapter 9 detailed our experimental work on implementing a micron-sized artificial
molecular motor, called the lawnmower, on the two-dimensional lawn of peptide intro-
duced in Chapter 7. We found that an ensemble of lawnmowers moving on non-interacting
tracks (bare F127) exhibit near-conventional diffusive dynamics, where the distribution
of displacements is well-described by the two-dimensional Rayleigh equation for diffu-
sion (Eq. 9.1). By contrast, an ensemble of lawnmowers on an interacting track (peptide-
F127) displayed a large distribution of behaviours. We observed a distribution of motile and
non-motile lawnmowers throughout our 12.5 h experiment time. For the motile lawnmow-
ers there is a large heterogeneity in observed behaviours. Many of the motile lawnmowers
exhibit superdiffusive behaviour throughout their entire trajectory, while others display a
mixture of superdiffusive and subdiffusive behaviour (Fig. 9.2). Furthermore, the trajec-
tories of the motile lawnmowers exhibit saltatory motion, similar to that described in a
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similar simulated spherical BBR system [40]. We also found that motile LMs exhibit what
appear to be entrapped and not-entrapped states, where not-entrapped speeds are on av-
erage higher than that of entrapped speeds. This observation is also similar to previously
reported on spherical BBR systems [65].
10.2 Outlook
10.2.1 Micron lawnmowers moving under confinement or against grav-
ity
In their detailed review, ‘Synthetic Molecular Motors and Mechanical Machines’, Kay et
al. [16] suggest future avenues for the field of synthetic molecular motor design. Of rele-
vance to our micron-scale LM system are the suggestions to create a system that ‘moves
itself uphill in terms of energy’, and ‘traverse[s] a predefined path across a surface or down
a track by responding to the nature of their environment so as to change direction’.
Work in the field has already begun to meet these goals. Towards the second sugges-
tion, Lund et al. repurposed their molecular-scaled polycatalytic walkers to move along
prescriptive landscapes, and demonstrated their capability of carrying out tasks such as
‘start’, ‘follow’, ‘turn’ and ‘stop’ [64]. Yehl et al. also implement their system in a linear
and confined track to guide motion [65]. The lab of our collaborator Heiner Linke at Lund
University designed a parallel computation assay based on actin and microtubule gliding
assays, whereby through creatively engineering the computation network the gliding assay
can be made to solve combinatorial math problems [216]. Through implementing the LM
system in a network of channels that guide LM motion, we may also be able to achieve use-
ful tasks from their directed motion. Indeed, the results of Chapter 5 suggest that reducing
the dimensionality of the BBR landscape leads to increased directionality, a useful charac-
teristic for motor-like systems. Towards this end we have been in collaboration with the
Linke lab, and have successfully made F127-passivated channels that confine the motion
of micron-sized Dynabeads.
Lawnmowers catalyze surface-bound free-energy-rich substrate sites to achieve su-
perdiffusive motion. It would be interesting to design an assay that allows for a mea-
surement of their ability to do work. One can imagine tilting the LM landscape such that
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motion against gravity is possible, or perhaps inducing a weak flow into the system via
a flow cell to measure motion against a drag force. The current LM design explored in
Chapter 9 uses a Dynabead hub with sulfo-SMCC linkers (roughly 1 nm spacers) that are
end-decorated with trypsin enzymes. It would be interesting to see how design changes
affect the LM’s ability to work against gravity, or affect its movement against a constant
flow. How would increasing the leg-linker length, altering pH, or temperature, affect the
lawnmower’s ability to do work? Our simulations on BBRs with point-like hubs suggest
that increasing multivalency and decreasing leg length would lead to a more superdiffusive
system in two dimensions, suggesting that such a system would be better at moving against
a gradient.
10.2.2 Nano lawnmowers moving along nanowires
Our Lawnmower molecular motors were originally designed as nanoscaled objects with
a quantum dot hub [110]. The application of our tri-block copolymer surface chemistry
to the surface of nanowires was done with the ultimate goal of having quantum-dot-hub
LMs move along their surfaces. As the QD LM moves it should cleave surface-bound
peptides, releasing a quencher and activating a fluorophore. The nanowires are designed
with the correct radius to couple in both emission from the QD and the FITC fluorophores.
Therefore, by viewing the time-dependent integrated fluorescence at the tips of nanowires
from both QDs and fluorophores, we could correlate QD presence with an increase in
fluorescence intensity from cleaved peptide. This would provide detailed information of
the mechanochemical coupling of the lawnmower system.
Work towards realizing this assay is well underway (see Chapter 8). Peptides clicked
to the surface of nanowires were shown to be proteolytically accessible to trypsin free
in solution, and F127-passivated nanowires partially blocked nonspecific binding of QDs.
Improved blocking of QDs could be accomplished by increasing their cross-sectional area.
Currently, the ‘legs’ of the LM are heterobifunctional crosslinkers that contain a single PEG
spacer (they are about∼1 nm in length). Increasing the number of PEG spacers to 10 would
increase the cross-sectional area of the QD LM, making it less likely to diffuse through the
PEG brush. Finally, end-modified peptide-F127 needs to be bound on the surface of the
nanowires, and shown to be proteolytically accessible by trypsin free in solution. Fig. 10.1
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Figure 10.1: Adapted from ref. [34]. Nanoscaled Lawnmower concept experiment
on nanowires. Quantum-dot-hub lawnmowers move along the surface of lightguiding
nanowires, activating fluorophores as they progress. Emission from the fluorophores cou-
ples into the nanowire structure and is guided to the nanowire tips. Nanowires can be
designed to waveguide a broad spectrum of photons: QD-hub emission can also couple
into the nanowire structure, allowing for the correlation of increased peptide fluorescence
with the presence of surface-bound LMs.
displays a schematic of this hypothesized experiment.
If end-modified F127 cannot provide an appropriate scaffold for QD LMs on nanowires,
there are a few suggested alternative approaches for surface passivation. One option is to
use zwitterionic silane in lieu of Sigmacote. There has been success in applying zwitteri-
onic silane to silicon-based materials for antibiofouling purposes, which may be adapted to
our nanowire assay [217]. Furthermore, where we use Pluronic-F127, a triblock copolymer
comprised of PEG-PPG-PEG where the PPG block hydrophobically binds to our surface,
we may consider using the diblock coplymer PLL-PEG. PLL-PEG has been successfully
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implemented on silicon-based surfaces to promote serum protein adsorption in microflu-
idic devices [218]. Unlike F127, PLL-PEG does not bind hydrophobically but can bind to
a PDMS-coated surface in an aqueous environment. This may be advantageous for small
surfaces such as nanowires or the channels discussed in section 10.2.1 as small surfaces
may be difficult to wet and bond [218].
10.2.3 Modelling the dynamics of Influenza A, B and C
Chapter 6 concludes with a brief discussion on influenza motility. Influenza A has been
shown to be a BBR, where capsid-bound NA receptors bind and cleave cell-membrane-
bound SA [52]. There are many open questions about how the motility of influenza depends
on its geometry, and how the motility of Influenza A, B and C differ from one another. The
simulations presented in Chapter 6 could be adapted to study influenza by introducing two
classes of enzymes on the bead hub to represent NA and HA (the latter a protein that binds
to the cell surface but does not cleave). The spherical hub could also be extended into
a cylindrical geometry to better match the filamentous influenza geometry [52]. A study
exploring how the polarization of HA and NA, as well as the shape of the central hub, alters
the particle dynamics would be insightful towards understanding the motion of influenza.
For example, it is known that HA and NA are polarized on the surface of influenza A, and
occur in a 5:1 ratio [52]; in achieving this distribution of HA and NA, has influenza evolved
to optimize motion in some way?
10.3 Final remark
This thesis opened with a quote from Richard Feynman from his talk ‘There’s plenty of
room at the bottom’, delivered at the 1959 American Physical Society annual meeting [1].
As part of his talk, Feynman discusses the engineering principles of nanoscaled synthetic
machines at a variety of lengthscales. I feel many of Feynman’s statements and motivations
for the utility of synthetic molecular machines rings true today with regards to the work
presented in this thesis.
My work has been focused on understanding and implementing BBRs. The BBR mech-
anism is one way to achieve an asymmetry capable of rectifying biased motion in a molec-
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ular system. BBRs are found throughout Nature: humans, plants, arthropods, bacteria and
even viruses have made use of the BBR mechanism to achieve directed motion (see Sec-
tion 1.6). Understanding how engineering principles of synthetic BBRs alter their dynamics
will be useful to inform us about the physical parameters Nature has been optimizing in its
biological counterparts. Furthermore, drawing inspiration from Nature for the creation of
novel synthetic motor systems advances our ability to control matter at the lengthscales
relevant for cellular life. What utility will such advancements have? I cannot say exactly,
but I am excited by where the field is heading.
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Appendix for Chapter 3
A.1 Analytical expression for diffusion exponent α










[ri(n)− ri(0)]2 = Dgnα . (A.1)
Here, n is an arbitrary point in time, N is the size of the ensemble, Dg is the general diffusion
coefficient and α is the anomalous diffusion exponent. We can also consider a point n−b




= Dg(n−b)α . (A.2)











〈[r(n−b)− r(0)]2〉 = logn
nα
(n−b)α (A.4)
= α logn n− logn[(n−b)α ]. (A.5)
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〈[r(n−b)− r(0)]2〉 . (A.8)
The αnn−b notation denotes that α is estimated by two points, at times n and n−b. Eq. A.8 is
an expression for α derived from an arbitrary ensemble-averaged mean-squared displace-
ment. In Chapter 3 we restrict ourselves to one dimension and have a system for which













In Chapter 3 we apply Eq. A.9 with b = 2 to analytical ensemble-level results, to esti-
mate the anomalous diffusion exponent over a duration of 2 timesteps. In order to capture
short-time changes in αnn−b a small value of b must be used, b= 2 is chosen as an arbitrarily
small value.
A.2 Comparing the dynamic functional to newly derived
αnn−b
To demonstrate the utility of αnn−b (Eq. 3.4), we determine the anomalous diffusion coeffi-
cient for an example in which biased detachment is suddenly turned on after 100 timesteps.
Figure A.1a shows conventional diffusion for the first 100 timesteps, after which there is
a sudden increase in the MSDEA. Figure A.1b compares α determined using Eq. 3.4 and
Eq. 3.3. The derivative used to calculate αψ via Eq. 3.3 is a smoothing spline derivative
with cross-validation [219], while the expression Eq. 3.4 for αnn−b is exact.
A.3 Analytical calculations for the discrete random walk
with detachment
Table A.1 provides sample analytical calculations from Table 3.3.1 of the ensemble-level
MSDEA (Eq. 3.2) and the analytical anomalous diffusion exponent αnn−2 derived in A.1,
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Figure A.1: a) An example of a log-log MSDEA-time trend from the analytical model where
detachment is turned on at t=100. b) A comparison of α computed numerically by Eq. 3.3
and analytically by Eq. 3.4.
up to 4 timesteps. Here, d is the probability of detachment (Eq. 3.1), and r ≡ 1− d rep-
resents the probability of remaining attached to the lattice for an individual step. Prem is a







n−2 for the first 4 timesteps.
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A.4 Derivation of 〈v+〉 for the ensemble-level model
Here we derive a general expression for the ensemble-level 〈v+〉, the mean velocity condi-
tioned on the walker being at positive displacement. We consider a discrete system in one
dimension that can take steps to the left or right with step size |∆x| = 1 and ∆t = 1. The
probability of stepping left or right is equal. Let dl(t) and dr(t) represent the probability of
detaching from the lattice for steps taken to the left and right, respectively. We then write





















The effects of detachment on the mean ensemble acceleration 〈a+〉 = ddt 〈v+〉 can then be
determined, as can the conditional mean displacement: 〈x+〉=
∫
dt 〈v+〉.
In Chapter 3 we consider exponential detachment for particles moving towards the





We also consider the case where detachment towards the origin is constant with time,




To demonstrate agreement of this approach with our numerical data, we compare for
the exponential case the positive peak displacement obtained from the ensemble-level sim-










− t +C, (A.16)
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where C is an integration constant. We set the integration constant to C = −2log2kd such
that 〈x+〉exp(t = 0) = 0. We find this analytical expression for 〈x+〉exp to agree with the
ensemble-level results for exponential detachment (Fig. A.2).
Figure A.2: Conditional mean 〈x+〉exp Eq. A.15 (blue dots) from theory agrees with
ensemble-level positive peak displacement (curves) from Fig. 3.3c.
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A.5 Further kurtosis analysis of trajectory-resolved model
Here we plot the excess kurtosis as a function of time lag for various kd of the trajectory-
resolved simulations. For small kd, γ2 tends to fluctuate about the Gaussian value of unity.
For larger kd, γ2 tends to negative values.
Figure A.3: Excess kurtosis as a function of time lag for the trajectory-resolved model.
Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter 4
B.1 Example MSD calculations




= 2dDτ [22] requires that the sys-
tem have no anomalous diffusive behaviour. That is, the anomalous diffusion relation〈
|r− r0|2
〉
= kτα must have α = 1.0. For all multivalent walker designs considered in
this work we find that the anomalous exponent is well approximated by a value of 1.0. We
display this result for our entire parameter space as a heatmap in Fig. B.1a. A few ran-
domly selected MSD plots are shown in Fig. B.1b, where a linear relationship can be seen
(characteristic of conventional diffusion).
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Figure B.1: ETAMSD analysis. a) The anomalous diffusion exponent α is given by the slope
of the MSD versus time lag curve and is plotted for all multivalent diffusive transporters;
all α values are approximately 1.0, characteristic of conventional diffusion. b) Example
linear fits of log-log ETAMSD versus time lag for various multivalent walker designs.
B.2 Simulated and analytical diffusion coefficient compar-
ison
To test how well DMvT approximates Dsim for varying values of koff and kon we rescale
them by a factor q, where q ranges from 1 to 500. In Fig. B.2 we show that as q is increased
DMvT better-approximates Dsim.
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Figure B.2: D as a function of q for n = s = 5. Simulated results (blue circles) are slightly
higher than estimated results from Eq. 4.5 (red line).
B.3 Example processivity calculations
In Fig. B.3a we show that across all of our multivalent walker designs only a small fraction
experienced detachment within our simulation time of 25,000 and chosen rates of kon = 20
and koff = 1.0. In Fig. B.3b we show that detachment is well described as a single-step
Poisson process, governed by single-exponential decay kinetics of the probability of re-
maining bound Pb(t) for various bipedal walkers. We find that for n = 2 across all spans
there is complete detachment; however, when n is increased to 3, after a span of 5 all mul-
tivalent diffusers remained associated to their landscape for the entirety of the simulation.
At n = 4 only the s = 2 walkers experienced partial detachment, while for all other (n,s)
designs nearly 100% of the walkers remained associated to their landscapes. In Fig. B.4
we display the results of our detachment rate analysis as a function of multivalent walker
span. As span is increased we find λ to decrease proportional to 1/(3s2), thereby leading
to the result that average time bound to the track is expected to increase as a function of
increased span.
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Figure B.3: Processivity analysis. a) Heatmap depicting the fraction of walkers that de-
tached over the 25000 simulation timesteps. b) Example plots of the probability that walk-
ers remain bound to the track, Pb(t) (Eq. 4.8), versus time for various bipedal walker de-
signs. All Pb(t) curves are fit by a single-exponential decay, implying that detachment is a
Poisson process with a single rate-determining step.
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Figure B.4: The detachment rate, λ , estimated from the exponential fit to Pb(t) for all n = 2
multivalent walkers.
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C.1 MSDs for (n,s) BBR designs
Figure C.1: Each panel shows the evolution of MSD(~r) for a given BBR design. MSD(~r)
for each of the BBR designs displays a similar trend with track width as discussed in the
main text for (3,8) BBRs. The resulting αr values from each MSD(~r) curve are plotted in
Fig. 5.3b.
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C.2 Fraction remaining bound for (n,s) BBR designs
Figure C.2: All detachment curves for each BBR design as a function of track width. (3,8)
BBRs display negligible detachment for track widths larger than 32. All BBRs display a
similar trend of longer track association with increasing track width.
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C.3 Excess kurtosis for (n,s) BBR designs
Figure C.3: Excess kurtosis γ2(x), for all BBR designs across all track widths. a) (3,3) γ2(x)
show similar trends to that of (3,8) BBRs, however, with their shorter track association
times the curves are more noisy. b) γ2(x) for (3,8) BBRs, as shown and discussed in the
main text. c) (12,3) BBRs on narrow tracks display a decrease in γ2(x) to -2.0. However,
on wider tracks and later times the BBRs experience an increase in γ2(x), indicating that
over long times the dispersion increases at a greater rate than the modes separate. d) (12,8)
BBRs display a similar trend in γ2(x) as (12,3) BBRs, where γ2(x) increases with time on
wide tracks.
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Figure C.4: Excess kurtosis γ2(y), for all BBR designs on each track width. For (3,3),
(12,3), and (12,8) BBRs on intermediate tracks, γ2(y) decreases below -1.2 to a minimum
before increasing to the -1.2 uniform distribution limit. (12,8) BBRs on wide tracks display
an appreciable increase in γ2(y) over long times, not seen for the other BBR designs. The
γ2(y) trends for (3,8) BBRs are included and discussed in the main text.
C.4 Kurtosis calculation of bimodal distribution
On narrow tracks the BBR displacement distributions produce two modes that travel in the
±x̂ directions. To understand how the kurtosis is expected to behave we derive γ2 for a
probability density function described by two Gaussian modes centred at µ1 and µ2 with
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Kurtosis is defined as the standardized 4th moment. Since a Gaussian distribution always
































































In our system there is symmetry in the two modes about x = 0. Therefore, we make the













C.5 Chapter 5 supplementary movies
Movie S1: The ensemble position evolution for (3,3) BBRs on an effectively two-dimensional
track. The ensemble of BBRs can be seen to develop a low occupancy around the centre
(starting point) of the track. This movie can be found at ref.[111]
Movie S2: The ensemble position evolution for (3,8) BBRs on an effectively two-dimensional
track. The ensemble of BBRs can be seen to maintain a high occupancy around the centre
(starting point) of the track. This movie can be found at ref.[111]
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Movie S3: The ensemble position evolution for (12,3) BBRs on an effectively two-dimensional
track. The ensemble of BBRs can be seen to develop a low occupancy around the centre
(starting point) of the track. This movie can be found at ref.[111]
Movie S4: The ensemble position evolution for (12,8) BBRs on an effectively two-dimensional
track. The ensemble of BBRs can be seen to develop a low occupancy around the centre
(starting point) of the track. This movie can be found at ref.[111]
Movie S5: The ensemble position evolution for (3,8) BBRs on a narrow track of width
8. Two modes can be seen to develop and move in opposite directions. This movie can be
found at ref.[111]
Movie S6: The ensemble position evolution for (12,8) BBRs on a narrow track of width
8. Two modes can be seen to develop and move in opposite directions. This movie can be
found at ref.[111]
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D.1 Single trajectory analysis
Figure D.1: a) Two trajectories from the kx,y = 100 ensemble were randomly chosen for
analysis. Trajectory positions are denoted by green and blue lines, where the points are
coloured according to their instantaneous speed at that position in time. The average speed
throughout the trajectory is 18.1 and 16.8 with αTA of 1.68 and 1.49 for the green and blue
trajectories, respectively. (b) r(x,y) as a function of time. (c) v∆ as a function of time
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Figure D.2: a) Two trajectories from the kx,y = 3.125 ensemble were chosen: the blue tra-
jectory is an example of a bead traversing into an area surrounded by product sites, thereby
persisting in a long product-entrapped state, while the green trajectory is an example of a
bead that avoids becoming ‘trapped’ by surrounding product sites, thereby persisting in a
substrate-driven state. αTA are 1.68 and 1.51 for the green and blue trajectories, respec-
tively. (b) r(x,y) as a function of time. p1 is an example where the relative position r(x,y)
appears to be constant however the local speed is non-zero; here the bead may appear to be
trapped if velocity is computed relatively, versus a local speed as shown in (c). p2 is the
point at which the bead actually becomes trapped by product sites. p3 is the end-point of
the trajectory. (c) v∆ as a function of time computed over a ∆τ interval of 0.4. For the blue
trajectory the average speed from t = 0 to p2 is 8.3, and the average speed from p2 to p3 is
2.3. The average speed of the green trajectory is 8.2.
D.2 First passage time for NB = 0 for all kx,y ensembles
Because detachment can strongly bias dynamical measures inferred from MSD analysis we
wanted to determine whether detachment was responsible for the ensemble ’acceleration‘
inferred from superballistic values of αEA in Fig. 6.2b. Thus, in Fig. D.3 we plot the
average time to the first observed detachment event (the first passage time, FPT, to NB = 0)
as a function of kx,y. We find that the FPT increases with an increase in kx,y, suggesting that
stiffer substrates support more processive trajectories. Note that, because the plotted FPT is
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a mean FPT only for those trajectories exhibiting detachment (NB=0), it underestimates the
true mean FPT because many trajectories do not detach on the timescale of our simulations
(Fig. 6.6).
Figure D.3: Average first passage time to detachment (defined here as NB = 0) as a function
of kx,y.
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D.3 MSDTA calculations
The trajectory-averaged MSD displays a similar trend as a function of time lag for all
elasticities (Fig. 6.2d)). The scatter of calculated α values for different trajectories is shown
in Figure D.4a. In Figure D.4b we plot the generalized diffusion coefficient as a function of
bead index for each kx,y ensemble. We find that the diffusion coefficient is highly dependent
on kx,y, where for stiff substrates (kx,y = 100) it maximizes at A≈ 200 before decreasing to
A≈ 50 for soft substrates (kx,y = 1.5625).
Figure D.4: a) Scatter plot of αTA for all 100 polyvalent spheres in each kx,y ensemble. b)
Scatter plot of the generalized diffusion coefficient for all 100 polyvalent spheres in each
kx,y ensemble. Horizontal lines are the mean value of each α respective α distribution.
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D.4 Scatter plots of ∆x versus ∆θy
Figure D.5: Scatter plots of translational versus angular displacements on substrates of
different stiffness. Shown are ∆x versus ∆θy calculated for a time lag of ∆τ = 4τint = 0.004.
The correlation is low, but increases with increasing substrate stiffness, kx,y.
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Figure D.6: Scatter plots of translational versus angular displacements on substrates of
different stiffness. Shown are ∆x versus ∆θy calculated at a time step of ∆τ = 64τint = 0.064.
The correlation is much stronger than in Fig.S5, and increases with increasing substrate
stiffness, kx,y. These plots were used to calculate the correlation coefficients shown in
Fig. 6.4.
D.5 Processivity analysis with reduced
substrate occupancy, p
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Figure D.7: Procssivity analysis for soft kx,y = 3.125 and rigid kx,y = 100 substrates as a
function of substrate occupancy, p. We find agreement between using number of bound
substrate as well as a height cutoff of z < 0 as metrics for processivity. As the height cutoff
is relaxed subtle differences of processivity between soft and rigid substrates emerge, where
softer substrates tend to be more processive.
D.6 Ensemble averaged MSD calculations for various p on
substrate stiffness of 100
To demonstrate the effects of substrate occupancy on polyvalent sphere kinetics we com-
pute the MSDEA for all substrate occupancies explored on the stiff lattice (Fig. D.8).
As the substrate occupancy decreases down to p = 0.1 the system becomes more con-
ventionally diffusive, with the MSDEA at p = 0.1 resulting in αEA close to the Brownian
limit of 1.0.
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Figure D.8: MSDEA analysis of stiff substrates (kx,y = 100) with varying occupancy.
D.7 Supplementary movie
Movie Ch8S1: Motion of a spherical BBR on a 2D surface of substrates with varying
planar elasticity. The top panels show the time evolution of the motor on a substrate with
elasticity, kx = ky = kz = 100. The left panel shows the substrate cleavage and the right
panel shows the rotation of the BBR where the frame of reference has been centred at the
centre of mass of the motor. Possible detachment events have been shown. The bottom
panels show the time evolution for elasticity, kx = ky = 3.125, kz = 100 for the same frame
rate as the top panels. Again, the left panel shows the substrate cleavage and the right panel
shows motor rotation. This movie can be sourced from the online version of [124].
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D.8 Cover art
Figure D.9: Soft Matter cover art.
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E.1 Protocol for F127 and F127-NHS-Peptide surface pas-
sivation
The following protocols for glass cleaning and surface activation, as well as sample prepa-
ration and F127 deposition, were developed by Michael Kirkness.
E.1.1 Glass cleaning/surface activation
1. Break glass cover slips and slides into thin pieces such that they will fit in glass test
tubes.When cutting the glass be careful to wear gloves so as not to get any hand oils
on the pieces.
2. Use one piece of glass to be cleaned per glass tube.
3. Slides in test tubes, within beaker, fill with 20 Omega water than boil for 10 minutes
in microwave.
4. Make 150 ml of acidified methanol by mixing 75 ml of MeOH with 75 ml of con-
centrated HCl. Mix very slowly by pipetting acid into MeOH.
(a) NOTE: This reaction is highly exothermic, do not mix the chemicals quickly.
5. Let the acidified MeOH cool down to RT.
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6. Slowly pour acedifed MeOH into glass tubes such that the liquid completely covers
the samples.
7. Sonicate for 45 minutes. Dispose of acidified MeOH into designated waste container.
8. Rinse samples well with ddH2O water while keeping the glass in the tubes.
9. Repeat step 8 4x. This step is important as the MeOH will react with later chemical
treatments if still present.
10. Sonicate for 5-10 minutes with good water. may shorten to keep the hydroxyls acti-
vated as long as possible. We don’t want to loose hydroxyls from HCl. Pour out all
water after this step.
11. Pour concetrated H2SO4 into glass tubes holding the cover slips.
12. Sonicate for 45 minutes.
13. Rinse with ddH2O water for 4x.
14. Sonicate for 10 minutes with good water.
15. Dry with air and then bake for roughly 10 minutes.
The slides are now ready for silanization.
E.1.2 Silanization
Next we wish to bind SigmaCote (silane) to the activated glass surface by liquid deposition.
1. Pour SigaCote into three clean test tubes, filling them up.
2. Three slides at a time, place them into the test tubes and let sit for 1 minute 30
seconds.
3. Remove the slides with cleaned tweezers and dry carefully with air.
4. Place slides to be baked for 30 minutes at 100C.
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E.1.3 Preparing the chambers
Use the two-sided thin red tape to make the chambers
1. Carefully cut the thin strips of glass slide in half. Each half will become one chamber.
2. Do the same for the cover slips.
3. Cut thin strips of the red tape and place two strips on either side of a chamber-sized
slide.
4. Carefully place the cover slip on the glass slide, and carefully apply pressure with
the tweezers or round side of an exacto-blade across the lenght of the chamber.
5. Last step to make all of your chambers.
E.1.4 Deposit the F127-NHS and Peptide
1. Prepare a 10% solution of F127-NHS in pH 6.0 sodium phosphate 1M buffer. A
convenient way to do this is to measure out F127-NHS into an epindorf tube, then
put in the corresponding volume of buffer to bring the solution to 10%
2. Vortex for roughly 10 minutes and spin down the bubbles. You should see no powder
in the tube.
3. Pipette in the F127-NHS into each chamber such that the chambers are filled com-
pletely.
4. Immediately place the F127-NHS chamber in a hydration chamber (wet paper towel
place on the bottom of a plastic container will due).
5. When all the chambers have been made put them into the hydration chambers and let
incubate at 4oC for 4 hours.
6. Flush the remaining F127-NHS from the chambers with Ph 6.0 Sod.Phos buffer.
7. Make solution of 1 µl of peptide stock in DMSO in 59 mul of Ph. 8 Sod.Phos buffer.
8. Quickly pipette in the pH 8.0 buffer into the chambers, flushing out the pH 6.0 buffer.
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9. Pipette in 30 mul of peptide solution into the chambers.
10. Each chamber gets 30 mul of peptide solution.
11. Let the chambers incubate overnight.
12. Before the chambers are to be used for an enzyme assay flush the remaining peptide
out with 400 µl of the buffer to be used for the enzyme assay.
Appendix F
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F.1 Schematic of proposed experiment and Physics in Canada
cover art
Volume 73, No. 2
2017
Canadian Association of 
Physicists / Association 
canadienne des physiciens 
et  physiciennes
www.cap.ca
Serving the Canadian 
physics community
since 1945 /  Au service 
de la communauté 
canadienne de physique 
depuis 1945
NANOSCALE APPROACHES TO BIOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS  /  SYSTÈMES BIOLOGIQUES : 
APPROCHES NANOSCOPIQUES
Figure F.1: Schematic of proposed quantum-dot (QD) lawnmower, experiment and Physics
in Canada cover art. QD lawnmowers are depicted moving along the periphery of
nanowires, activating flourophores as each substrate site is cleaved. The resulting signal
is then guided to the tips of the nanowires for detection.
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F.2 Protocol for peptide preparation
The following protocol is from reference [191], and was developed by Dr. Suzana Kovacic.
F.2.1 Preparation of Azido-PEG4-Peptide
1. Prepare solution A:
(a) 4 µl 5 mM peptide in DMSO (2x10−8)
(b) 2 µl 100 mM NHS-PEG4-Azide in DMSO (2x10−7)
(c) 2.5 µl 1:100 DIPEA:DMSO (DIPEA is N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (Hunigs
Base))
(d) 1.5 µl DMSO (solution has 10µl total)
2. Incubate solution overnight at RT on rotary mixer in the dark.
3. Add 4 µl of 2.5% TFA and 64µl of H2O to solution to bring it to a total of 100 µl.
4. Wet c18 tip by aspirating 2x100 µl 50% acetonitrile (ACCN) in water and discarding.
5. Equilibrate tip by aspirating 100 µl of 0.1% TFA and discarding.
6. Aspirate 100 µl of Solution A (you should be able to see very yellow resin).
7. Rinse 3 with 100 µl 0.1% TFA/5% ACCN.
8. Prepare 3 eppendorf tubes:
(a) Tube 1: 300 µl of 10% MeOH/ 0.1% acetic acid.
(b) Tube 2: 300 µl of 40% MeOH/ 0.1% acetic acid.
(c) Tube 3: 300 µl of 100% MeOH/ 0.1% acetic acid.
9. Wash C18 tip from tube 1 solution 6 times with 50µl, disposing of eluant in separate
tube (you should not see any yellow in eluant).
10. Wash C18 tip from tube 2 solution 6 times with 50µl, disposing of eluant in separate
tube (you should not see any yellow in eluant).
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11. Wash C18 tip from tube 3 solution 6 times with 50µl, keep all eluant (eluant should
be bright yellow and contain peptide now).
12. Check material through absorbance measurement: baseline with 100% MeOH 0.1%
acetic acid. (samples may have to be diluted).
13. You should see a large peak at∼325nm for the eluant from tube 3 wash (peaks should
be much smaller from other washes).
F.3 Protocol for nanowire surface preparation using Click
chemistry
1. Coat GaP Nanowires with 10 nm of SiOx via atomic layer deposition (100 cycles at
250oC).
2. Clean and activate the nanowire surface with plasma preening: 30 minutes at RT.
3. Silanization with OTPC.
(a) Place the sample in a glass petri dish in controlled atmosphere (nitrogen).
(b) Add 60 µl of OTPC in the petri dish (do not wet the sample with the silane).
(c) Close the petri dish, place on a hot plate at 135oC
(d) Incubate for 3 h.
(e) Clean petri dish and hamilton syringe with toluene.
F.4 Protocol for nanowire peptide functionalization
1. Find and clean clean a 10 ml or 5 ml beaker.
2. In your beaker prepare the incubation solution:
• 0.95 mL DMSO
• 0.85 mL MilliQ water
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• 0.20 mL Methanol
3. Carefully place the silanized nanowire sample in the beaker with the incubation so-
lution (be sure you do NOT flip the sample).
4. Add catalyst aliquotes:
• 20 µL CuSO4 from 50 mM stock solution.
• 20 µL Ascorbic Acid from 50 mM stock solution.
5. Add 10 µL of azido peptide from 0.16 mM stock solution (see protocol F.2.1).
6. Incubate on rotary shaker for 4 h in the dark.
7. Carefully extract the nanowire sample and rinse it in pure ethanol.
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G.1 Protocol for micron-sized Lawnmower synthesis
This protocol was adapted from ref. [110] to apply to micron-sized beads.
G.1.1 Functionalize the Bead hub
1. Prepare 20mM pH 7.4 MOPS buffer.
2. Amine Dynabead stock concentration is 2x109 beadsml . Pipette out 10µl (20x10
7 beads)
into fresh eppindorf tube.
(a) From Thermo Fisher customer support, “the beads have an amine density of
150µmol/g of beads, and the beads have a dry weight of 1 gram per 2x109
beads”.
3. Equilibrate beads in MOPS.
(a) Pipette 500 ul of MOPS, Pipette up and down multiple times to mix beads.
(b) Pull beads to edge of the tube using a magnet and remove buffer, keeping the
epindorf tube in close proximity to the magnet so as not to disturb the pellet.
(c) Repeat wash.
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4. Dissolve a 2mg tube of Sulfo-SMCC in 200 µl MOPS pH 7.4. This may take up-
wards of 10 minutes. Either pipette repeatedly or place the solution on a the vortex.
The solution should be clear and not cloudy.
5. Pipette 200µl of Sulfo-SMCC solution into the tube containing the equilibrated Dyn-
abeads. Total volume should be 200 µl.
(a) ThermoFisher recommends 3µg ligand per 107 beads.
(b) Primary amines are positively charged at pH 7.4. At low pH, the amino group
is protonated, and no modification takes place. At higher-than-optimal pH,
hydrolysis of NHS ester is quick, and modification yield diminishes. 8 molar
excess of NHS ester is recommended. [1]
6. Incubate for 4 hours on rotary mixing at RT, do not let the beads settle during incu-
bation.
7. (optional) Quench the reaction with 5µl of 1M β -alanine in SodP pH 8.3.
(a) Only do this if you want fewer linkers (and therefore trypsin) on your beads.
(b) β -alanine has a primary amine and therefore reacts with unbound NHS groups
on Sulfo-SMCC (the NHS esters that did not bind with the amine-beads are
then reacted with β -alanine).
8. Incubate quenching reaction for 30 min on rotary mixing.
9. Pellet down the beads by pipetting in 1000µl MOPS and remove supernatant. In
larger volumes it will take longer to pellet the beads; try slowly rotating the tube as
you are pelleting.
10. Repeat step 9 four more times to ensure all of the crosslinker is removed.
(a) If the crosslinker is not removed the maleimide group in the free cross linkers
will saturate to the reduced trypsin, thereby rendering them unable to bind to
the dynabeads.
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G.1.2 Preparing trypsin for Lawnmower conjugation
Thiol Reduction by TCEP
1. Remove the TCEP gel from the fridge and warm to room temperature
2. While warming, shake gently to resuspend the slurry evenly
3. With the TCEP gel fully suspended, remove 100 µL and transfer to fresh tube
4. Add 0.5ml buffer to the TCEP gel
5. Gently flick the tube to re-suspend the pellet
6. Spin at 1000 X G for 1 minute (3,000 rpm) in the microcentrifuge
7. Carefully remove the supernatant so as not to disturb the gel
8. repeat steps 4-7 two more times (TCEP is then washed)
9. measure 2 µl 10mg/ml trypsin into fresh Eppendorf tube
(a) Control: 2.5µl trypsin, 47.5µl in buffer in separate tube
(b) This is the trypsin control lacking TCEP reduction and should not bind to the
dynabead-SulfoSMCC hub.
(c) Trypsin can be stored in the freezer in 50µl aliquotes of dH2O and 1mM Hcl
for over a year. throw away the remaining aliquote when you remove it from
the freezer for that days experiments.
10. Add 47.5µl buffer to dilute trypsin
(a) For optimal trypsin reduction by TCEP the trypsin solution bust be less than 1
µg/µl in concentration.
11. Add trypsin solution to TCEP gel
12. Close seal with parafilm, incubate at RT with rotary mixing for 1 hour.
13. spin out TCEP (6000 rpm for 3 min), recover supernatant
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14. Control: Test with Ellman’s reagent for amount of exposed -SH (Ellman’s reagent
kit should include protocol)
(a) prepare 10 mg/ml Ellman’s reagent in 0.1M Sodium phosphate pH 7.4 buffer
(b) 50 µl of reduced protease
(c) 5µl 10mg/ml Ellman’s reagent
(d) 55 µl 0.1M sodium phosphate pH 7.4
(e) incubate for 15 min at RT in the dark
(f) Measure with Spectrophotometer at 412nm (Zero instrument on buffer control
sample)
15. Control for Spectrophotometer (no trypsin)
(a) 105µl buffer
(b) 5µl 10mg/ml Ellman’s reagent
G.1.3 Construct the Lawnmower
1. Immediately following step 10 from Section G.1.1 incubate the beads with 100µl of
1µg/µl trypsin reduced by TCEP.
(a) Note: with 2x107 beads you require approx 16.5nMol of trypsin to cover each
bead. When preparing the trypsin assume 10x excess and pipette 2µl of 20µg/µl
to be treated with TCEP.
(b) The TCEP reaction is 1:1 with each exposed SH group on the trypsin. It is
recommended that the TCEP volume should be 2x the trypsin solution volume
and that the incubation is a minimum of one hour.
2. Control: incubate Dynabeads (no crosslinker) with trypsin.
3. Incubate Dynabeads-SulfoSMCC with reduced trypsin at RT for 4 hours with rotary
mixing.
4. Top the solution up to a volume of 1000µl and pellet down beads.
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5. It is vital that all the free trypsin is removed so that background cleavage is minimal.
Repeat step 5 an additional 5 times or as long as you can still see the pellet forming.
6. Control: save the final supernatant from step 10 and and do a fluorogenic peptide
assay to ensure the trypsin has been removed.
G.2 Motile and non-motile LM trajectories on peptide-
F127
Figure G.1: a) The MSDs for all motile and non-motile LMs on peptide-F127 lawns
throughout a single experiment. Non-motile are distinguished from motile via a quanti-
tative threshold applied to the MSD. b) A plot of all non-motile trajectories in one ex-
periment, centred at a common origin, shows they overlap, suggesting they are useful for
determining the drift trajectory of the sample.
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G.3 ∆r analysis of LMs on bare F127 and peptide-F127
Figure G.2: ∆r analysis of LMs on peptide-F127. Colours match those in Chapter 9.
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Figure G.3: ∆r analysis of LMs on bare F127. Colours match those in Chapter 9.
